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ABSTRACT 
GROW AND GO: 
A PROGRAM FOR MOBILIZING TBE LOCAL CHURCH FOR 
SMALL GROUP PARTICPATION AND MINISTRY INVOLVEMENT 
by 
Stuart Lee Noell 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual 
health of a congregation through the implementation of the Grow and Go church-wide 
emphasis using pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of a modified version of the 
Beeson Church Health Questionnaire (BCHQ). At the heart of this study was the 
development and implementation of the Grow and Go emphasis. This program invited 
members of the congregation to ‘‘gr.0~” by enrolling in a small group and to 
volunteering to serve in at least one of the ministries of the church. To measure the 
observable changes of the spiritual health of the congregation, the church completed the 
modified BCHQ on three occasions: a month before the emphasis, one week after the 
by 
emphasis, and then six months after the emphasis. 
The survey instnxment and its four subordinate scales evidenced a positive change 
across every phase of the study. In terms of small group participation and ministry 
involvement, those respondents who transitioned fkom a lack of involvement in these 
two endeavors of congregational life to a status of active engagement reported the 
greatest magnitude of positive change. 
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My great-grandfather was Cornelius Howard Purgason. “Papa” Purgason, as he 
was affectionately known to his f m d y ,  lived d l  of his life in Rockingham County, North 
Carolina. He and his wife, Ida, were blessed with twelve children, the fourth being my 
grandmother. Along with my great-grandfather’s many involvements in the community, 
he was a devoted member of Mayodan United Methodist Church. In €act, as a part of his 
devotion to Jesus Christ and the church, Papa Purgason served as the lay delegate to the 
annual conference meeting for nearly twenty-five consecutive years, At one of those 
annual conference meetings he had the opportunity to meet the new pastor who would be  
moving to Mayodan several weeks later. Consequently, when the new pastor arrived in 
Mayodan, the only person he knew was my great-grandfather. 
On the young man’s first Sunday in town, everyone in the congregation waited 
with anticipation to get their first glimpse of the new pastor. As the clock struck eleven, 
he stepped to the pulpit and began the worship service. He led his new congregation in 
the call to worship, an opening hymn, and a recitation of the Apostles’ Creed. Then the 
time arrived for the pastor to lead the congregation in prayer. The new pastor’s practice 
had always been to call upon one of the leaders of the church to pray. His dilemma at th is 
point in his new ministry was that he knew only one person. So, with no other alternative, 
the new pastor turned to my great-grandfather and without warning said, “I would now 
like to call on brother Purgason to stand and lead us in prayer.” Papa Purgamn’s response 
was priceless. He promptly rose to his feet and looking at the pastor said, “I beg your 
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pardon, but I believe that’s what we’re paying you to do!’’ 
Over the years this story has become a part of OUT family lore as it still makes the 
rounds at family reunions; however, despite the humor this story evokes, it paints a sad 
and revealing picture of what a church can become. As respected as my great-grandfather 
was, he definitely possessed a very limited understanding of the mission and purpose of 
the Church. What remains a mystery is the source of his misunderstanding. His limited 
vision of the Church either revealed a lack of spiritual maturity on his part or it simply 
originated from a deeply ingrained mind-set that sharply divides the roles and functions 
of the laity and the clergy. 
Stating the Problem 
Too often a church understands itself as a gathering of Christian believers who 
look to their pastor as the sole practitioner of ministry, the intercessor who offers the 
people to God in prayer, the Bible teacher who proclaims God’s truth, and the shepherd 
who cares for the flock. Naturally, this misconception creates a major concern for pastors, 
yet in its infancy, heartfelt devotion and spiritual vitality were marks of the Church. 
Distinctive qualities of the early Church included frequent worship (Acts 2:46-47; 3:6-8; 
7:12), the Word preached and taught (Acts 2:14-39; 3:ll-26; 6:l-7), manifestations of the 
miraculous (Acts 2: 1-4; 3 : 1 - 10; 5: 12- 16), a oneness of spirit and possessions (Acts 2:44; 
4:32-37), fervency in prayer (Acts 1 :24-26; 3: 1 ; 4:23-3 1; 6:4), a shared ministry (6: 1-7)’ 
tremendous evangelistic appeal (Acts 2:4 1,47; 5 :  14) and the initial missionary ventures 
(8:l-8,26-40; 1O:l-48; 13:l-3). In short, the early days of the Church were an era in 
which the followers of Jesus Christ “devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to 
the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer” (Acts 2:42, NIV). Such vitality 
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continued throughout the first three centuries of church history, an era recognized by 
historians as the “Apostolic age.” In commenting on this period, Loren Mead observes, 
“The early church was conscious of itself as a faithful people surrounded by a hostile 
environment to which each member was called to witness to God’s love in Christ” (1 0). 
Despite such persistent opposition, the Church not only persevered, it also thrived. 
Then, in one of the great turning points in the history of Christianity, Constantine, 
the head of the Roman Empire, converted to Christianity. The most far-reaching 
consequence of his personal transformation was the recognition of Christianity as the 
official state religion of the empire. This event ushered in the period of church history 
known as “Christendom” and resulted in a variety of sweeping changes. The comforts of 
this newfound institutional status fostered a false sense of security on the part of the 
Church in relation to the world, while also breeding a perception of ecclesiastical 
imperialism. Under such civil endorsement, a great chasm between the roles and 
responsibilities of the clergy and the laity began to develop. By the end of the century, 
John Chrysostom, the bishop of Constantinople, was lamenting “the incursion of 
uncommitted new members into the Church” (Pelikan 68). 
Throughout the Middle Ages, this spiritual malaise continued with a 
disproportionate amount of the church’s ministry being confined to the clergy and the 
monastic orders. One church historian observed that this era included a ministerial policy 
in which “the clergy should be fiee from all lay interference both in the inception and 
conduct of their office” (Bainton 90). The result was a form of Christianity that only 
“superficially penetrated” Western civilization (Vauchez 39). The Reformation brought a 
hopeful prospect for transformation as Martin Luther, Ulrich Zwingli, John Calvin, and 
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other reformers rediscoyered and reclaimed not only the doctrine of justification by faith 
but also the doctrine of the priesthood of the believer (1 Pet. 25). Their hope was to 
return both the Word of God and the work of God to the people of God, a liberating 
possibility possessing a great opportunity for expanding ministry throughout all of the 
body of Christ and the world. In a correspondence entitled “An Open Letter to Christian 
Nobility,” Luther makes this pointed observation: 
It is pure invention that pope, bishops, priests and monks are to be called 
the “spiritual estate”; princes, lords, artisans, and farmers the “temporal 
estate.” That is indeed a fine bit of lying and hypocrisy. Yet no one should 
be fiightened by it; and for this reason-viz., that all Christians are truly 
of the “spiritual estate,” and there is among them no difference at all but 
that of office, as Paul says in 1 Corinthians 12:12, We are all one body, yet 
every member has its own work, where by it serves every other, all 
because we have one baptism, one Gospel, one faith, and are dl alike 
Christians; for baptism, Gospel and faith alone make us “spiritual” and a 
Christian people.. . . Through baptism all of us are consecrated to the 
priesthood. (66) 
This stinging indictment illustrates beautifidly Luther’s longing to reconcile the great 
divide that existed between the clergy and the laity. 
Unfortunately, just a century later, Richard Baxter published his influential book, 
The Reformed Pastor, which, according to George G. Hunter, 111, communicates that 
“ordained people do virtually all the ministry that matters-laypeople are essentially 
spectators” (Radical Outreach 107). Baxter’s treatise reads like a pastor’s job description, 
noting the numerous responsibilities of the clergy, while minimizing the role of the laity. 
Speaking to the pastors of his day, Baxter writes, “Take heed to yourselves, for the 
honour of your Lord and Master, and of his holy truth and ways, doth lie more on you 
than on other men” (78). Despite his superb devotion to Christ and his Church, Baxter 
perpetuated the clergy/laity chasm, which only reinforced the accepted norm of 
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nominal Christianity. 
One of the truly remarkable spiritual awakenings of the eighteenth century was 
the Wesleyan revival of Great Britain. Led by John and Charles Wesley, this movement 
represented a renewal effort within the Anglican church. As a forerunner of the modern 
small group emphasis, John Wesley displayed his administrative genius by organizing the 
Methodists into classes, bands, and societies, all as means of encouraging spiritual 
growth and ministry involvement. With so few clergy participating in this revival, the 
Wesleys willingly called upon the laity to fulfill a variety of ministry endeavors including 
preaching. Consistent with his commitment to the social dimensions of the gospel, 
Wesley especially enlisted the laity in ministries to the poor, the oppressed, and the 
orphaned. 
Still, he could never be satisfied with the spiritual apathy that was so prevalent in 
eighteenth century England. In his famous sermon entitled “The Almost Christian,” he 
accurately diagnosed the current spiritual climate and lamented those believers who 
refused to integrate a mature Christian faith with the whole of life and who refrained 
from pursuing a life of joyful service. .Using his typical pointed language, Wesley 
expresses his disappointment: 
You never so much as intended to devote all your words and works, your 
business, studies, diversions, to His glory. You never even designed or 
desired that whatsoever you did should be done ‘in the name of the Lord 
Jesus,’ and as such should be ‘a spiritual sacrifice, acceptable to God 
through Christ.’ (Wesley’s Doctrinal Standards 16- 17) 
Though the Wesleyan revival stands as a model for lay involvement in ministry, this 
practice was not perpetuated in the subsequent decades and centuries, even among ,those 
denominations that trace their heritage to John and Charles Wesley, 
Toward the end of the twentieth century, the age of Christendom reached its 
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conclusion (Mead 22). As the Church today embarks upon a new epoch of Christian 
history, the consequences of the sharp divide between clergy and laity continue to hinder 
its mission. The ramifications of this disparity cut across all dimensions of the Church, 
minimizing its influence in the world as well as limiting its calling to reach all people 
with the gospel of Jesus Christ. In terms of a direct impact in the body of Christ, the 
ClergyAaity chasm has had the effect of inhibiting spiritual maturity and a deeper sense of 
Christian commitment. Tragically, the practice of joyfully accepting any and all into the 
fellowship of believers with little or no expectations has only perpetuated this stymied 
level of maturity and commitment. 
Darrell L. Guder et al. describe this practice as “the tendency to make the process 
of becoming a church member as simple and unchallenging as possible; this is called the 
‘low threshold approach,’ and it assumes that disciplined nurture of new members will 
follow-which rarely happens” (205). The outcome is often a church that serves as a vital 
social fellowship while shying away from its more essential spiritual nature. As a result 
of such misplaced priorities, many churches rarely fulfill their obligation of inviting the 
whole people of God to participate in the whole ministry of God. 
Within the cultural context of American Christianity, this disparity between 
clergy and laity takes on an even more intense form. Not only has the indigenous virtue 
of self-reliance inhibited a clear appreciation for the grace of God, but America’s rampant 
individualism has also often produced a limited influence of the gospel in the life of a 
believer. One of the most often-used phrases of American evangelicalism is “personal 
relationship with Jesus Christ.” This phrase represents a legitimate biblical understanding 
of the Christian message, but tragically when viewed through the lens of individualism, 
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“personal relationship with Jesus Christ” frequently translates in the mind of an American 
Christian as “private relationship with Jesus Christ.” This privatization of the gospel 
often has the effect of reducing faith in Christ to an assurance of everlasting life and the 
hope of Christ’s abiding presence amid the challenges of life. Along with reinforcing 
such a shallow understanding of Christianity, it also limits a believer’s appreciation for 
the social dimension of the gospel, minimizing their sense of responsibility to the Church, 
other believers, and the world. In contrast, William A. Dyrness notes, “The Bible makes 
it very clear that we exist as human individuals only in community-first in families, in 
social groupings, and supremely in the family of God” (1 02). 
Such privatized expressions of the gospel not only inhibit a true understanding of 
the Christian life but also hinder an appreciation for the depth of Christian community. 
Too often, descriptions of Christian discipleship are couched in the language and themes 
of personal growth. The body of Chnst receives less prominence in the treatment of this 
topic. Unfortunately, such an approach to Christian growth eliminates a crucial 
component of the discipleship task. Therefore, any attempt to engage American 
Chnstians in the practice of ministry must include an equal commitment to the concept of 
Christian community. The symbiotic relationship of these two components of Christian 
discipleship necessitates ministry involvement and small group participation as integral to 
Christian maturity. The connectedness of ministry and community creates an important 
balance that supports continued spiritual growth. It also reinforces an appreciation €or the 
comprehensive implications of the gospel, For example, a believer who is involved in 
ministry, but avoids community, can easily become vulnerable to “works righteousness,” 
or the hazards of defining identity in terms of human accomplishments, instead of a vital 
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faith in Christ. On the other extreme, a follower of Christ who enjoys the blessings of 
Christian community, while choosing not to participate in min is t ry ,  may possess an 
appreciation for the gospel that is limited to its personally therapeutic benefits. 
In seeking to achieve a balance between these two facets of discipleship, the 
Church bears the responsibility for developing intentional opportunities for experiencing 
authentic community and engaging in life-transforming ministry. Any attempt to address 
the lack of vision for a shared ministry and spiritual vitality requires a return to God’s 
intention for his Church. That design emphasizes the priority of preparing all of “God’s 
people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up until we all reach 
unity in the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to 
the whole measure of the fullness of Christ” (Eph. 4: 13). 
In my thirteen years of pastoral experience, I have witnessed many privatized and 
compartmentalized forms of Christianity. Most prevalent would be those persons whose 
membership in a church is merely a realization of their parents’ expectations. Another 
common occurrence would be those church members who choose to confine their 
involvement in the body of Christ merely to worship attendance at Christmas and Easter. 
In another example, I remember one nominal church member who frequently said, 
“Preacher, every Sunday I come to church expecting to get a blessing. And I always do.” 
Though intended as a compliment, his words left me to wonder if this member ever 
considered the joy and opportunity of being a blessing in return. As I reflect on each of 
these cases fiom my tenure as a pastor, I can only wonder if any of these persons were 
ever taught (or had the opportunity to learn) of God’s desire to employ all of his children 
in furthering his kingdom in this world. 
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Fortunately, at the outset of the twenty-first century, the prospects of equipping 
the whole people of God for ministry and offering authentic community are very 
promising. To address the disparity between the clergy and the laity as well as the 
resulting lack of emphasis upon Christian maturity, a variety of contemporary movements 
stand as signs of hope in renewing the body of Christ. Greg Ogden observes that the 
renewal movements occurring in our generation possess a common thread of encouraging 
a restoration of Christian m i n i s t r y  to the whole people of God. These eight renewal 
movements include the charismatic movement, the small group movement, the renewal 
movement, the spiritual gifts movement, the ecumenical movement, the church growth 
movement, the seeker church movement, and the new paradigm movement. According to 
Ogden, these Christian movements have “changed our understanding of the Christian life, 
of ministry, and of the character of the church” (Unfinished Business 19). 
One approach for instilling Christian maturity in the body of Christ has been the 
implementation of emphases that invite a church to commit to various disciplines as a 
means of collective spiritual growth (Mallory 83-95; Mathison, Tried 8z True 73-79). 
Organized much like financial stewardship campaigns that have served as staple events 
for decades, these emphases invite church members to commit to such activities as 
prayer, ministry, worship attendance, and small group involvement. The motivation €or 
these emphases is to facilitate Christian growth through an intentional focus upon one 
aspect of Christian discipleship, while collectively fostering an environment that elevates 
Christian maturity as one of the core values of the church. 
One of the pioneers in employing this type of emphasis is Frazer Memorial 
United Methodist Church in Montgomery, Alabama. Their “In His Steps” program, 
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administered each October, invites members of the congregation to make tangible 
commitrnents to the four components of United Methodist membership: “prayers, 
presence, gifts and service” (Book of Disciuline 137). New members are also expected to 
make a commitment to this program as they join the church. “In His Steps” has been the 
leading factor in Frazer’s success in mobilizing over 80 percent of the congregation to 
serve in at least one area of ministry (Mathison, Tried & True 73). 
A more recent variation of this kind of emphasis has been the development of a 
popular concept known as “Worship Plus Two.” “Worship Plus TWO” follows a similar 
pattern of challenging a church to commit collectively to faithll worship attendance 
worship along with the “Plus Two” components of participation in a small group and 
involvement in an area of local church ministry. The approach of “Worship Plus Two” 
derives from the great volume of literature that elevates small group participation 
(Galloway 17-18; G. Hunter, Church 116-17; Icenogle 13-15; Wuthnow, Sharing the 
Journey 1 16-17) and ministry involvement (Hamilton 58-65; G. Hunter, Church 145-46; 
Hybels 1 1 - 16; Mallory 9; Mathison, Tried & True 73-74; Warren, Puruose Driven 
Church 365-92) as crucial to a recovery of authentic Christian community. 
Theological Foundations 
Achieving an understanding of the pervasive influence of small group 
participation and ministry involvement begins with a consideration of the theological 
grounding of these two components of Christian discipleship. Though these two 
dimensions of Christian maturity intersect with numerous categories of systematic 
theology, both relate specifically to two essential tenets of Christian doctrine. These two 
theological concepts are the Trinity and ecclesiology. A careful review of the true nature 
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of both the Godhead and the Church clearly substantiates the tremendous influence of 
small groups and ministry in nurturing growth and vitality throughout the body of Christ. 
The Trinity 
The Trinity represents the foundation of Christian theology. The mystery of God 
as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, trespersonae, una substantia, “three persons, one 
substance,” informs all Christian belief and practice. Every theological construct of 
Christianity traces its origin to this core doctrine. While the Trinity has remained at the 
heart of Christian theology for much of Church history, the visibility of this doctrine has 
experienced a reemergence since the publication of Karl Barth’s Church Domatics 
(Grenz, Theolonv 64-65; Seamands 4). One of the results of this trend has been a 
rediscovery of the social dimension of the Trinity (Barth 348-83; Grenz, Social God 3 16- 
17; Gunton 198; Pannenberg 1: 385; Torrance 194-201; Wainwright 23). Known as the 
doctrine of perichoresis, this aspect of Trinitarian life emphasizes the full and complete 
interdependence among the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, all subsumed by the power of 
divine love. This interrelatedness involves an awareness of mutual acceptance, 
communication, and mission, to the extent that life and identity are found only through 
relationship with one another. In summarizing this understanding of the Trinity, Jurgen 
Moltrnann writes, “Interpreted perichoretically, the Trinitarian persons form their own 
unity by themselves in the circulation of the divine life” (Trinity 175). 
The implications of this understanding of Trinity for small groups and ministry 
are tremendous. Concerning small groups, the Trinity serves as the model for any 
gathering of Christians. According to Colin E. Gunton, “As the three persons of the 
Trinity interpenetrate the being of the others, so it is with the matter of which the world is 
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Made” (40). As the prototype of all small groups, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 
embody all o f  the relational and edifying qualities essential for the nurture of Christian 
community. The characteristics of the Trinity include love, personhood, relationship, 
community, mutuality, unity, intimacy, communication, edification, self-giving, 
illumination of truth, worship, familial fidelity, and dispensers of grace. All of these 
qualities of the Trinity also describe a healthy small group, yet a small group is not a 
gathering of believers who strive to perform these Christlike virtues. Instead, their 
participation in the life of the Trinity empowers them to embody these very 
characteristics. Along with these nurturing aspects, the Trinity also continues with a 
supreme mission of redemption of the world. In addition to this spiritual transformation, 
both personal and corporate, this mission has birthed the Church, the hurnan fellowship 
of believers that mirrors the activity of the triune God. 
As for the many and diverse acts of Christian ministry, the Trinity again provides 
both the ideal and inspiration for such service. In fact, ministry actually represents an 
intentional act of participation with the Trinity. The Trinity is the origin of all valid 
Chrlstian ministry. To clarify this understanding, one must distinguish the difference 
between performing ministry for God and entering into the ministry of God. The former 
represents a frequent misunderstanding of modern Christianity, while the latter serves as 
an important corrective that returns the source of ministry to the Trinity. In fact, Stephen 
Seamands draws from the current resurgence of Trinitarian theology and offers the 
following definition of ministry: “The ministry into which we have entered is the 
ministry of Jesus Christ, the Son, to the Father through the Holy Spirit, on behalf of the 
Church and the world” (1 5). Instead of perceiving ministry as a variety of acts 
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Christians fulfill in order to glorify a gracious and loving God, this approach elevates 
ministry as a logical outgrowth of a relationship with the triune God. 
Ecclesiology 
Ecclesiology, the study of the Church, stands as the logical extension of the 
Trinity. As God’s living witness to the world, the Church is responsible for embodying 
the very sense of community that is so recognizable in the Trinity. An appreciation for 
the traditional creedal understanding of the Church as “one, holy, catholic and apostolic’’ 
(Kung 341) establishes the foundation from which the Church fblfills its mission, 
including the mobilization of believers into small groups and ministry, Scripture is 
replete with metaphors and titles for describing the true nature of the Church (e.g., a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, the bride of Christ, the light of the world, the salt of the earth, 
the communion of the saints, the great household of God), As is the case with any image, 
each of these metaphors possesses its limits in defining a concept as unique as the people 
of God. Nonetheless, one image, the body of Christ, stands out as preeminent in 
describing the Church of Jesus Christ. Rather than existing merely as an organization, the 
image of the Church as a body accentuates its true organic nature as well as its spiritual 
union with Christ (Moltmann, Church 72; Oden 287). Wolfhart Pannenberg offers this 
conclusion: 
Calling the church the body of Christ is no mere metaphor nor is it just 
one of the biblical ways of depicting the nature of the church. Instead, the 
realism of the inseparable union of believers with Christ that finds 
expression in the idea of the church as the body of Christ is basic to an 
understanding of the church as a fellowship of believers and hence also as 
the people of God. (3: 102) 
This concept of the Church as a living organism possesses significant implications for 
both small groups and ministry. 
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With regard to small groups, such gatherings of Chnstians exist as the Church of 
Jesus Christ in its most basic form. A small group is not just a microcosm of the Church; 
it is the Church. In fulfilling Jesus’ prerequisite of “two or more gathered in my name” 
(Matt. 18:20), a small group models the incarnation. It also reflects the essence of the 
Church’s function as it serves at the intersection of the human and the divine. In addition, 
small groups provide the setting in which Christian community may be experienced at its 
most intimate level. As a result, the small group environment serves as a model of the 
quality of relationships that are to be replicated throughout all of the Church. 
As for ministry, the diakonia of God’s people represents the Church intentionally 
choosing to participate in the agenda of the triune God. Consistent with its historical 
understanding, the Church exists for the worship of God, the edification of believers, and 
the redemption of the world. The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit complete this threefold 
mission by working through the Church corporately and the believer individually. As the 
body of Christ, the Church completes these ministries by serving as the living presence of 
Jesus Christ in the world today. This explanation of the body of Christ as possessing 
diverse parts with a unity of purpose reaffirms the premise that ministry involves all of 
the people of God. The Church recognizes the diverse giftedness of the body of Christ 
and consolidates these charisms into a unified ministry. 
The Purpose 
This dissertation project evaluated the effectiveness of a church-wide emphasis of 
ministry engagement and small group involvement. In particular, I developed a church 
wide emphasis entitled Grow and Go, a program comprised of two components that 
invited members to commit to a small group (Grow) and an area of ministry (Go). The 
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purpose of this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual health of a 
congregation through the implementation of the Grow and Go program using pre-, mid-, 
and posttest administrations of a modified version of the Beeson Church Health 
Questionnaire. 
Research Questions 
In order to fulfill the purposes of this study, three crucial research questions were 
identified: 
1. What changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred as 
aresult of the Grow and Go emphasis? 
2. What was the relationship between the observed changes in the perceived 
spiritual health of the congregation and participation in small groups? 
3. What was the relationship between the observed changes in the perceived 
spiritual health of the congregation and involvement in ministry? 
Definition of Terms 
The implementation and presentation of the findings of this project required a 
clear understanding of the most significant terms and phrases used throughout this study. 
Ministry 
Christian ministry is a participation in the ongoing efforts of the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Spirit, in service to the Church and the world. Every act of senice within 
the body of Christ and to the world falls under this comprehensive understanding of 
ministry. 
Small Group 
A small group is a collection of two or more people (and typically no more than 
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twelve) who meet for the purpose of relational support and encouragement, intentional 
study, mutual accountability and/or shared interest in pursuing a predetermined task. 
Naturally, a small group may pursue a combination of these tasks or emphases. 
Church-Wide Emphasis 
A church-wide emphasis includes any program in the life of a church in which 
every member of the congregation will participate in making a collective commitment to 
a particular task or involvement. 
Beeson Church Health Characteristics (BCHC) 
The Beeson Church Health Characteristics consist of eight important qualities of a 
healthy church. These qualities include authentic community, empowering leadership, 
engaging worship, functional structures, intentional evangelism, mobilized laity, 
passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. Of these eight traits, this study 
focused upon the four scales measuring the specific characteristics of authentic 
community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship (Law 
45-73, 116-23). 
Context of the Study 
This study occurred at Highland United Methodist Church in Hickory, North 
Carolina. Founded in 1924 and named for its neighborhood, Highland United Methodist 
Church was proud of its eight decades of ministry in the community. For a number of 
years, it served as a focal point for both the spiritual and social life o f  the neighborhood. 
Unfortunately, in recent years, Highland found itself in a steady state of decline. Though 
the church roll reported 496 members, the average worship attendance had decreased 
.from 250 to 132 (48 percent) during the sixteen years preceding my arrival. This decline 
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was attributable to a variety of factors. In terms of geographic context, the neighborhood 
experienced a dramatic shift in both its ethnic and socioeconomic makeup. Also, 
accusations of moral failure by a previous pastor resulted in the loss of numerous church 
members. In more recent years, efforts to accommodate both traditional and 
contemporary worship styles appeared to polarize many church members. 
Needless to say, in my preliminary visit with the church leaders in May 2005, the 
morale of the church and its leaders was not high. At this meeting, the leaders expressed a 
variety of concerns. One such concern was the frustration of being in a church where a 
minority of the membership performed the overwhelming majority of the ministry. One 
bright spot shared in this meeting was the church’s recent participation in the “Forty Days 
of Purpose” program. Based upon Rick Warren’s book The Purpose Driven Life, this 
program included the development of twelve small groups at Highland. These groups met 
over a six-week period and explored the primary teachings of The Purpose Driven Life. 
Though fulfilling for almost all who participated, the leaders shared their disappointment 
that only two of the small groups continued to meet. As I listened to the leaders share 
both their disappointments and their dreams for the church, I immediately began to 
visualize how a program such as Grow and Go could address many of their concerns. At 
this time, I operated under the assumption that I would have to spend a full year building 
relationships and becoming more acclimated to the church before introducing this kind of 
program. 
I officially began my duties as pastor of Highland United Methodist Church on 
Tuesday, 28 June 2005. One of my goals for my initial year was to visit in the home of 
every church member. As I began to pursue this goal, I noticed most church members 
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voiced many of the same concerns I had heard in the earlier meeting with the leaders of 
the church. During this time, I also discovered that each year the church conducted two 
separate events to invite its members to grow as followers of Jesus Christ. These two 
events were the annual financial stewardship campaign that took place in the fall of each 
year and a lay ministry recruitment survey completed each February. The combination of 
these two expected annual events, the numerous requests for all of the church to be 
involved in ministry, and the encouraging words I heard regarding The Purpose Driven 
- Life small groups all convinced me that waiting a whole year before introducing Grow 
and Go would be unnecessary and perhaps detrimental to the church. 
Description of the Project 
The project was comprised of a five-week church-wide emphasis entitled Grow 
and Go. Though the emphasis occurred over a five-week period, the preparations for this 
program and the subsequent follow-up efforts required nearly eighteen months of 
planning, implementation, and evaluation (see Appendix A). The climax of the emphasis 
occurred during the Celebration Sunday worship service on 12 March 2006. At that time, 
members of the congregation presented commitment cards in which they expressed their 
willingness to be involved in a small group as well as the various ministries of the 
church. The goal of the project was the mobilization of the members into small groups 
and ministry as an intentional means for growing as disciples of Jesus Christ, a pursuit 
that would affect every dimension of congregational life. 
I first shared the vision for Grow and Go with the church’s small group 
coordinator and the chair of the witness commission. The reason for communicating with 
the small group coordinator was obvious. As for the chair of the witness commission, she 
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spearheaded much of the ministry survey project each February. Both of these leaders 
embraced the Grow and Go program enthusiastically. Simply put, t h s  kind of emphasis 
encouraged their mutual concern for creating more small groups and involving more of 
the church in ministry. Not only did they welcome the idea, they even recommended the 
witness commission serve as the research reflection team for the project. 
In preparation for a presentation before the witness commission, I encouraged the 
chair of the witness commission and the small group coordinator to begin sharing an 
overview of the Grow and Go program. Guiding this suggestion was my conviction that 
the sooner the church leaders began casting the vision for Grow and Go the better. At the 
witness commission meeting in early October, the chair of the commission, the small 
group coordinator and I presented the Grow and Go concept. The commission endorsed 
the idea wholeheartedly and recommended that a more detailed description of the Grow 
and Go emphasis be prepared for their November meeting. After reviewing various 
options, the commission also suggested 5 February - 12 March 2006 as tentative dates for 
the five-week emphasis. 
In early November, the witness commission met once again. At this meeting, I 
presented a comprehensive description of how the Grow and Go emphasis would play 
out in the life of Highland United Methodist Church. I described the Grow and Go 
program as a five-week emphasis in the church that would serve as an impetus for 
mobilizing the whole church into ministry and small group involvement. I stressed to the 
commission the importance of generating a sense of momentum toward a Celebration 
Sunday in which all members would make commitments to become involved in a small 
group as well as the various ministries of the church. I then presented a timeline (see 
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Appendix B) outlining the numerous events that would prepare the church for malung 
meaningful commitments on the Celebration Sunday. In conjunction with this calendar of 
events, I also emphasized the imperative of mobilizing as many members of the church as 
possible in implementing the Grow and Go program. The reasons for this emphasis were 
twofold. First, each person who took part in the implementation of Grow and Go would 
acquire a sense of ownership for the program. This sense of ownership would ensure their 
participation in the program while at the same time increasing their likelihood of 
encouraging others to participate. Second, because one of the overriding goals of Grow 
and Go was to promote the idea that all Christians are ministers, an appreciation for 
consistency demanded that the Grow and Go emphasis must itself embody this very 
quality. These considerations as well as the giftedness of different church members 
resulted in the formation of a leadership team made up of the following positions: pastor, 
prayer coordinators, small group coordinator, ministry coordinator, logo designers, 
publicity coordinator, booklet designer, children’s coordinator, and youth coordinator. 
Having composed this comprehensive plan for the Grow and Go emphasis, the 
final step of congregational approval required the endorsement of the church’s ruling 
body, the administrative council. The administrative council met on 13 November. Aided 
by the participation of several members of the newly formed Grow and Go leadership 
team, I presented the Grow and Go concept along with a copy of the tentative calendar of 
events. Following minimal discussion, the administrative council voted unanimously to 
approve the Grow and Go program. This approval would not have been granted without 
the committed involvement of various lay leaders in both casting the vision and 
presenting the specific components of the Grow and Go emphasis. These qualities proved 
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to be even more valuable during the actual implementation of Grow and Go into the life 
of the church. 
The implementation of Grow and Go at Highland actually began in the fall of 
2005. Upon receiving the endorsement of the administrative council, a thorough 
evaluation of the ministries of the church occurred. Among other benefits, this evaluation 
determined the ministries to comprise the larger portion of a Grow and Go booklet that 
described all of the ministries of the church. During h s  time, the small group coordinator 
also began to recruit small group leaders. Drawing primarily fiom those who had served 
as small group leaders during The Pumose Driven Life emphasis, eleven members 
graciously stepped forward to lead these groups. Also, the leadership team encouraged 
the employment of the same study materials for all eleven small groups when they started 
in late March. Ultimately, the team recommended the study BerrinninP Life Together 
(Eastman et al). Published by Purpose Driven Ministries of Saddleback Church in Lake 
Forest, California, Be&ming Life Together served as an excellent follow-up to 
P m o s e  Driven Life, which many church members had studied eighteen months before. 
As the leadership team made these decisions, the visibility of Grow and Go continued to 
rise in the life of the congregation. At the annual charge conference meeting on 14 
December, the Grow and Go emphasis appeared as one of the major goals of the church 
for the upcoming year. During that same month, parts of my sermons began to allude to 
the themes of small group involvement and every Christian serving as a minister. 
The advent of the year 2006 marked a further acceleration of the Grow and Go 
emphasis. The January church newsletter included an article describing the Grow and Go 
program (see Appendix C). Also, my preaching included even more references to this 
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upcoming event in the life of the church. Behind the scenes, the leadership team 
completed a variety of tasks in preparation for the emphasis. For example, the team 
selected an official logo for the emphasis (see Appendix D). Also, the team prepared the 
Grow and Go booklet. This booklet was distributed to the church membership during the 
week preceding Celebration Sunday and described the many opportunities for m i n i s t r y  
involvement as well as a schedule of when the small groups would meet (see Appendix 
E). This booklet also included a commitment card in which church members could note 
their ministry preferences and a small group they were interested in joining (see 
Appendix F). Commitment cards were also prepared for the youth (see Appendix G) and 
the children (see Appendix H) with each type providing age-appropriate opportunities for 
serving God and growing in their faith. 
The February church newsletter introduced the Grow and Go program in earnest 
(see Appendix I). Our Grow and Go “kickoff” Sunday occurred on 5 February. At that 
worship service, our annual conference evangelist, Rev. Andy Lambert, served as the 
preacher. He invited the congregation to become involved in ministry and small groups as 
an expression of their love for Jesus Christ. The following Sunday the Grow and Go 
emphasis took on an even more prominent role in our worship services. On that Sunday, 
I began a series of “Grow and Go” sermons (see Appendix J and Table 1.1). Also, 
each of these Sundays included a church member sharing a brief testimony describing 
the joy of either being in a small group or a ministry of the church. Furthermore, on each 
of these Sundays, the worship bulletin contained a special Grow and Go insert. 
Containing photographs of two active church members, these inserts included a brief 
statement fiom each of these two members describing their involvement in a ministry or a 
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small group of the church (see Appendix K). Along with this promotion of Grow and Go 
in the worship services, the prayer coordinators prepared a prayer calendar for every 
member of the church. This calendar highlighted a Scripture passage and a special prayer 
request for each day of the Grow and Go emphasis (see Appendix L). Through preaching, 
personal testimonies, bulletin inserts, children’s sermons and the prayer calendar, 
Highland was being pointed to 12 March as a special Sunday for committing to serve in 
the ministries of the church and to enroll in small groups. 
Table 1.1. Grow and Go Preaching Series 
Date Title Scripture 
12 Feb. 2006 Ephesians 4:l-16 “A Team Where You Can Grow and GO” 
2 Chronicles 34 
1 Cor. 12:l-12,27 
“The Word That Helps You 
Grow” 
“The Gifts That Help You 
19 Feb. 2006 
26 Feb. 2006 Go” 
5 Mar. 2006 “The Call to Grow and Go” Luke 9:59 
12 Mar. 2006 Acts 24:22-25; Luke 22~42 “The Commitment to Grow and Go” 
While this momentum was building within the congregation, the leadership team 
finalized plans for responding to the commitment cards after they were received in the 
worship service on Celebration Sunday. This preparation included training the various 
ministry team leaders as well as the small group leaders. Training for the small group 
leaders occurred on 8 March and covered some of the most crucial parts of leading a 
small group while also introducing the particular curriculum the small groups would be 
using for their six meetings (see Appendix M). Training for the ministry team leadm 
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occurred on 9 March and focused primarily upon encouraging these leaders to assimilate 
the respondents promptly into their respective areas of ministry. In other words, when 
each ministry team leader received notification of those respondents who were interested 
in serving in their particular areas of service, the team leaders would make an intentional 
effort to provide those members with an opportunity to serve in that area of m i n i s t r y  as 
soon as possible. Finally, the leadership team agreed to meet on the aftmoon of 
Celebration Sunday and process all of the cards presented that morning. 
A growing sense of expectancy filled the congregation as the church awaited 
Celebration Sunday. On the Monday before that special Sunday, a team of administrative 
volunteers mailed the Grow and Go booklet to every household of the church. Included 
with this booklet was a letter of explanation from the pastor (see Appendix N) as well as 
the appropriate number and type of commitment cards for each family or individual. 
Simply put, members were asked to pray about answering the call of God and committing 
to enroll in a small group and volunteering to serve in at least one of the ministries of the 
church. 
When Celebration Sunday arrived, the Grow and Go emphasis began to fulfill the 
hopes and dreams of so many in the church. At the conclusion of the worship service, 
over one hundred members presented commitment cards. That afternoon, the leadership 
team met and processed all of the commitment cards, preparing master lists of everyone 
who signed up to enroll in each of the eleven small groups and rosters of everyone who 
indicated a desire to serve in the different ministries of the church. Over the next two 
weeks, additional commitment cards were submitted, bringing the total number of 
responders to 116. 
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With this good news, the process of prompt follow-up began. During the week 
following Celebration Sunday, the small group leaders received a roster of everyone who 
enrolled in their small groups. Each small group leader then contacted each enrollee and 
invited them to the first meeting of the group, all of which were set to begin the week of 
26 March. Of  the eleven small group options listed in the Grow and Go booklet, all but 
one ofthe small groups possessed sufficient enrollment. On Sunday, 19 March, the 
leaders of the ministry teams met and received the rosters of those members who 
expressed an interest in serving in their particular ministries. They also heard one final 
exhortation from their pastor to make prompt contact with each of the persons on their 
lists and provide them with an opportunity to serve in their particular ministry in the 
immediate future. 
One month after the Grow and Go emphasis, the leadership team met and 
performed a thorough evaluation of the program noting both its strong points as well as 
areas where improvement could occur (see Appendix 0). Though the leadership team 
noted several areas for improvement, the evaluation meeting was primarily a celebration 
of the people of God responding to the call of God, the call to “grow” through 
involvement in small groups, and the call to ‘6g~7’  by serving in ministry. 
Methodology 
The purpose of this study was to develop and implement the Grow and Go 
program, while evaluating the perceived change in the spiritual health of the congregation 
as revealed through pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of four sections of the Beeson 
Church Health Questionnaire. 
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Population and Subjects 
The participants for this study included all active members and constituents of 
Highland United Methodist Church who chose to complete a series of three 
administrations of the modified version of the BCHC. The status of being “active” 
described those members and constituents who attended worship at least monthly. 
Variables 
The independent variables of this study consisted of all of the components of the 
Grow and Go church-wide emphasis. The leadership team employed a variety of means 
for encouraging the full participation of the church in choosing to commit to a small 
group and volunteering to serve in various areas of ministry. The major components 
included the publicity efforts, age-appropriate Sunday school lessons, church member 
testimonials, and the preaching series that preceded the culmination of the emphasis on 
Celebration Sunday. 
The dependent variable was the degree of change in the perceived health of the 
congregation as measured by the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire scales of authentic 
community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. 
Instrumentation 
A modified version of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire (see Appendix P) 
served as the exclusive instrument that measured the perceived changes in the health of 
the Highland United Methodist Church. Of the eight sections of the Beeson Church 
Health Questionnaire, the test instrument of this study utilized the four sections that 
evaluate authentic community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming 
discipleship. In conjunction with these portions of the questionnaire, questions relating to 
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a respondent’s previous involvement in a small group or lay ministry were included in 
order to control potential confounding variables. Factors that may have also impacted 
these results included the following: previous involvement in a small group, prior 
experience in lay ministry, the number of years as a member of the congregation, age, 
and current life circumstances. 
Data Collection 
The pretest administration of the modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire 
occurred during the week of 15-22 January 2006. The results of this completion of the 
questionnaire provided the baseline of the perceived health of the congregation in the 
weeks prior to the Grow and Go emphasis. 
The mid-test administration of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire took 
place during the week of 19-26 March 2006. The data received at this stage of the study 
proved to be instrumental in documenting the more immediate effects of the Grow and 
Go emphasis. 
The posttest administration of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire occurred 
during the week of 17-24 September 2006. This data was especially helpful in 
determining the manner in which small group participation and ministry involvement 
influenced the perceived health of the congregation over a sustained period of time. 
In order to maintain confidentiality throughout the testing process, this study 
utilized respondent-created codes. At each juncture of the three-part testing process, the 
respondents recreated their same codes. Such use of respondent-created codes enabled me 
to track the progress of individuals without disclosing their identities. 
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Delimitations and Generalizability 
This study limited its focus to the data and voluntary participation fiom within the 
membership and constituency of Highland United Methodist Church in Hickory, 
North Carolina. Therefore, the generalization of the conclusions of this study related 
exclusively to the congregation itself. The results of this project provided Highland 
United Methodist Church with the capability of evaluating the effectiveness of the Grow 
and Go emphasis as a means for facilitating Christian maturity through the collective 
commitment and intentional involvement in small groups and lay ministry. The approach 
to completing the study may possess research processes and techniques applicable to 
other congregations who may consider utilizing a similar church-wide emphasis. 
Overview of the Study 
Chapter 2 of this study serves as an evaluation of the biblical and theological 
literature related to the project topic. 
Chapter 3 contains a thorough description of both the design of the study as well 
as the Grow and Go emphasis. 
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study documenting the impact of the Grow 
and Go emphasis upon the church. 
Chapter 5 delineates the major conclusions of the study while noting suggested 





The purpose of this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual 
health of Highland United Methodist Church through the implementation of the Grow 
and Go program using pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of a modified version of 
the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. The motivation for this project represents the 
culmination of the entirety of my experience as a pastor. A brief review of my years of 
service as a pastor reveals both the inspiration and the evolution of this project. 
Over the past sixteen years, I have served as the pastor of churches in a variety of 
settings. I have also served in both senior and associate pastor positions in small-town, 
suburban, and urban settings. Nevertheless, across this diversity of ministerial 
opportunities, I have witnessed certain behaviors that were present in each congregation. 
The most noticeable, and unfortunately the most pervasive, of them centered upon the 
vast number of church members who limited their church involvement exclusively to 
attendance at the weekly worship service. In contrast to this low level of participation, I 
can easily recall the sense of joy and fulfillment apparent in the lives of those who 
purposely involved themselves in the broader life and minis t ry  of the church. This sense 
of fulfillment was especially present in those who were part of a small group and actively 
involved in a ministry of the local church. Furthermore, their longing both to grow 
spiritually and to share in the ministry of the church reflected not only a personal 
commitment to Christian discipleship but also underscored the value of being a part of 
those activities of the church that encouraged Christian maturity. 
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Across these years of pastoral ministry, I also began to observe the tremendous 
impact of those endeavors in which the whole church joined together in commitment to a 
particular task or program. I initially noticed this type of collective commitment through 
fund-raising projects that assisted needy families or provided relief for a community or 
area of the world that had experienced a disaster. The corporate aspect of such 
commitment was particularly noticeable through the implementation of more 
comprehensive programs such as “Bring a Friend” worshp services, stewardship 
emphases, and capital campaigns. In these events, the personal joy I experienced was in 
witnessing firsthand the birth of the vision for the particular task, the galvanizing of 
leadership around the event, the growing momentum throughout the congregation and 
finally the celebration event culminating with the body of C h s t  committing together to 
the focus of the emphasis. Still, what most impressed me about these events was the 
magnitude of the resulting outcome, which occurred when the church rallied around a 
particular cause or task. 
Concurrent with my personal discovery of the power of corporate commitment in 
the body of Christ, I began to leam of other churches that were employing similar 
approaches for intentionally engaging the whole congregation in the ministry of the 
church. Examples of the endeavors these churches committed to pursue collectively 
included worship attendance, prayer, financial giving, ministry, and small group 
participation. The “In His Steps” emphasis of Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church 
in Montgomery, Alabama, became one of the first examples of a church that employed 
this kind of practice. At my last appointment in which I served as an associate pastor, I 
had the responsibility of overseeing a church-wide emphasis plan that was comparable to 
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the “In His Steps” program. The responsibilities of overseeing these emphases provided 
me with valuable experience in ths  type of ministry while simultaneously revealing those 
components of church life that can inhibit the effectiveness of such church-wide 
emphases. 
Thus, in my tenure as a pastor, two distinct tracks of concern have evolved. First, 
I have witnessed the value of ministry involvement and small group participation in the 
life of individual believers and the church as a corporate body. Second, I have noted the 
tremendous impact of mobilizing a congregation around a collective commitment to a 
particular task. In the fall of 2004, these two tracks merged into the focus of the 
dissertation project. The significant amount of time and reflection given to these issues 
over the years led me to the conviction that collective commitment to ministry 
involvement and small group participation possessed the potential to enhance the health 
of a congregation greatly. Testing the validity of this conviction begins with a thorough 
review of the biblical, theological, historical and social science precedents. These 
precedents provide the foundation for this dissertation project. 
Biblical Precedents 
A commitment to the supremacy of Scripture as the primary source of authority 
naturally recognizes the Bible as the proper starting point for evaluating the literature 
related to the project topic. An examination of the witness of Scripture with regard to 
small groups, ministry involvement, and collective commitment provides the basic 
foundation for all that proceeds in the study. As will be substantiated, each of these three 
major components of the study draws fiom scriptural foundations as found in the Old 
Testament, the ministry of Jesus, and the New Testament. 
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Small Groups 
Life as a follower of Jesus Christ is not intended to be a solitary pursuit. Jesus 
promised he would be present “where two are more are gathered in my name” (Matt. 
18:20). The prominence of community among the people of God is recognizable 
throughout the totality of Scripture. Given the witness of Scripture, the value of small 
groups is very clear. 
The Old Testament. Almost all discussions of the biblical foundations for small 
groups focus their attention upon the New Testament and the early Church, yet 
surprisingly, the Old Testament possesses not only a variety of examples of small groups 
but also provides many of the foundational concepts crucial to the maintenance of such 
fellowship. In the opening verses of the Old Testament, the creation story itself alludes to 
the communal nature of the triune God (Gen. 1 :26) as the preeminent small group. The 
creation of Adam includes the human struggle with loneliness and the yearning for 
community, a need God recognizes and addresses by creating Eve. Like Adam and Eve, 
families often exhibit the dynamics of a small group. For example, the dramatic story of 
Jacob and his twelve sons (along with one daughter) displays both the positive and 
negative elements of a group of intertwined relationships. In this extended narrative (Gen. 
37-50), the Word of God emphasizes faith and deceit, conspiracy and confession, 
resentment and forgiveness. In another example, the story of Job reveals a small group 
that devotes itself to dialogue about the nature of God does not always prove to be the 
most edifylng type of fellowship. Job’s three friends, with their persistent adherence to 
retribution theology, actually inhibit the quality of care a small group can provide. In 
contrast to this graceless interaction, the travails of Naomi and her two daughters-in-law 
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(Ruth 1) serve as an inspriting example of a group who persevered through tragedy 
together. 
Along with these occurrences of small groups in the Old Testament, the heritage 
of the Hebrew people also includes instances where small group gatherings and the 
interaction of people of faith with God and other people, in the process elevating some of 
the qualities necessary for the sustained effectiveness of small groups. One of the most 
prominent of these qualities would be that of “covenant.” Gleason L. Archer defines 
“covenant” as “a compact or agreement between two parties binding them mutually to 
undertakings on each other’s behalf’ (299). When specifically applied in relationship to 
God, Archer recognizes “c~venant’~ as “a gracious undertaking entered into by God for 
the benefit and blessing of man, and specifically of those men who by faith receive the 
promises and commit themselves to the obligations which this undertaking involves” 
(299). The evolution of the concept of covenant, both with God and other people, is 
found in the lives of such notable Old Testament figures as Noah (Gen. 9: 12-17), 
Abraham (Gen. 1517-21), Moses (Exod. 19:3-6), Ruth (Ruth 1:16-17), David and 
Jonathon (1 Sam. 20)’ David (1 Sam. 23:15-18), Isaiah (Isa. 61:8), and Jeremiah (Jer. 
3 1 13 1-34). 
In addition to the covenantal nature of relationships with both God and 
humankind, the Old Testament bears witness to the emergence and organization of small 
groups as a means of more effectively leading God’s people. Jethro’s advice to his son- 
in-law, Moses (Exod. 18: 13-23), presents a prime example of how the implementation of 
a small group structure can not only reduce the responsibilities of the spiritual leader, but 
can also facilitate the sharing of ministry while providing a setting for leadership 
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development. Nehemiah employs a similar approach in the reconstruction of the wall 
around Jerusalem (Neh 4: 13). His leadership exemplifies the necessity of dividing the 
project into component parts, which he delegates to individual family units. Such an 
organizational approach serves as a clear example of capitalizing on effective working 
relationships while decentralizing the renovation efforts (Icenogle 106). 
The ministry of Jesus. In the minis t ry  of Jesus, the prototypical small group 
enters into human history. As described in the previous chapter, the Trinity serves as the 
purest example of a collection of persons living in community. In terms of human 
interaction, Jesus and his twelve disciples represent the clearest earthly model of the 
character and relational dynamics of a small group. The formation of this close 
fellowslup began with a simple but life-changing invitation fkom Jesus. The second 
Gospel describes the calling of the disciples: “Jesus went up on a mountainside and called 
to h m  those he wanted, and they came to him. He appointed twelve-designating them 
apostles-that they might be with him and that he might send them out to preach” (Mark 
3: 13-14). A brief review of these two purposes, living with Jesus and going forth to 
preach, provide an appropriate format for evaluating the unique relationship they had. 
The first component of this calling fi-om Jesus, “that they might be with him” 
(Mark 3: 14), accurately summarizes their three years together. Consistent with the 
cultural patterns practiced by other disciples of their day, these twelve addressed Jesus as 
“rabbi” or “teacher” (Mark 10:35; Luke 7:40; John 13:13; 20:16). Appropriate to this 
title, his teaching about the kingdom of God and the blessing of experiencing it as a 
present reality occupied an important part of their time together (Mark 4: 1-20; Matt. 
18: 1-9; Luke 9: 18-27; John 14- 18). The fellowship of the apostles also occurred w i h n  
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the ordinary circumstances of life. Jesus and his disciples ate together (Luke 22: 14), 
discussed the  issues of family (Mark 1 :29-3 1 ; 3:3 1-35), endured hardship (Mark 3 :20, 
Matt. 8:23-25),  and celebrated religious festivals (John 6:3-4; 13:l). In addition to these 
experiences of common life, Jesus also invited his disciples to experience the 
supernatural. He involved the twelve in his ministry of healing, both as witnesses (Matt. 
8: 1-4; Luke 7 :  1 1 - 17; Mark 6:6- 13; John 9: 1-7) and active participants (Luke 8:49-56), 
and revealed to them his miraculous power (Luke 8:24-25; John 6:l-15; Mark 6:45-5 1; 
John 2: 1-1 1). The diverse relational dynamics of the group often led to conflict, 
confrontation, and its resolution (Mark 9:33-35; 10:13-16; Matt. 20:20-28). When sin 
occurred (John 1 8: 15- 18,25-27), confession and restoration followed (John 2 1 : 15-23). 
First and foremost, in their years together, the disciples of Jesus took time to “be 
with him” (Mark 3 : 13). Nonetheless, these years together also served as a time of 
preparation for future ministry. As stated in Mark 3: 13-14, the second key component of 
their calling was that Jesus “might send them out to preach.” In preparation for such 
important m i n i s t r y ,  the twelve followed the norm of their day by first living as disciples 
or “disciplined students.” For this group of students, the kingdom of God was their 
primary subject. In presenting his subject, the kingdom of God, Jesus relied upon focused 
teaching (Matt. 5-7), life-situated parables (Matt. 13:l-23; Mark 12:l-12; Luke 10:25- 
37), and his profound ability to utilize the events of their time together to lead them to the 
realization of spiritual truth (Mark 2: 18-28; Luke 1l:l-4). Beyond these formative 
encounters, Jesus also emphasized the mission of his disciples. In the days preceding the 
calling of the disciples, Jesus had already described his mission as the realization of 
Isaiah 6 1 : 1-2. At first, the disciples appeared to hinder the fulfillment of this mission as 
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they resisted many of his acts of ministry (Mark 8: 1-4; Mark 9:28-29; Luke 9:49-50), yet 
with a growing trust in Jesus, their involvement in ministry became a reality. The 
resurrection served as the culminating event in the development of this trust and the 
crystallization of their ministry and mission. After showing himself to his disciples on 
several occasions, Jesus bid his followers farewell by issuing the Great Commission 
(Matt. 28: 18-20) and the invitation to be his witnesses (Acts 1 :6-8) in the world. 
The New Testament Church. Subsequent to Jesus’ resurrection and ascension, 
the believers experienced the fulfillment of prophecy as the promised Holy Spirit filled 
the disciples (Acts 2: 1-4) and the Church of Jesus Christ was born. Corporately, the 
twelve apostles sustained their unique fellowship with Matthias replacing Judas Iscariot 
(Acts 1 : 15-26). Nevertheless, beyond “the twelve,” the prominence of small group 
fellowship became even more recognizable throughout the New Testament Church. The 
concept of fellowship, or koinonia, emerged as one of the most descriptive features of the 
first century Church. In the aftermath of Pentecost, Luke summarized the life of the 
Church by emphasizing certain distinct practices present in the body of Christ (Acts 2:42- 
47). These included a reverence for the apostles’ teaching, a devotion to “the fellowship,” 
breaking bread together (in the form of both common meal and Eucharist), prayer, 
bearing witness to “signs and wonders,” the sharing of possessions, daily worship, and 
fruitful evangelism. Empowered by the Holy Spirit and living with the assurance of 
Christ alive in them, the believers were “one in heart and mind” (Acts 4:32). In 
describing this era of the Church, George Eldon Ladd writes, “The early Christians were 
conscious of being bound together because they were together bound in Christ” (388). 
Stressing the Chnstological nature of their fellowship, C. K. Barret refers to this quality 
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of koinonia as the “faithful adherence to the newly formed community of those who had 
accepted the Messiahship of Jesus and the belief that God’s salvation of his people was 
being put into effect through him” (1 64). As the living presence of Jesus in the world, the 
Church manifested the love of God in every facet of its life together as well as its 
ministry to the world. 
This life of koinonia found its most cornmon manifestation “in their homes” (Acts 
2:46). This approach provided a setting by which small groups became a crucial part of 
the early Church structure. The ministry of the apostle Paul also included the homes of 
believers as meeting places for the body of Christ, a move that reinforced the prominence 
of small groups. His missionary journeys bear witness to this practice. The new church at 
Philippi met in the home of Lydia (Acts 16: 15). Paul’s time in Ephesus included ministry 
from “house to house” (Acts 20:20). His time in Asia was blessed by the willingness of 
Priscilla and Aquilla to open their home to the church (Rom. 16:3-5; 1 Cor. 16: 19). In 
Laodecia, Nympha hosted the church in her home (Col. 4:15). In these intimate settings, 
small numbers of Christians would meet to worship, pray, give, and serve one another in 
the name of Jesus Christ. 
(‘One another.” Running throughout the teachings of the New Testament is a 
key phrase describing the human interaction that is present in a small group fellowship. 
That phrase is “one another” or its alternate form “each other.” Nearly sixty occurrences 
of these two phrases occur in the text of the New Testament letters (Icenogle 289-90). 
Most fiequent in these examples of “one another” is the injunction to “love one another” 
(John 13:34; 1 Thess. 4:9; 1 Pet. 1:22; 1 John 3:ll). Other frequents formulations of“one 
another” with multiple occurrences in Scripture include “encourage one another” (1 
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Thess. 4: 18; 5 :  1 1; Heb. 10:24-25), “live at peace with one another” (Mark 9:50; Rorn. 
12:16; 1 Thess. 5:13; 1 Pet. 3:8), “serve one another” (Gal. 5:13; Eph. 5:21), “bear one 
another’s burdens” (Gal. 6:l; Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:13), “be kind to one another” (Eph. 4:32; 1 
Thess. 5:15), “forgive one another” (Eph. 4:32; Col. 3: 13), and “meet with one another” 
(Heb. 10:25; 1 John 1:7). Not surprisingly, these qualities include many of the h i t  of the 
Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23). Lived out in the whole of the body of Christ, this “one anothering” 
personified the Church’s eschatological identity. As Gareth Weldon Icenogle states, 
“Their life together now was an anticipation of their life together after death in the ‘Day 
of the Lord’” (291). 
Thus, the testimony of the whole of Scripture substantiates the existence and the 
importance of small group gatherings for the people of God. In these settings, not only do 
followers of Jesus grow in their love for God and one another, but through these 
opportunities to unite with other believers they also foster an environment in which 
brothers and sisters in Christ can be encouraged and sustained in faithful service to their 
Lord. 
Ministry 
A frequent misconception involves defining ministry in terms of service rendered 
to God. In contrast to this view, ministry actually involves a participation with the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit in service on behalf of the Church and the world (Seamands 
3). Every act of service to the body of Christ and the world falls under this 
comprehensive understanding of ministry. The whole of Scripture presents ministry as a 
faithful response to the triune God. 
The Old Testament. The Old Testament concept of ministry finds its origin in 
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the story of creation. In the Garden of Eden, God blessed Adam and Eve with all the 
divine provisions of their garden paradise. There they are given the responsibility of 
overseeing what had been entrusted to them and obeying the commandments God had 
spoken to them (Gen. 2:4-25). As the narrative of Genesis progresses, Noah utilizes his 
skills as a leader, administrator, and builder in fulfilling God’s plan (Gen. 6-9). The 
patriarchal period evidenced other examples of God employing his people to cany out his 
plan for the world. For example, Abraham entered into covenant with God (Gen. 15: 1- 
21), offered sacrificial worship (Gen. 22:l-19), and instructed his son Isaac in godliness. 
After leading the Iraelites out of Egypt, Moses participated in the systemization of 
Hebrew life through the giving of the Law. This era also included the advent of the 
priesthood of the Levites, an event that some have exploited to promote the distinction 
between clergy and laity, but proponents of this view neglect to consider that God spoke 
to Moses regarding Israel and said, “‘Although the whole earth is mine, you will be for 
me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. ’ These are the words you are to speak to the 
Israelites” (Exod. 19:6). Moses would later reaffirm this emphasis upon the universality 
of divine calling when he said, ‘? wish that all the Lord’s people were prophets” (Nu. 
1 1 :29). Despite the recognition of a priestly group, Moses underscored the idea that all of 
the people of God possessed a specific role in serving the Lord. He reinforced this 
concept by establishing the Nazirites (Num. 6:l-21) as those women and men who were 
set apart to perform a special work for God. 
The conquest of the promised land brought the Israelites into their divine 
inheritance. Whether in their desert wanderings or at home in Jerusalem, worship 
remained at the center of the nation. The tabernacle and eventually the temple served at 
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the center of community life. The construction of both structures involved the efforts of 
laborers who applied their skill in service to the Lord (Exod. 35:10,25-26; 39:42-43; 1 
Kings 5: 13- 1 8). The succeeding division of God’s chosen people into two nations and the 
ultimate fall of both kingdoms culminated in the fall of Jerusalem with many of the 
Hebrews transported to Babylon to live as exiles. Upon their return to Jerusalem, the 
rebuilding of the city and its protective wall became their first priority. Under the 
leadership of Nehemiah, the Israelites reclaimed their homeland and applied their human 
talents in completing God’s plan (Neh. 3). 
In summarizing the priority of the whole people of God performing the whole 
work of God in the Old Testament, R. Paul Stevens observes that some of the most 
influential personalities of the Old Testament were not members of the priesthood. He 
cites as examples David, Nehemiah, Esther, Daniel, Amos, and Ezekial(34-35). Stevens 
also emphasizes that the Old Testament includes in its narrative the emergence of the 
concept of the “servant of the Lord” as anyone who takes joy in “being put at the 
disoposal of God” (1 35-36). In its earlier usage, this title relates to the nation of Israel 
(Lev. 2555; Deut. 10:12). With the unfaithfulness of the people of God, the “servant of 
the Lord” is reduced to a singular messianic figure who will suffer for the sins of the 
people (ha. 52: 13-53:12). 
Thus, the Old Testament lays a solid foundation for understanding ministry as 
involving the whole people of God. Contrary to the image of God as relating exclusively 
to the Hebrew clerics, the Old Testament actually portrays the Lord as entering into 
relationship with all of his people and using them to fulfill his purposes. The Lord 
extended his calling to all of the chosen people and employed their talents, positions, 
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prior experiences and life circumstances. 
The ministry of Jesus. Jesus Christ became the fidfillment of the Old Testament 
promise of a messiah. He was the one in whom the practice of ministry finds its purest 
example. The origin of Jesus’ posture of servanthood is recognizable in the Incarnation 
itself as he relinquished all of the majesty of heaven in order to meet and redeem 
humanity. Incidentally, even Mary, the one who bore the Christ child, responded with 
this attitude of a servant as she expressed her resolve to be used of God, simply saying, “I 
am the Lord’s servant. May it be to me as you have said” (Luke 1:38). The practice of 
diakonia, translated as either “service” or “ministry” (Weiser 302), found its purest 
fulfillment in practically every aspect of Jesus’ life. Jesus said, “The Son of Man did not 
come to be  served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” (Mark 10:45). 
As the disciples squabbled over who should occupy the most prominent place, Jesus 
squelched their disputes by elevating servanthood as the sign of true greatness in the 
kingdom of God (Matt. 20:25-28; 23: 11; Mark 10:41-44; Luke 22:25-27). His parables 
frequently underscored the position of servant as the role of those who were a part of the 
kingdom of God (Matt. 13:24-30; 18:21-35; 21:33-46; 22:l-14). Jesus exemplified 
service through his compassion for the sick, the poor, and the marginalized, as well as his 
willingness to overcome oppressive structures that alienated people by race, gender, and 
nationality. Within the fellowship of the twelve, he modeled this characteristic of the 
kingdom by washing the feet of his disciples (John 13: 1-1 7). His crucifixion represented 
the ultimate act of service and became the inspiration for sacrificial ministry among his 
followers. 
The New Testament Church. As promised by Jesus, the Church received the 
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Holy Spirit o n  the day of Pentecost. The most immediate and visible manifestation of the 
Spirit, speaking “in other tongues as the Spirit enabled them” (Acts 2:4), empowered the 
apostles to minister the Word in the native languages of the people who were gathered in 
Jerusalem. From this outpouring of the Holy Spirit and the simultaneous birth of the 
Church, the “servant of the Lord” resumed a more collective understanding as the whole 
people of God became equipped and involved in the whole work of God. No longer was 
the title of “servant of the Lord” limited to the person of Jesus Chnst. Instead, this title 
now described all of his followers. Consistent with the initial creed of the Church, “Jesus 
Christ is Lord,” the phrase “servant of the Lord” promptly evolved into “servant of Jesus 
Christ” (Rom. 1:l; Col. 4:12; Jas. 1:l; 2 Pet. 1:l). 
The continued presence of Jesus Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit combined 
with the disciples’ vibrant quality of fellowship to contribute to the Church’s involvement 
in ministry. Klaus Hess refers to service as “loving action for brother or neighbour, which 
in turn is derived fiom divine love, and also describes the outworking of koinonia” (547). 
He reiterates this connectedness of ministry and community when he adds, “Every 
service and every office, however, finds its meaning in the organic unity of the body of 
Christ” (546). 
The conversion of Saul of Tarsus, which ultimately produced Paul the Apostle, 
ushered in a leader who helped to clarify the role of ministry in the life of the Church. For 
Paul, ministry was “motivated primarily by a realization of the love of Christ for all 
people (2 Corinthians 5: 14) and an awareness of the obligation he was under to fulfill the 
commission that had been given to him (1 Corinthians 9: 16-17)” (Kruse 605). Through 
his inspired writings, he articulated the purpose of the Church’s ministry. Furthermore, 
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Paul recognized the diversity of spiritual giftedness by which the body of Christ serves in 
ministry together (1 Cor. 12; 14; Rom. 125-8) as well as the calling of some believers to 
equip others “for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up” (Eph. 
4111-13). 
Collective Commitment 
American culture frequently exalts individuality as one of its preeminent virtues. 
So ingrained is this trait that it rarely receives objective critical reflection. The result is 
that much of contemporary American culture often misses the fulfillment that proceeds 
from the interdependence of human relationships united by a common faith, purpose, or 
cause. Fortunately, the Bible documents numerous occasions in which groups of people 
responded to the love and grace of God by uniting in a common pursuit. In fact, the Old 
Testament notes the benefits that can result from the combined efforts of people working 
together: 
Two are better than one, because they have a good return on their work. If 
one falls down, his fkiend can help him up. But pity the man who falls and 
has no one to help him up! Also, if two lie down together, they will keep 
warm. But how can one keep warm alone? Though one may be 
overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands is not 
quickly broken. (Eccles. 4:9-12) 
These words of wisdom underscore the potential that can be unleashed when people enter 
into relationship with God and one another in the pursuit of a comrnon goal. The Bible 
contains numerous cases of groups of people committing together to a particular task or 
vision. 
The Old Testament. Early in the book of Genesis, God reveals his longing for 
relationship with his people. For instance, in Genesis 12, God called Abraham to take his 
family and move to a new land. Among the many promises God bestowed upon this 
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father of the faithful was the eventual establishment of the Hebrew people as a nation. On 
numerous occasions, God called the nation of Israel to commit together to different acts 
of devotion to him. The Exodus serves as the initial case of such collective commitment. 
In his great mercy, God sent Moses to deliver the Hebrew people f?om slavery. In this 
defining event from Israel’s history, each Hebrew household participated in the original 
Passover drama by committing together to prepare unleavened bread, cover their 
doorposts with the blood of a slain lamb, and join together in their flight from Egypt 
(Exod. 12). In response to God’s mercy and gracious intervention, the Hebrew people 
united together in obeying this corporate act of devotion, an event that would establish 
Israel as a nation. 
Throughout its succeeding history, God would call the nation of Israel corporately 
to renew their commitment to him. Perhaps the most disappointing episode in the 
Israelites’ journey to the Promised Land occurred when the people began to worship the 
golden calf as Moses met with God on Mount Sinai. Upon his return, Moses was 
outraged to see what had become of the people of God. In response he called the nation 
back to the Lord stating, “Whoever is for the Lord, come to me” (Exod. 3226). This 
decisive moment in Israel’s history occurred when the people chose whom they would 
follow. As God unleashed his wrath on those who continued to rebel, he spared those 
who chose to remain faithful to him. Though the scene was not a pleasant one, many of 
the Hebrews accepted the invitation to renew their relationship with God. With their 
relationship with God renewed, the nation of Israel united again in their journey to the 
Promised Land. 
Moses’ successor, Joshua, would rely upon the same type of challenge as his life 
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reached its conclusion. Speaking to the whole nation of Israel, he uttered these 
challenging words: 
But if serving the Lord seems undesirable to you, then choose for 
yourselves this day whom you will serve, whether the gods your 
forefathers served beyond the River, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose 
land you are now living. But as for me and my household, we 
will serve the Lord. (Josh. 24: 15) 
Recalling the Lord’s faithfulness in the past, the people responded as one saying, “We too 
will serve the Lord, because he is our God” (Josh. 24: 18). Again, this corporate act of 
devotion marked a renewal of Israel’s relationship with the Lord. 
Several hundred years later, Hilkiah the high priest found the lost book of the law. 
While explaining the significance of this document, the prophetess Huldah issued a stem 
rebuke to the nation of Judah for their lack of adherence to its contents. In calling the 
people of God to repentance, King Josiah assembled the nation and in their presence read 
from this lost book of the covenant. As the king concluded his reading, “all the people 
pledged themselves to the covenant” (2 Kings 23: 1-3). 
Following the fall of Judah in 586 BC, the people of Jerusalem lived in captivity 
in Babylon. After seventy years of bondage, a portion of the people returned to 
Jerusalem. Under the leadershp of Nehemiah, the renovation of the protective wall that 
encircled the city was completed. Several days after dedicating the wall, the Hebrew 
people assembled together to confess their sin. As they expressed this repentance, they 
willfully chose to ‘%bind themselves with a curse and an oath to follow the Law of God 
given through Moses the servant of God and to obey carefully all the commands, 
regulations and decrees of the Lord our Lord” (Neh. 10:29). 
From the Exodus to the rebuilding of the Jerusalem wall, ail of these crucial 
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narratives of the Old Testament stand as powerful examples of what can happen when 
people unite together in devotion to the Lord. Aware of God’s unfailing love as well as 
his faithfulness throughout the past, this common faith enables the people of God to live 
not only as God’s community in the world but also to accomplish significant tasks in 
his name. 
The ministry of Jesus. Turning to the opening books of the New Testament, the 
Gospels possess very few examples of collective commitment. Noteworthy is Jesus’ 
prophecy as he celebrated the Passover feast with his disciples: “This very night you will 
all fall away on account me, for it is written, ‘I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep of 
the flock will be scattered”’ (Matt. 26:3 1). Though the outcome of this example was less 
than honorable, it still reflects a collective course of action. 
The New Testament Church. Both the unique koinonia of the believers and the 
dictates of their cultural setting provide a variety of examples of collective commitment 
in the first decades of the Church’s existence. The book of Acts opens with the believers 
obeying the command of Jesus to “wait for the gift my Father promised” (Acts 1:4). A 
brief ten days later the miracle of Pentecost saw thousands of “God-fearing Jews from 
every nation” respond and accept the message of the gospel. Though no evidence 
indicates that everyone present responded positively to the gospel, the existence of a peer 
dynmic at work in the commitments of the thousands of people who received the 
message cannot be denied. 
As the Apostles faithfilly proclaimed the message of the gospel, the affirmation 
and acceptance of the Word by whole family units became a common occurrence. One of 
the first examples of this phenomena occurred when the Holy Spirit led Peter to the home 
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of Cornelius where this God-fearing man, along with all of his “close friends and 
relatives,” heard the message of Christ, received the Holy Spirit, and were baptized (Acts 
1 0 ~24-48). 
In Paul’s journeys, this Apostle frequently witnessed whole groups of people 
deciding corporately to answer the call to follow Christ. During h s  second missionary 
journey, Paul included the city of Philippi in his itinerary where Lydia and all of the 
members of her household opened their hearts to the gospel and were baptized (Acts 
16: 13-1 5). Similarly, while Paul proclaimed the gospel in Corinth, “Crispus, the 
synagogue ruler, and his whole household believed in the Lord; and many of the 
Corinthians who heard him believed and were baptized” (Acts 18:8). 
Beyond these specific examples, the writer of the letter to the Hebrews echoes this 
same understanding of collective response to the work of God through his intentional 
repetition of the two-word phrase “let usyy: 
Let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith, 
having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from a guilty conscience and 
having our bodies washed with pure water. Let us hold 
unswervingly to the hope we profess, for he who promised is faithful. And 
let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good 
deeds. Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of 
doing, but let us encourage one another-and all the more as you see the 
Day approaching. (Heb. 10:22-25) 
This corporate nature of response possesses an eschatological element, and it awaits its 
fullest expression in the final consummation of the Church in its heavenly abode as 
believers “from every nation, tribe, people and language” join together in praising God 
(Rev. 7:9-10). 
From Genesis to Revelation, examples of collective commitment abound 
throughout the whole of Scripture. Groups of believers, from whole nations to intimate 
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family units, have united their hearts and lives together through a common love for God. 
The result has often been a corporate involvement to a pursuit that changes the world. In 
short, the phenomenon reveals the ideal to which the Church of Jesus Christ should 
aspire, a body of believers assured of their relationship with God and inspired to make a 
difference in the world for the glory of God. 
Modem social science researchers have employed their expertise in explaining the 
concept of collective commitment. Robert Cialdini suggests, “Public commitments tend 
to be lasting commitments.. . . Whenever one takes a stand that is visible to others, there 
arises a drive to maintain that stand in order to look [original emphasis] like a consistent 
person” (72). Thus, a church-wide emphasis in which believers join together and 
publically commit to such tasks as small group participation and ministry involvement 
possesses a dynamic leading to a higher likelihood of fulfilling the commitment. Part of 
the key to this success is the absence of pressure in making the commitment. Cialdini 
observes, “Social scientists have determined that we accept inner responsibiEity for a 
behavior when we think we have chosen to perform it in absence of strong outside 
pressure [original emphasis]” (82).  
Cialdini’s insights serve to underscore two important factors in implementing the 
Grow and Go emphasis. First, the public nature of the collective commitment contains 
great potential for creating a strong sense of mutual accountability, which will, in turn, 
increase the maintenance of the commitments made. Second, Cialdini’s observation 
regarding the application of pressure underscores the importance of stressing the proper 
motivation for making a commitment to the emphasis. To combat any perception of the 
presence of pressure tactics, the emphasis must stress involvement in the program as 
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flowing out of a person’s relationship with God and manifesting itself as an expression of 
gratitude for his love and faithfulness. 
Theological Precedents 
With the biblical precedents for ministry, small groups, and collective 
commitment reviewed, a consideration of the most relevant theological doctrines must 
also occur. Chapter 1 included an exploration of two of the most foundational 
components of systematic theology-the Trinity and ecclesiology. In addition to these 
two basic tenets of Christianity, a third important doctrine is also essential to any 
evaluation of the topic. This theological precept, known as the priesthood of all believers, 
is recognizable throughout all of the Bible and church history. Furthermore, the doctrine 
of the priesthood of all believers possesses practical implications for ministry, small 
groups, and collective commitment. 
Iris V. Cully refers to the doctrine of the priesthood of believers as “the concept 
that all Christians participate in the priesthood of Christ as mediated by virtue of their 
baptism” (839). Other similar sources (e.g., Ellington; Thomson; Weigelt) share this 
common understanding of a universal priesthood of the faithful whle also emphasizing 
the individual and corporate ministry of the community, particular priestly functions and 
the manner in which service to God and his kingdom reflects a life of holiness. A review 
of the origins of this essential doctrine of the Church reveals both its limited legacy as 
well as its continuing relevance for contemporary Christianity. 
Biblical Foundations 
Like all crucial doctrines of Christianity theology, the priesthood of all believers 
traces its origins to the Bible. Beginning in the book of Exodus, the derivation of this 
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doctrine is very apparent. Despite the establishment of the Levites as fblfilling the 
priestly role for God’s people, Moses also emphasized God’s intent that Israel itself 
would also b e  “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exod. 19:6). In his exhaustive 
treatment of this single verse within its intertextual context, John A. Davies suggests the 
levitical priesthood served as a microcosm of the whole nation of Israel. He concludes, 
“This relationship is that of corporate ideal to its symbolic representation, the pattern we 
have observed in the structure of the book of Exodus” (242). Though the word “priest” 
primarily references individuals in a clerical role, a broader understanding of priesthood 
is alluded to in numerous other passages of the Old Testament (Ps. 114:2; Isa. 61 :6; Zech, 
3:8). 
In Jesus Christ, priesthood finds its ultimate expression as he assumes the roles of 
High Priest (Heb. 2:17; 3:l; 4:14-15) andMediator (1 Tim. 25 ;  Heb. 12:24) ofthe 
Church. As both High Priest and perfect sacrifice, he has made the throne of grace 
universally accessible to all who will believe (Heb. 4: 16; 10: 19-22), thus qualifylng them 
to serve as priests (1 Pet. 2:5; Rev. 5:lO; 20:6). As stated in the New Testament’s clearest 
expression of this truth, the Church exists as “a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy 
nation, a people belonging to God” (1 Pet. 2:9). 
Increased Visibility 
Though the priesthood of believers as a concept evolved throughout the narrative 
of Scripture and characterized the practice of the Church during the apostolic period, this 
doctrine received less prominence during the Christendom era as witnessed in the distinct 
divide initiated and sustained between the clergy and the laity. One ofthe few exceptions 
was the Protestant Reformation. Faithful teaching on the nature of salvation and 
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accessibility to the grace of God resulted in a renewed appreciation for the priesthood of 
all believers. Luther emphatically states, “We are all priests, as many of us as are 
Christians” (279). The negation of the need for a human mediator brought the additional 
realization that the ministry of the gospel of Jesus Christ belonged to all believers (Grew, 
Theolow 556). Stevens cites three significant reasons for Luther’s efforts in restoring 
this lost doctine of the church: (1) The priesthood of all believers served as an extension 
of the priesthood of Jesus Christ; (2) every believer participates in the corporate 
priesthood of the body of Christ; and, (3) the priesthood of all believers includes min is t ry  
in both the Church and the world (175-76). 
Unfortunately, the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers did not become the 
most lasting legacy of the Protestant Reformation. That distinction belongs to the 
doctrine of justification by faith. Unlike that hallmark theological contribution of this 
transforming era of Church history, the influence of the priesthood of all believers was 
much briefer and, consequently, produced a less significant impact. In summarizing this 
sad result, Stevens laments, “By and large denominations deriving from the so-called 
radical Reformation have succumbed to the clergy-lay distinction in one forrn or another” 
(179). 
Modern Developments 
The twentieth century included a renewed emphasis upon the priesthood of 
believers. This trend stems fiom two general sources. First, serious theological reflection 
has challenged the churches to remember this emphasis of the Reformation and reclaim 
its power to enlist God’s people in the ministry of the church. For example, Moltmann 
cites the crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus as the origin of the doctrine. 
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Speaking of Christ he states, “In his fellowship the separation between priest and people 
is overcome and discarded” (Church 301). He continues, “The whole people, being 
imbued with the Spirit, has become ‘spiritual’ and called to the prophetic proclamation of 
the coming kingdom” (301). Pannenberg reiterates a similar view of the priesthood of all 
believers as he accentuates its role as a necessary corrective to those who advocate an 
accessibility to Christ that is “aloof from the church.” (3: 126). He offers this conclusion: 
Luther not only understood the priesthood of all believers in Protestant 
fashion as immediacy to God, i.e., Christian fieedom to approach God 
without a human mediatior, but also took it in evangelical fashion as the 
authority to approach God on behalf of other Christians and the world. 
Hence Luther’s concept did not involve religious individualism but 
specifically the reality of the congregation as communion [original 
emphasis]. (1 26) 
Philip J. Heher adds, “Luther and his Reformation colleagues emphasized that the ‘call, ’ 
vocation [original emphasis], first refers to the vocation or calling that comes to every 
Christian to live out the faith in the world” (228). 
Despite its origins in Protestantism, the movement that encouraged the recovery 
of this doctrine, the priesthood of believers, has also received an increased amount of 
attention in the Roman Catholic Church. For instance, one of the innovations of the 
Vatican I1 Council was the presentation of Lumen Gentium, a document proposing a 
transition from the present institutional and hierarchical view of ecclesiology to an 
emphasis upon the Church as a “pilgrim people” (Karkkainen 28-29). In another 
example, Hans Kung, though viewed by many as a Catholic dissident, states 
emphatically, “The whole [original emphasis] people, filled by the Spirit of Christ, 
becomes a priesthood set apart; all Christians are priests” (475). 
A second contributing factor to the increased focus upon the doctrine of the 
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priesthood of all believers is the general observation that the age of Christendom has 
reached its conclusion. Mead notes, “The second great way of being church-the 
Christendom Paradigm-was born, flourished, and began its decline during the last 
millennium and a half.. . the third way of being church has begun to be born, but its birth 
is not complete” (28). This era of transition in the history of the church was welcomed by 
some as an opportunity to implement the priesthood of all believers throughout all of the 
body of Chnst. Responding to the failure of the Reformation to sustain this crucial 
doctrine of the church, Ogden writes, “We live in a generation when the unfinished 
business of the Reformation may at last be completed” (Unfinished Business 17). 
Implications for the Study 
The theological significance of the priesthood of believers possesses a tremendous 
amount of applicability to the current project. In terms of small groups, the priesthood of 
believers serves as a reminder that Christians are priests to one another. As priests they 
may offer intercession for their sisters and brothers, display sacrificial love, and seek to 
understand both the Word of God and the will of God in the context of community. When 
exercised in a small group setting, all of these priestly duties possess the potential of 
enhancing both trusting relationships and Christian maturity. 
From this fellowship of the “royal priesthood,” Christian ministry takes place. 
Having received access to the High Priest, Jesus Christ, all Christians are empowered to 
participate in his ministry in the world. In fact, as the presence of Christ in the world, the 
faithfilness of the body of Christ actually represents the manifestation of their Lord 
working through his body. 
Finally, concerning collective commitment, the priesthood of all believers does 
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not refer to the aimless efforts of a scattered group of priests. Instead, it describes the 
ministry of a unified “priesthood.” Jesus prayed his believers would be one just as he and 
the Father were one (John 17:20-21). This prayer envisioned a people of God who would 
display corporately a commitment to the kingdom of God and, as a result, lead all the 
world to believe in the One who had called them. 
Veli-Matti Karkkainen writes, “The churches have to come to acknowledge the 
fact that in accordance with their being called and endowed by the Spirit of God, all 
members of the church depict and offer the manifold grace of God through their actions 
and words” (141). Indeed, the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers calls the Church 
to value each member of the family of God, treasuring the uniqueness of each believer 
while uniting all under the lordship of Jesus Christ. The resulting “unity in diversity” 
portrays the Church in its essence, a people bound together by their worship of the triune 
God, their edification of the body of Christ, and their desire to participate with God in the 
redemption of the world. 
Historical Precedents 
Beyond the most relevant biblical themes and doctrines of systematic theology, 
the testimony of Christian history also substantiates the influence of ministry, small 
groups, and collective commitment in nurturing spiritual maturity within the body of 
Christ. Numerous sources fiom over two millennia of Christianity inform each of these 
issues providing a historical and experiential basis for the project. 
General Historical Works 
A variety of historical works trace the major epochs of church history with 
particular attention given to the practice of Christian ministry. H. Richard Niebuhr and 
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Daniel D. Williams present a collection of essays from church historians documenting the 
diakorzia of the Church throughout the ages. This volume accurately portrays the first 
century Church as possessing “no distinctions of ‘inferior’ and ‘superior’ among these 
workers in the churches.. . . They were equally members of the body o f  Christ, equally 
indispensable to its proper and effective functioning, and therefore equally significant” 
(1 1). They also accentuate the manner in which the reign of Constantine ushered in an era 
“of new patterns of priestly behavior and pastoral rule which were to prevail for a 
millennium” (60). In other words, the establishment of the clergy/laity divide was clear 
and decisive. 
Stephen C, Neill and Hans-Ruedi Weber employ an identical approach focusing 
specifically upon the contributions of the laity. At the outset of this work, Neill and 
Weber write, “If the Church is ever again to penetrate this alienated world and to claim it 
in the name of Chnst, its only resources are in its convinced and converted laymen” (22). 
This book, published in 1963, also highlights the role of the ecumenical movement in 
recognizing the tremendous value and potential found in equipping the laity for ministry. 
According to Neill and Weber, the ecumenical movement of their era called for a 
rediscovery of the laity that focused upon the fourfold emphases of a clear understanding 
of the Church, the realization that Christian service includes the whole of life, the 
utilization of spiritual gifts, and the conviction that authentic service is motivated by love 
(388-91). 
Three other books explore specific periods of church history as they focus on 
ministry and the whole people of God as they relate to their specific interests in the 
Church’s story. Alexandre Faivre documents the body of Christ throughout the first six 
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centuries of its existence. Of particular import in this work is the accurate portrayal of the 
people of God during the apostolic era as well as the tragic division that was created 
between the clergy and laity as the Church entered the period of Christendom. Faivre 
describes the first two centuries of the Church’s existence as “the wonderful time when 
there was neither clergy nor laity” (3). As he traces the story of the succeeding centuries, 
he notes the beginnings of the separation between the clergy and the laity (129-32), a 
process that would accelerate with Constantine’s recognition of Christianity as the 
official state religion (135-64). 
Andre Vauchez picks up where Faivre leaves off, recounting the role of the laity 
fiom the earliest centuries of Christendom and continuing through the advent of the 
Protestant Reformation. Though this period included isolated movements to elevate the 
role of the laity in the life of the Church, the sharp distinction between the clergy and the 
laity remained. The most significant resistance originated from the clergy themselves. 
Despite such attempts by the laity to play a more crucial part in the life of the Church, 
Vauchez concludes, “The masses emerged from their passivity and aspired to play an 
active role in the religious domain. But this demand, which provoked increased 
intractableness on the part of the clergy, ended by weakening the Church, whose very 
existence was soon threatened” (44). Thus, the hopes of many of the nonclerical believers 
came to an end. 
Any review of the history of Christian ministry is incomplete without a volume 
devoted specifically to the Protestant Reformation. Here, Brad Thompson offers a 
significant contribution. Tracing the impact of both the Renaissance and Refomation 
periods of world history, Thompson accentuates the technological advances that made the 
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Word of God accessible to the common person as one of the contemporary events that 
encouraged the priesthood of all believers. As a case in point, he notes the significance of 
the invention of the printing press in extending the emphases of the Reformation: 
Printing in the service of religion reinforced some radical new ideas such 
as “the priesthood of all believers”-in other words, the idea that every 
believer is a priest-suggesting that the combination of personal faith and 
access to religious knowledge through the invention of printing 
empowered everyone to be a priest. (372) 
With the capability of reading the Bible, the laity were now empowered to grow not only 
in their knowledge of God but also in their understanding and appreciation for the 
ministry of the Church. 
Cyril Eastwood rounds out the picture as he completes this historical survey of the 
influence of the laity throughout the heritage of the Protestant church. Eastwood 
summarizes the influence of this doctrinal emphasis in each of the major branches of 
Protestantism. After reviewing the theological influence and Luther and Calvin as well as 
the outworking of the priesthood of the believer in Anglican, Puritan, and Methodist 
circles, Eastwood offers a mixed evaluation of the legacy of this doctrine. He 
emphatically states, “No single Church has been able to express in its worship, work, and 
witness, the full richness of this doctrine” (238). On the other hand, he looks to the fUture 
with hope asserting that although the past centuries had not witnessed a full acceptance of 
the priesthood of the believer, “it is also true that in general the circumstances are more 
favourable than they have ever been for a more adequate application of it in the life of the 
Churches’’ (240). 
Wesleyan Heritage 
Both the academic and ecclesiastical setting of this study lends itself to a review 
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of those parts of Methodist history that possess particular relevance to the project. 
Beyond these contextual considerations, the tremendous impact of the Wesleyan revival 
of eighteenth century England serves as an excellent case study of both the utilization of 
small groups and the deployment of the whole people of God into the m i n i s t r y  of the 
church. 
Not only did Wesley serve as the spiritual leader of the Methodist revival, he also 
possessed a superb giftedness in the area of administration. His organization of the 
Methodists into societies, classes, and bands offers the clearest example of Wesley 
employing this gift. As great throngs of people responded to the preaching of the gospel 
of Jesus Christ, Wesley efficiently assimilated new believers and those who were seeking 
God into small group fellowships. The most basic group was the society, open to 
everyone who desired ‘Yo flee the wrath to come” (Works 269-70). In the societies, 
Wesley was personally available to meet with anyone. In the initial years of the Wesleyan 
revival, he would encourage those in attendance to place their faith in Christ or to 
continue with their growth in grace. To facilitate this growth in grace, Wesley designed 
the bands. The bands existed for obeying the command of God: “Confess your sins to 
each other and pray for each other that you may be healed” (Jas. 5: 16). Each band 
adhered to a strict set of guidelines that emphasized prayer, accountability, honesty, 
confession, repentance, discipline, and punctuality (Snyder 59). Nevertheless, Wesley’s 
most lasting legacy as a small group innovator was in his development of the class. 
Originating out of an organized structure for receiving offerings, the classes provided 
pastoral oversight for ten to twelve believers while also offering an ideal setting for 
leadership development (Henderson 94-1 10). Whether through the society, the band or 
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the class meeting, each of these types of fellowship reflects Wesley’s appreciation for the 
communal nature of Christianity. Wesley lamented those expressions of Christianity that 
shunned the importance of Christians uniting together. For Wesley, the formation and 
nurture of relationships in the context of Christian community was essential to the growth 
of any follower of Jesus Christ. 
In many cases, these societies, bands, and classes served to mobilize the 
Methodists in a variety of the ministries of the movement. The limited number of clergy 
participating in this revival movement necessitated that Methodism become a lay 
ministry movement. In recognizing this distinctive of the early days of Methodism, G. 
Hunter observes, “A lay movement Methodism was, a Protestant movement that went 
quite beyond ‘priesthood of all believers’ sloganeering and actually entrusted virtually all 
the ministry that matters to lay people. Methodism was a ‘lay apostolate’ before we knew 
what to call it” (Church 123). As a movement committed to social holiness, ministry 
involvements included service to the poor, the sick, the imprisoned, and the orphaned. At 
the same time, Wesley worked to overcome his own initial reluctance with regard to 
enlisting many of the leaders of the movement as lay preachers. Late in his life, he 
expressed an observation that is perhaps his best summation of the far-reaching influence 
of engaging the whole people of God in ministry. In 1777, at the age of seventy-four, 
Wesley stated unequivocally, “Give me one hundred preachers who fear nothing but sin 
and desire nothing but God, and I care not a straw whether they be clergymen or laymen, 
such alone will shake the gates of hell and set up the Kingdom on earth” (Letters 272). 
Wesley truly envisioned the body of Christ as a fellowship in which everyone served as a 
minister. 
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Twentieth Century Developments 
The closing decades of the second millennium ushered in one of the crucial eras 
of transition in church history. Naturally, such an era of transition has also created a 
setting for tremendous innovation. Three particular events of the last fifty years have 
been responsible for providing the impetus for much of this innovation. 
First, a general consensus exists that recognizes the end of the epoch of church 
history known as Christendom (G. Hunter, Church 23; Mead 28; Newbigin 223,235). 
The awareness of the conclusion of Christendom as the end of a major era of Christian 
hstory consequently has produced an atmosphere for change and an increased openness 
for fiesh approaches to ministry. Lesslie Newbigin affirms the advent of a new period of 
church history when he writes, “The fulfillment of the mission of the Church thus 
requires that the Church itself be changed and learn new things” (124). 
Second, many of the Christian renewal movements of the last decades share a 
common thread of attempting to engage the whole people of God in the whole work of 
God. As stated in the previous chapter, these calls to renewal include the charismatic 
movement, the small group movement, the renewal movement, the spiritual gifts 
movement, the ecumenical movement, the seeker church movement, and the new 
paradigm movement (Ogden, Unfinished Business 19). By emphasizing such important 
facets of church life as community, ministry, the Holy Spirit, spiritual gifts, worship, and 
evangelism, these movements possess a definite influence in understanding the function 
of every member of the body of Christ. Many of these movements can attribute a 
significant part oftheir success to the development of well organized plans for mobilizing 
all of God’s people for ministry. In the early 1980s, Marlene Wilson accurately 
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diagnosed the condition of many churches: “Churches seem to use people up or m i s s  
them altogether. That is the dilemma! It continues because we have not instituted systems 
to see that it doesn’t’’ (42). The renewal movements of the last forty years have 
effectively addressed t l xs  dilemma by designing intentional systems for enlisting every 
follower of Jesus Christ in minis t ry .  
Simultaneous to the end of the Christendom era of church history and the effort of 
these renewal activities, the advent of the church growth movement has served as a third 
significant event that has greatly influenced the understanding of the mission and 
ministry of the church over the last fifty years. In the magnum opus of the movement, 
Understanding; Church Growth, first published in 1970, Donald McGavran outlined the 
purpose of church growth as the process by which “the lost are not merely found but 
restored to normal life in the fold” (1 5). According to a variety of the theorists of the 
church growth movement, two important means of nurturing “life in the fold” include 
small group participation (Am and Am 154-55; G. Hunter, Church 81-1 17; Wagner, 
Your Church Can Grow 123-25) and ministry involvement (Am and A m  153-54; G. 
Hunter, Church 119-47; K. Hunter 58-69; Towns, Vaughn, and Seifert 203-06; Wagner, 
LeadinP Your Church 13 1-37). Also noteworthy in the study of church growth 
methodology has been the works of the pioneers of this movement that focused upon the 
mass movements of indigenous people groups in embracing the gospel of Jesus Christ 
(McGavran, Bridges of God; Pickett). These formative works provide a communally 
oriented paradigm by which groups of people move toward a new level of Christian 
experience. Though these volumes explore group conversion in primarily non-Western 
settings, their efforts introduce some of the most basic dynamics of mass people 
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movements and their sense of collective commitment. 
Practitioners 
The hitfulness of church growth methodology has manifested itself most clearly 
in the numerous practitioners who have applied many of the findings of church growth 
within the setting of the local church. One of the most popular of these practitioners is 
Rick Warren. In The Purpose Driven Church, Warren traces the vision, birth, and growth 
of Saddleback Valley Church while noting the most essential “purposes” of a healthy 
congregation. Within this overview of the effective characteristics of a vibrant church, 
Warren emphasizes the crucial roles of both small groups (338-40) and the deployment of 
the whole people of God in ministry (365-92). 
Several years following the publication of Warren’s work, Adam Hamilton 
describes many similar characteristics of a healthy church within the context of a 
mainline body of believers. In recounting the inspiring story of the Church of the 
Resurrection, a United Methodist congregation, Hamilton also notes the integral nature of 
small group fellowship and Christian service, which utilizes all of the family of God. In 
contrast to Warren’s metaphor of Christian discipleship as a baseball diamond in which 
the four crucial bases are membership, maturity, ministry, and mission (1 44-45), 
Hamilton offers an important corrective in noting that Christian discipleship does not 
necessarily adhere to this linear model. In emphasizing the mountain climbing model of 
the Church of the Resurrection, he writes, “Growing in Christ isn’t a linear process. Some 
people begin their walk with Christ by serving on a mission to the poor, or through an in- 
depth Bible study, or through serving God with their time as an usher or choir member 
before they ever even join the church” (63). This approach acknowledges more explicitly 
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the symbiotic relationship that exists between small group participation and ministry 
involvement. 
Several churches have found their niche through a particular emphasis upon small 
€PUPS Or ministry involvement. For years, Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church in 
Montgomery, Alabma, has stood as a shining example of lay mobilization in filfilling 
the purposes of the church. With their slogan of “Every Member in Ministry,” Frazer has 
successfully enlisted over 90 percent of their congregation into active minis t ry .  Essential 
to their success has been their practice of volunteerism as well as their high expectation 
that every member is to serve in a ministry of the church. Instead, of recruiting church 
members for particular min is t r y  positions, Frazer invites each member to volunteer to 
serve in at least one of approximately two hundred ministries in the church. Their annual 
“In His Steps” emphasis in which each member commits to serve God not only through a 
minis t ry  but also through consistent worship attendance, prayer, and financial giving 
facilitates this spirit of volunteerism. Their approach emphasizes an individual’s 
involvement while also providing an excellent example of a congregation making a 
collective commitment to a particular task (Mathison, Tried & True 73-82). 
Sue Mallory provides a more recent example of engaging the whole people of 
God in ministry together. In her delightful volume, Mallory weaves together the narrative 
of Brentwood Presbyterian Church’s transition from a clergy-centered model of ministry 
into a congregation that equips each of its members to perform the ministry of the church. 
Drawing from her tenure on the staff of Brentwood Presbyterian, she allows her 
experience in th is transition to lead the reader inductively to some of the essential 
ingredients involved in enabling a church to enlist each member in ministry. She also 
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adds case studies from other churches around the country that have successfully 
mobilized their membership to perform the ministry of the church. One of Mallory’s most 
significant contributions is a keen appreciation for the patience required in reorienting a 
church in the direction of engaging the whole body of Christ for ministry. In order to 
fulfill this goal in the life of a congregation, Mallory is realistic in articulating the most 
significant challenges. For her, the supreme challenge of this task lies in the 
transformation of the culture of the local church from a staff-centered understanding of 
ministry to a lay-driven model. She emphatically reminds the reader of “bow pointless it 
is to change a system and not address its underlying culture” (55). Her work exemplifies 
the comprehensive process required not only for transforming the culture of a church but 
also for fulfilling the vision of involving the whole people of God in the whole ministry 
of God. 
In recent years, Willow Creek Community Church, in South Banington, Illinois, 
has become much more intentional in the area of deploying followers of Christ in 
fulfilling ministry opportunities. Bill Hybels notes the increasing role that such ministry 
has come to play at Willow Creek. Distinctive about their approach would be their 
ministry mobilization concept known as ‘‘First Serve” (71-77). The focus of “First Serve” 
is to invite each member to experiment in a particular ministry through scheduled events 
that allow them to determine if a particular area of service fits their gifts and interests. 
Just as Fr-er Memorial United Methodist Church, Brentwood Presbyterian 
Church, and Willow Creek Community Church have encouraged Christian maturity 
through an intentional focus upon equipping believers for ministry, Paul Yonggi Cho 
documents the phenomenal growth of Full Gospel Central Church (Seoul, South Korea) 
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through the implementation of an immense small group ministry network. Administered 
almost exciusively by an elaborate small group system, Full Gospel Central Church is the 
largest church in the world reporting a membership that now exceeds a half million 
members. Cho credits much of this fruitfulness to small groups while emphasizing their 
function as related to community, evangelism, ministry, and the fellowship of the Holy 
Spirit. 
Regarding the impact of small groups, the research of Robert Wuthnow offers 
significant insight into the dynamics of this ever growing phenomenon. Wuthnow’s 
Sharing the Journey documents the growing influence of support groups in American 
culture. With four of the twelve chapters of this volume possessing a distinctly religious 
flavor, his conclusions offer numerous insights into the utilization of small groups in the 
body of Christ. Most compelling would be the positive correlation he notes between 
small group participation and a variety of factors that address the issues of identity, 
relationships, and ministry. In terms of Christian identity, a majority of the participants in 
his study reported growth in their relationship with God, an increased meaningfulness of 
the Bible, answers to prayer, and a better feeling about themselves. With regard to human 
relationships, over two-thirds of those surveyed noted improved communication, a deeper 
love for other people, and greater ease in forgiving others. Concerning ministry, the 
majority of those involved in small groups found their experience to be helphl in better 
serving people outside the group and sharing their faith in settings beyond the small 
group fellowship (229). 
As the companion volume to Sharing the Journey, “I Come Awav Stronger” takes 
the form ofa collection of essays written by various members of the team responsible for 
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the research reported in Sharing the Journey. In the appendix of “I Come Awav 
Stronger”, Wuthnow cites other conclusions that correlate certain Christian behaviors 
with small group participation. For example, he notes that 61 percent of those who 
participated in church-based groups acknowledged an increase in their degree of activity 
in church-sponsored programs while fifty percent of those surveyed a f k n e d  an increase 
in the amount of their offerings to the church (374). In both volumes the findings of 
Wuthnow and his research team reaffirmed many of the scriptural truths concerning small 
group fellowships. 
Conclusion 
From the earliest years of the apostolic age through the emergence of the 
megachurch, church history bears witness to the undeniable impact of small group 
fellowship and ministry involvement in facilitating Christian maturity. Traversing more 
than twenty centuries as well as a variety of cultures, the essential Christian 
characteristics of community and service have remained as fixtures in the process of 
Christian discipleship. With these distinctives of the body of Christ firmly established, 
the continual prioritizing of these two qualities of the life and m i n i s t r y  of the Church will 
always remain a challenge. 
Research Methods 
This project serves as an example of an evaluative study. William Wiersma 
writes, “The function of evaluation is to access the merits of a product, program, or 
practice. The application of the results is at a given site or sites and this is the primary 
focus of the evaluation” (1 1). 
According to Wiersma, a successful evaluative study requires the use of survey 
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research. He identifies seven crucial stages in conducting survey research: planning, 
development of a sampling plan, construction of a questionnaire, data collection, 
translation of data, analysis, and reporting (1 67). 
A modified version of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire served as the 
instrument to measure the perceived changes in the health of the congregation. Of the 
eight sections of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire, the four sections devoted to 
authentic community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transfonning 
discipleship comprised the evaluative tool. In conjunction with these portions of the 
questionnaire, questions relating to respondents’ previous involvement in a small group 
or lay ministry were included in order to control potential confounding variables. Factors 
that may impact these results included the following: previous involvement in a small 
- 
group, prior experience in lay minis t ry ,  number of years as a member in the congregation, 
age, and current life circumstances. 
Conclusion 
The precedents of the Bible, theology, history, and the social sciences all 
underscore the supreme importance of small group participation and m i n i s t r y  
involvement as essential components in the process of Christian maturity. With these two 
facets of discipleship occupying such a prominent place, the Church bears the 
responsibility for not only emphasizing their importance but also for including them as 
important priorities in the life of the body of Christ. Simultaneous to this realization of 
the tremendous influence of small group participation and ministry involvement, the 
testimony of Scripture as well as church history reveals numerous instances when 
believers have joined together in renewing their relationshp with God and committing to 
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serve him in very specific ways. Thus, the prospect of inviting a church to commit 
together to live out their faith through small group fellowship and engagement in ministry 
not only finds its roots in solid biblical, theological, and historical grounding but also 




Discipleshp never occurs in the same manner for each follower of Jesus Christ. 
Nonetheless, certain components of the life of the Church of Jesus Christ play an 
important role in facilitating the process of discipleship. Two such components, small 
group participation and ministry involvement, serve as tremendous avenues for growing 
Christian disciples. The impact of this growth takes on an even more far reaching 
influence when the majority of a congregation unites together in involving themselves in 
these two practices of the Chnstian life. 
The heart of this study was the development of a church-wide emphasis known as 
Grow and Go. The twofold aim of this emphasis was to help the members of Highland 
United Methodist Church experience spiritual growth as they answered the call to Grow 
through participation in a small group and to Go by involving themselves in an area of 
ministry. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual 
health of Highland United Methodist Church through the implementation o f  the Grow 
and Go church-wide emphasis using pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of a 
modified version of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. 
Research Questions 
This purpose statement accentuates the potential of the Grow and Go church-wide 
emphasis as a means for enhancing the spiritual health of Highland United Methodist 
Church; consequently, the most appropriate research question involved a determination 
of this important quality. The first research question focused upon the general i q a c t  of 
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the Grow and Go emphasis upon the congregation. With the Grow and Go emphasis 
being composed of both a small group and a ministry component, these two emphases 
provided the source for the second and third research questions. The second research 
question explored the impact of small group participation upon the general spiritual 
health of the congregation. The third research question sought to determine the role of 
ministry involvement in relation to any changes in the spiritual health of Highland 
United Methodist Church. 
Research Question #l (RQ1) 
What changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred as a 
result of the Grow and Go emphasis? 
As noted in the purpose statement, this study involved pre-, mid-, and posttest 
administrations of a modified version of the BCHQ. This modified version employed 
only four of the eight scales found in the standard BCHQ instrument: authentic 
community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. The 
pretest administration provided a baseline of the health of the Congregation in these four 
categories. This reading was essential in establishing a point of reference €or determining 
subsequent changes in the health of the congregation. 
< 
The mid-test administration of the BCHQ took place one week after the 
Celebration Sunday worship service and offered an immediate measurement of the 
impact of the church-wide emphasis. 
The posttest administration of the BCHQ occurred approximately six months after 
the Grow and Go emphasis. It produced the data that was integral to measuring the most 
lasting and comprehensive changes resulting from the Grow and Go program. 
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In order to understand more fully the scope of the first research question, it was 
divided into three subordinate research questions that reflected the observed changes in 
the spiritual health of the congregation as measured by the modified version of the 
Beeson Church Health Questionnaire during three specific time periods of the Grow and 
Go emphasis: 
RQIA: What changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred 
between the pretest and mid-test administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQIB: What changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred 
between the mid-test and posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQlc: What changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred 
between the pretest and posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
Responses to RQIA, RQ~B, and RQK were subjected to the appropriate statistical 
analysis to determine the changes in the perceived health of the congregation that 
occurred as a result of the Grow and Go emphasis. The examination o f  RQ~A, RQIB, and 
RQlc provided a more detailed analysis as the changes were observed in relation to the 
four Beeson Church Health scales of authentic community, mobilized laity, passionate 
spirituality, and transforming discipleship. 
Research Question #2 (RQ2) 
what was the relationship between the observed changes in the perceived spiritual 
health of the congregation and participation in small groups? 
By evaluating this question at the same three time periods of research question #1, 
the relationship between church health and small group involvement produced the 
following three questions: 
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RQ~A: What was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and the participation in small groups as evidenced in the period between the 
pretest and mid-test administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQzB: What was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and the participation in small groups as evidenced in the period between the 
mid-test and posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQ~c: What was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and the participation in small groups as evidenced in the period between the 
pretest and posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
In addition to the twenty-six statements related to the four Beeson Church Health 
scales of authentic community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming 
discipleship, the survey instrument also contained three specific questions that related to 
a respondent’s previous experience and participation in small groups. These questions 
documented a respondent’s current level of commitment to a small group, the 
significance of the small group in facilitating spiritual growth, and the influence of the 
small group in enhancing their commitment to Highland United Methodist Church. By 
comparing the responses to these three small group experience questions with the 
responses to the statements related to the modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire 
at its four component scales, I was able to produce the data necessary for a careful 
consideration of this research question. As in the description of the first research 
question, the examination of RQ~A,  RQ~B, and RQZC provided a more detailed analysis as 
the changes were observed in relation to the composite scores and the four scales scores 
of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. 
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Research Question #3 @Q3) 
What was the relationship between the observed changes in the perceived spiritual 
health of the congregation and involvement in ministry? 
The division of this research question followed an identical form of the second 
research question and resulted in the following three questions: 
RQ~A: What was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and participation in ministry as evidenced in the period between the pretest 
and mid-test administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQ3a: what was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and participation in m i n i s t r y  as evidenced in the period between the mid- 
test and the posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
RQ~c: What was the relationship between the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and participation in ministry as evidenced in the period between the pretest 
and the posttest administrations of the modified BCHQ? 
The test instrument included three questions related to a respondent’s previous 
and current involvement in the ministry of the church. For those respondents who were 
currently involved in an area of ministry, these three questions noted a respondent’s level 
of commitment to a ministry of the church, the significance of their ministry involvement 
in encouraging their spiritual growth, and the influence of their ministry involvement in 
strengthening their commitment to Highland United Methodist Church. A review of the 
responses to these three questions with the responses to the statements related to the four 
Beeson Church Health scales produced the data for further analysis of this research 
question. As in the case of the discussion of the first two research questions, the 
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examination of RQ~A, RQ~B,  and RQ~c  provided a more detailed analysis as the changes 
were observed in relation to the composite scores and the four scale scores of the Beeson 
Church Health Questionnaire. 
Design of the Study 
This project was an evaluative study that employed a pretest, mid-test, posttest 
design with no comparison group. The sole test group included all members and 
constituents who actively attended Highland United Methodist Church. The pretest 
administration of the survey instrument occurred during the week of 15-22 January 2006, 
a month before the commencement of the Grow and Go emphasis. The baseline that 
resulted fiom this survey produced a general understanding of the spiritual health of the 
congregation. The next two administrations of the test instrument provided the data for 
determining the observable changes in the perceived church health of Highland Church. 
Population and Sample 
The population for this study included every active member and constituent of 
Highland United Methodist Church who chose to participate in the three surveys. Those 
members and constituents who attended worship at least monthly qualified for the status 
of “active.” In this study the population and the sample were identical. 
Instrumentation 
A modified version of the BCHQ served as the sole instrument for measuring the 
changes in the church health of Highland United Methodist Church (see Appendix P). 
The standard BCHQ consists of eight scales that evaluate various dimensions of the life 
of a congregation. Of these eight categories, four of them, authentic community, 
mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship, stood out as being 
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most relevant to the study. Thus, the statements related to those four areas were included 
in the modified version of the BCHQ. Twenty-six statements of the modified BCHQ 
focused upon the selected four scales of the standard BCHQ. Table 3.1 represents each of 
these four categories and the statements that relate to each scale. The number preceding 
each question matches the number of the particular statement on the modified BCHQ. 
Table 3.1. Beeson Church Health Characteristics Scales 
Authentic Community Mobilized Laity 
2. My church affrnns me in my ministry tasks. I enjoy getting together with other people fiom my church outside of church events. 1. 
I am actively involved in a ministry of this I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I can 
discuss my deepest concerns with them. 7* church. 
4. 
I have experienced a lot of joy and laughter 1. I do LIOt know my spiritual lo‘ in our church. 
I experience deep, honest relationships with 
a few other people in my church. 5 .  I enjoy the tasks I do in &e church. 14. 
The love and acceptance I have experienced 
I believe that interpersonal conflict or 
in a biblical manner. 
I feel that my role in the church is very 
inspires me to invite others to my church. 19* important. 
The teaching ministry of this church 26. misconduct is dealt with appropriately and 24. me to be involved in 
~ 
Passionate Spirituality Transforming Discipleship 
5. Prayer is a highlight of the worship service 3. Bible study, fasting, and meditation). 
8’ 
I regularly practice the spiritual disciplines 
6.  Tithing is a priority in my life. 
My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on 
12’ our church. God concerning the practical aspects of We. 
Our church has a clear process that develops 
16’ our church. 13* people’s spiritual gifi(s). 
I would describe my personal spiritual life as 
20’ presence of God 
My church needs to place more emphasis on 
22‘ presence of God. the power of prayer. 
I rarely consult God’s word to find answers 
25‘ 
Our church relies upon the power and 
presence of God to accomplish ministry. 
There is a sense of expectation surrounding 
There is an atmosphere of generosity within 
Our church emphasizes the person and 
This church operates through the power and 
I currently enjoy a greater intimacy with 
God than at any other time in my life. 
17. growing. 
23* to Life’s issues. 
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The researchers who developed the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire offer 
excellent definitions of the four scales employed in this study. Keith C. Taylor describes 
authentic community as “the expression of the Christian life in the context of 
relationships” (40). Brian A. Law presents mobilized.laity as the premise that every 
believer is a minister and that the church has the obligation to identify, equip, encourage, 
and engage all of the body of Christ in ministry (67-68). James V. Kinder recognizes 
passionate spirituality as “an intense, intentional seeking and reliance on the Holy Spirit 
to guide and work within the Church. It defines the congregation’s relationship with God 
in connection with the life and ministry of the Church” (54). Scott B. McKee summarizes 
transforming discipleship as an ongoing process by which a growing relationship with 
Jesus Christ matures a believer toward a life of becoming more like Christ (60). 
In addition to these twenty-six statements, the modified BCHQ contained a 
variety of other questions. These questions provided demographic infiormation and also 
gathered data that allowed for the capability of controlling any potential confounding 
variables. These questions addressed the issues of previous involvement in a small group, 
prior experience in lay ministry, the number of years as a member of Highland United 
Methodist Church, age, and gender. For those with prior experience in a small group or 
lay ministry, additional questions examined a respondent’s commitment to the small 
group or ministry, while also seeking to determine the role of the small group or lay 
ministry in facilitating spiritual growth and commitment to the local church. 
Data Collection 
The survey instrument served as the exclusive tool of data collection €or 
monitoring the church health of Highland United Methodist Church. 
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The pretest administration of the BCHQ occurred during the week of 15-22 
January 2006. This time period was three weeks before the commencement of the Grow 
and Go church-wide emphasis. 
The mid-test administration of the test instrument occurred during the week of 19- 
26 March 2006, immediately following the Grow and Go emphasis. The results of this 
survey provided a means of evaluating the immediate impact of the Grow and Go 
emphasis. 
Because authentic spiritual growth occurs over a lifetime, the measurement of the 
spiritual health of the congregation immediately following the Grow and Go emphasis 
did not hl ly  appreciate the sustained effect of this type of program. This observation 
necessitated the need to measure the spiritual health of the congregation a number of 
months after the emphasis. With September traditionally being a time when life returns to 
a sense of normalcy, this month stood as an opportune time to schedule the posttest 
administration of the modified BCHQ. Therefore, the completion of the final set of 
surveys occurred during the week of 17-24 September 2006. 
Following the worship services on 15 January, 19 March, and 17 September, the 
congregation graciously remained in the sanctuary and completed the survey instrument. 
The final item of the survey enabled each person to produce their own respondent-created 
code. The utilization of these respondent-created codes guaranteed confidentiality for 
each member of the sample group while providing for the capability of tracking the 
changes in perception of each respondent over the course of the three surveys. 
Along with completing the surveys, respondent’s also submitted index cards upon 
which they printed their names. These cards assisted me in preparing a roster of 
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those who had completed the survey instrument. The principal value of this roster was to 
inform me of those active members and constituents who were not present for one of the 
three “survey” Sundays. In such cases, I promptly sought out those members or 
constituents over the week that followed and encouraged them to complete a survey. 
Variables 
The many facets of the Grow and Go church-wide emphasis were the independent 
variables of  this study. The emphasis employed numerous approaches in encouraging the 
full participation of Highland United Methodist Church in deciding to enroll in a small 
group and to volunteer in an area of ministry. The major components of the emphasis 
included focused prayer, publicity efforts, Sunday school lessons, church member 
testimonials, the preaching series, the Celebration Sunday worship service, and prompt 
follow-up procedures. 
The dependent variable of this study was the measure of change in the health of 
the congregation as determined by the modified version of the BCHQ. As noted 
previously, this study focused upon the measure of change in the areas of authentic 
community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. The 
findings eva1uate.d the results of these four scales. 
Reliability 
The test instrument employed in this study was a modified version of the Beeson 
Church Health Questionnaire (BCHQ). Made up of forty-one questions and statements, 
the modified BCHQ contained twenty-six statements that each respondent reviewed in 
evaluating the perceived church health of Highland United Methodist Church. This 
instrument produced a composite score as well as scores for the following four scales: 
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authentic community, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, transforming discipleship. 
Determining Cronbach’s alpha for the modified BCHQ served as the means for 
evaluating the reliability of the test instrument. Though opinions vary, the most widely 
accepted standard for the social sciences is that Cronbach’s alpha should be at a level of 
0.70 or higher to establish reliability. Table 3.2 displays the resulting levels of reliability 
for both the composite scores and the scale scores of the survey instrument. 




Pretest Mid-test Posttest 
Composite 0.845 0.850 0.865 
Authentic community 0.713 0.720 0.673 
Mobilized laity 0.632 0.582. 0.699 
Passionate spirituality 0.738 0.755 0.671 
Transforming discipleship 0.492 0.446 0.520 
Regarding the modified BCHQ in general, internal consistency reliability 
remained at a level of 0.845 or higher for the three administrations of the test instrument. 
The four scales reported lower levels of reliability. The reliability scores for the scales of 
authentic community and passionate spirituality remained at acceptable levels throughout 
the three test events. The reliability of the scale of mobilized laity was less impressive but 
it did have an acceptable value for the final survey; however, the reliability for the scale 
of transforming discipleship was substantially lower than the other three scales with 
Cronbach’s alpha remaining at the level of 0.520 or lower. The lower reliability scores 
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among the four scales were attributable to the low number of statements for each scale as 
well as the subsequent decrease in variance in a respondent’s evaluation of these 
statements. Regarding the two scales of mobilized laity and transforming discipleship, 
removing one statement from the tabulation of reliability brought the Cronbach’s alpha 
values much closer to an acceptable level. Removing statement eleven and statement 
twenty-one resulted in improved levels of internal consistency reliability (see Table 3.3). 
In order to maintain this higher degree of reliability, the study eliminated statement 
eleven and statement twenty-one from any M e r  analysis. 
Table 3.3. Adjusted Internal Consistency Reliability of the Modified BCHQ 
Cronbach’s a 
Pretest Mid-test Posttest 
Composite 0.872 0.905 0.926 
Authentic community 0.713 0.720 0.673 
Mobilized laity 0.709 0.690 0.777 
Passionate spirituality 0.738 0.755 0.67 1 
Transforming discipleship 0.605 0.555 0.605 
Control Procedures 
The modified BCHQ included a request for information regarding the issues of 
previous small group involvement, prior ministry participation, years as a member of 
Highland Church, age, and gender. By requesting this information, I was able to control 
the variances of these factors statistically as they related to the observable changes of 
church health as well as the four scales of the modified BCHQ. 
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Data Analysis 
This study employed t-tests and analysis of variance for analyzing the data that 




A church-wide emphasis such as Grow and Go is ripe with possibilities for 
affecting the spiritual health of a congregation. Any church leader can easily visualize the 
results of involving an increasing number of the members of a church family in small 
groups and ministry. The potential consequences are obvious. People begin to find more 
meaning in life. Biblical literacy increases. Burnout among church leaders becomes less 
of an issue. Believers reach out and share their faith with more enthusiasm. Most of all, 
Christians deepen their maturity as followers of Jesus Christ. As Ilfilling as these 
. 
outcomes are, measuring these changes is an entirely different matter. 
At Highland United Methodist Church, a variety of means for evaluating the 
Grow and Go emphasis existed. One of the most elementary was in the number of 
commitment cards submitted during the Celebration Sunday worship service on 12 
March 2006. On that Sunday and over the next two weeks, the membership of the church 
submitted 1 16 commitment cards. This level of response contrasted sharply with the 
ministry menu cards the church had distributed during the spring of previous years. For 
example, in February 2005, church members returned sixty-four ministry menu 
commitment cards; thus, the response to the Grow and Go emphasis just a year later was 
very gratifying and encouraging as compared to similar events in recent years. 
Another benchmark was the comparative longevity of small groups over the last 
several years. For instance, in the fall of 2004, Highland participated in a six-week 
church-wide study of Warren’s The Purpose Driven Life. During this emphasis, more 
than a dozen small groups studied the basic teachings of Warren’s bestselling book. 
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Unfortunately, at the conclusion of The Purpose Driven Life program, only two of the 
small groups continued to meet. In March 2006, the Grow and Go emphasis birthed ten 
small groups. By the fall of that same year, seven of these small groups were still active. 
Other potential means for evaluating the impact of the Grow and Go emphasis 
included financial giving and worship attendance. Highland Church ended the year 2006 
with offerings exceeding budgetary needs, an occurrence in which even the oldest 
members of the church could not recall happening in previous years. During this same 
year, the average worship attendance rose over 10 percent fi-om 2005. 
While all of these trends were very gratifjring to witness, these comparisons 
lacked the scientific precision required for gauging the true impact of an event such as the 
Grow and Go emphasis. Fortunately, the modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire 
(BCHQ) provided the means for evaluating the Grow and Go program. The purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual health of Highland United 
Methodist Church through the implementation of the Grow and Go church-wide 
emphasis using pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of a modified version of the 
Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. The pre-, mid- and posttest test events occurred on 
15 January 2006, 19 March 2006, and 17 September 2006, respectively. Three research 
questions determined the direction of this study: What changes in the perceived spiritual 
health of the congregation occurred as a result of the Grow and Go emphasis? What was 
the relationship between the observed changes in the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and participation in small groups? What was the relationship between the 
observed changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and involvement in 
ministry? These three research questions underwent further division as each one 
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considered the observed changes of the spiritual health of the congregation during the 
three specific time periods of the study: pretest to mid-test, mid-test to posttest, and 
pretest to posttest. 
A Profile of the Research Participants 
The modified version of the BCHQ contained twenty-six statements evaluating 
the spiritual health of Highland United Methodist Church. These twenty-six statements 
also determined the four scale scores for the qualities of authentic community, mobilized 
laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. Along with these twenty-six 
statements, the survey instrument contained a variety of other questions that supplied 
basic demographic data and other independent variables that possessed the potential to 
impact a respondent’s perception of the health of the congregation. A review of these 
particular questions results in a better understanding of the 106 respondents who 
completed all three administrations of the survey instrument. 
Gender 
Sixty-seven of the 106 participants (63 percent) were female. Thirty-nine (37 
percent) were male. 
Age 
The respondents indicated their approximate age by noting their inclusion in one 
of four age groups. Of the 106 respondents, twenty-four (23 percent) identified 
themselves as falling in the age range of 15-35. Thirty (28 percent) described themselves 
as being a part of the group ranging from 36-55. Thirty (28 percent) also described their 




At the pretest administration of the survey instrument, ninety-five of the 106 
respondents (90 percent) identified themselves as church members. Eleven (1 0 percent) 
were not church members. The mid-test survey revealed that ninety-six of the participants 
were church members while ten were not. The posttest survey noted that ninety-eight of 
the participants were church members and eight members of the sample group were not. 
Consequently, the sample size of those subjects whose membership status changed during 
the period of the study was too small to justify further statistical analysis. 
Of those who did identify themselves as church members, their years of 
membership ranged from zero to seventy. The average was twenty-eight years of church 
membership. 
Church Involvement and Personal Spiritual Life 
The pretest administration of the survey instrument offered an informative 
baseline regarding the various issues of commitment to the local church as well as 
spiritual growth. For example, at the outset of the study, ninety-three respondents (88 
percent) described their personal spiritual life as “growing.” Twelve of the participants 
(1 1 percent) viewed their spiritual life as being at a “plateau” while only one respondent 
(1 percent) labeled his or her spiritual life as “declining.” 
Regarding involvement in the life of the congregation, forty-six (43 percent) of 
the respondents indicated their involvement was limited exclusively to attendance at the 
worship service. Thirty-nine members (37 percent) of the sample group described 
themselves as “very active” in the life of the church. Thirteen (1 2 percent) of the 
participants noted they served as members of the Administrative Council of the 
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church. The remaining eight persons (8 percent) were serving as ministry leaders or 
teachers. 
In terms of worship attendance, ninety-seven (9 1 percent) of those who completed 
the initial survey attended worship at least three times each month. Six of the respondents 
(6 percent) stated they were present for worship twice each month. The remaining three 
participants (3 percent) described their worship attendance as monthly. 
The manner in which these factors (personal spiritual growth, church 
involvement, and worship attendance) changed throughout the period of the study is 
described in the discussion of the research questions. 
Small Group Experience 
The survey instrument also invited the respondents to describe the extent as well 
as the impact of their current experience as members of a small group. Again, the pretest 
administration of the survey instrument provided a profile of the influence of small 
groups at the beginning of the study. As the study began, fifty of the participants (47 
percent) were currently active in a small group. Fifty-six of the respondents (53 percent) 
were not active in a small group. 
Of the fifty persons who were active in a small group at this juncture, thirty-two 
(64 percent) described their involvement in a small group as “very significant” to their 
spiritual growth while the remaining eighteen (36 percent) found their small group 
experience to be “somewhat significant” in their spiritual growth. All fifty members of 
the sample population who were active in a small group at the start of the study agreed 
that participation in a small group helped them become a more committed member of the 
church. 
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Changes in the levels of both small group participation and its corresponding 
influence upon spiritual growth and commitment to the local church comprise an 
important part of the discussion of the second research question. 
Ministry Experience 
Along with small group experience, the survey instrument also inquired as to a 
respondent’s involvement in the ministry of Highland Church. A review of the pretest 
responses to these inquiries offered a glimpse of the sample population’s degree of 
participation in the ministry of the church as well as the manner in which this ministry 
involvement deepened both their spiritual growth and their commitment to the church. 
At the outset of the study, seventy-four (70 percent) of the subjects were involved 
in a minisby of the church. Thirty-two of the participants (30 percent) were not active in 
an area of service. Of the seventy-four subjects who were active in a ministry of the 
church at the beginning of the study, thirty people (40 percent) described their 
commitment to a ministry of the church as “high.” Forty-two (57 percent) evaluated their 
commitment to their area of service as “medium.” The remaining two subjects (3 percent) 
viewed their level of commitment to a ministry of the church as “low.” 
The test instrument also questioned the subjects regarding the significance of 
m i n i s t r y  involvement as a means to spiritual growth. Of the seventy-four subjects who 
were active in a ministry of the church, thirty-two (43 percent) indicated that participation 
in a ministry area was “very significant” in assisting their spiritual growth. Forty-one (56 
percent) noted that serving in a ministry of the church was “somewhat significant” in 
encouraging their spiritual gowth. Only one of these seventy-four subjects (1 percent) 
viewed their ministry as “not significant” to their spiritual growth. Of these seventy-four 
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subjects who served in a ministry of the church at the beginning of the study, seventy-two 
(97 percent) were convinced that this participation helped them become more committed 
church members. Only two subjects from this group (3 percent) recognized their church 
ministry as having no role in deepening their commitment to the church. 
The observable changes in the levels of both ministry involvement and its 
corresponding impact upon spiritual growth and commitment to the local church 
influenced a crucial part of the discussion of the third research question. 
Changes in Church Health 
The first research question of this study (RQ1) focused upon the changes in the 
perceived spiritual health of Highland United Methodist Church as the congregation 
implemented the Grow and Go emphasis. A review of the modified BCHQ scores and the 
four component scales served as an ideal starting point for evaluating these changes. 
Table 4.1 offers a general overview of these measurements. 
Table 4.1. Modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire Scales 
Scales Pretest Mid-Test Posttest 
(n=106) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Authentic community 19.3 3.08 20.37 2.87 20.73 2.37 
Mobilized laity 15.72 2.65 16.70 2.45 17.60 2.32 
Passionate spirituality 23.47 3.15 24.75 2.77 25.57 2.16 
Transforming discipleship 18.09 3.17 19.54 2.67 20.45 2.34 
Composite 76.64 9.72 81.35 8.87 84.35 7.80 
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Both the composite and the scale scores reported increases over the course of the 
three administrations of the modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. Beyond this 
surnmary of the three administrations of the test instrument, this first research question 
(RQ1) conveniently divided into three sub-questions, which, in turn, explored the changes 
of the perceived health of the congregation across the three distinct time periods of the 
study. 
R Q ~ A  
The first of these sub-questions (RQ~A) considered the changes in the perceived 
health of the congregation between the pretest and mid-test administrations of the 
modified BCHQ. The composite scores and all four of the scale scores experienced 
increases between the pretest and mid-test administrations of the modified BCHQ. The 
transforming discipleship scale experienced the highest magnitude of change over this 
time period. Table 4.2 offers a summary of the observable changes in the differences of 
the composite and scale scores over the two-month period between the pretest and mid- 
test surveys. Over the two-month period between the administration of the pretest and 
mid-test surveys, the composite scores recorded a significant positive change with regard 
to church health (t[l05] = 12.52, p < .OOOl). During this time period, the transforming 
discipleship scale score evidenced the greatest magnitude of change (t[ 1051 = 8.2 1, p < 
.OOOl). The other three scales also registered significant positive change: authentic 
community (t[105] = 6.64, p < .OOOl), mobilized laity (t[105] = 7.32, p < .OOOl), and 
passionate spirituality (t[105J = 7.66, p .OOOl). 
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Table 4.2. Pretest to Mid-Test Summary of the Modified BCHQ 
Scales Mid-Test Posttest Difference t Pi 




(0.7- 1.3) 6.64 19.36 3.08 20.37 2.87 0.0001* 
Mobilized 
laity 15.72 2.65 16.70 2.45 
1 .o 
(0.7-1.2) 7.32 0.000 1 * 
Passionate 
spirituality 23.47 3.15 24.75 2.77 
1.3 
(0.9-1.6) 7.66 0.0001* 
Transforming 
discipleship 18.09 3.17 19.54 2.67 
1.4 
(1.1-1.8) 8.21 0.0001* 
12.52 0.0001* 4.7 8*87 (4.0-5.5) Composite 76.64 9.72 81.35 
R Q ~ B  
The second sub-question (RQIB) considered the changes in the health of the 
congregation during the time period from the mid-test to the posttest administrations of 
the modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire. Table 4.3 documents the changes that 
occurred in both the composite and scale scores during this six-month period. Once 
again, the composite scores witnessed a significant increase (t[105] = 8.75, p<.OOOl). 
Over this time period, the transforming discipleship scale once again experienced the 
greatest magnitude of change (t[ 1051 = 6.42, p<O.OOOl). Nevertheless, the mobilized laity 
scale registered an almost equivalent degree of positive change (t[ 1051 = 6.40, p <.0001). 
The other two scales increased at a lesser rate than between the pretest and mid-test 
administrations of the survey instrument: authentic community (t[ 1051 = 2.47, p< .O 1 SO), 
and passionate spirituality (t[l05] = 5.95, p < .OOOl). 
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Table 4.3. Mid-Test to Posttest Summary of the Modified BCHQ 
Scales Mid-Test Posttest Difference t P5 
(n=106) M SD M SD (Conf. Int.) .05* 
2.47 0.0150* 0.4 2'37 (.01-0.6) 20.37 2.87 20.73 
Authentic 
community 















5.95 0.0001* 0.8 (0.9-1.6) 
0.9 
(0.6-1.2) 6.42 0.0001 * 
8.75 0.0001* 3 .O 7*80 (2.3-3.7) Composite 81.35 8.87 84.35 
RQic 
The third sub-question (RQlc) offered the most comprehensive view of the impact 
of the Grow and Go emphasis upon the perceived spiritual health of the congregation by 
examining the observable changes between the pretest and posttest events. Table 4.4 
presents the degree of change that occurred over the entirety of the study. Once more, the 
composite scores and all scale scores experienced an increase over the period of the 
study: composite (t[lO5] = 13.47, p < .OOOl) ,  authentic community (t[lO5] = 6.61, p 
.OOOl), mobilized laity (t[lO5] = 10.07, p < .OOOl) ,  passionate spirituality (t[lO5] = 9.48, 
p .0001), and transforming discipleship (t[lO5] = 11.32, p < .OOOl) .  
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Table 4.4. Pretest to Posttest Summary of the Modified BCHQ 
Scales Mid-Test Posttest Difference t P< 
(n=106) M SD M SD (Conf. Int.) .05* 









Composite 76.64 9.72 84.35 
10.07 0.0001* 1.9 
2+32 (1 5 2 . 3 )  15.72 2.65 17.60 
25.57 2.1 9.48 0.0001* 2'16 (1.7-2.5) 23.47 3.15 
11.33 0.0001* 2.4 2.34 (1.9-2.8) 
7'80 (6.6-8.8) 
18.09 3.17 20.45 
13.47 0.000 1 * 7.7 
Summary 
Figure 4.1 offers a graphic description of the manner in which the modified 
BCHQ composite scores changed over the course of the study. Figure 4.1 includes both 
the mean of the composite scores and the corresponding confidence interval at a 
confidence level of 95 percent for each of the three administrations of the test instrument. 
Figure 4.2 provides a similar depiction of the change in the mean scores of the four scales 
of the modified BCHQ over the duration of the study and with the same confidence level 
of 95 percent. Positive growth occurred at each stage of the study and within each of the 
four scales. 
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of composite interval plots. 
Figure 4.2. Comparison of scale score interval plots. 
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The Influence of Small Group Participation 
The second research question (RQz) explored the relationship between the 
observed changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in 
a small group. The study witnessed an overall increase in the number of persons in the 
sample population who participated in a small group. At the commencement of the study, 
fifty (47 percent) of the subjects were part of a small group. By the time of the mid-test 
event, this number increased to seventy-three (69 percent) of the study group. At the 
conclusion of the study, this enrollment had slightly decreased to seventy-one (67 
percent). 
In addition to reviewing the responses of those who were either “involved” or 
“not involved” in a small group, this research question also considered the fluctuations in 
a respondent’s relationship to a small group. To complete this analysis, the study 
recognized four distinct levels of small group participation: continuous, nonparticipation, 
new participation, and intermittent participation. The “continuous” group (C), comprised 
of those subjects who identified themselves as active in a small group at all three survey 
points, numbered forty-six (43 percent of the sample group). The “nonparticipation” 
group (”A?), made up of those members of the sample group who indicated a lack of 
participation in a small group at each of the three administrations of the test instrument, 
numbered thirty-one (29 percent of the sample group), The “new participation” group 
(NP), consisting of those respondents who were not participating as a member of a small 
group at the outset of the study but then indicated their involvement in a small group at 
the mid-test or posttest points of the study, totaled twenty-five (24 percent of the sample 
group). The “intermittent” group (I), comprised of those who noted their participation in 
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a small group at either the pretest or the mid-test survey point of the study but were no 
longer active at the posttest survey point, contained only four members (4 percent of the 
sample group). The size of this intermittent group was too small for further analysis; 
however, the first three groups (new participation, continuous, and nonparticipation) 
served as ideal lenses for a more precise view of the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived health of the congregation and participation in small groups. Of 
particular interest was the magnitude of change in the scores of the new participation 
P U P -  
AS in the case of RQ1, the second research question easily divided into three sub- 
questions according to the three major phases of the study. A review of each of these sub- 
questions presents an even more accurate understanding of the relationship between the 
perception of the health of the congregation and the influence of small group 
involvement. 
R Q ~ A  
The first of these three sub-questions (RQx) evaluated the correlation between 
the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and small group participation from the 
pretest to the mid-test administrations of the test instrument. Table 4.5 introduces this 
analysis with a summary of small group enrollment data during this period along with the 
respective levels of commitment to a small group. During this phase of the study, small 
group involvement among the respondents experienced a 46 percent increase as 
enrollment climbed from fifty to seventy-three. Concurrently, the number of enrollees 
who viewed their commitment to a small group as “high” increased at a comparable rate. 
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Table 4.5. Level of Commitment to Attending a Small Group, Pretest to Mid-Test 
Pretest Mid-Test 
n YO n YO 
Commitment to 
a Small Group 
High 32 30.2 49 46.2 
Medium 18 17.0 23 21.7 
Low 0 0.0 1 1 .o 
Not attending 
a small group 56 52.8 33 31.1 
In terms of the significance of a small group in aiding spiritual growth, Table 4.6 
documents the relative change in this measurement that occurred during this same time 
period. At each test event, all of the respondents who were small group participants 
described their small group experience as either “very significant” or “somewhat 
significant” in aiding their spiritual growth. 




n YO n % 
Very significant 32 64.0 44 60.3 
Somewhat significant 18 36.0 29 39.7 
Not significant 0 0.0 0 0.0 
A review of the composite scores of those respondents who were involved in a 
small group as well as those who were not involved in a smail group during this period 
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provided initial insight into the influence of participation in a small group. At the pretest 
event, a one-way ANOVA indicated a significant difference in the composite scores as 
related to involvement in a small group (F[2,106]=14.86, p<.OOl). At the mid-test survey 
event, this same analysis noted a decrease in the magnitude of the difference in the 
composite scores of these two groups (F[2,106]=3.17, p<.078). Table 4.7 offers a 
summary of the composite scores for these two levels of small group enrollment status at 
both the pretest and mid-test events. 
Table 4.7. Composite Scores: Small Group Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, Pretest 
to Mid-Test 
Involved Not Involved P-< 
n M SD n M SD F .05 
Test 
Event 
Pretest 50 80.26 70.54 56 73.4 1 10.35 14.86 0.001* 
Mid-test 73 82.37 7.93 33 79.09 10.45 3.17 0.078 
In addition to this comparison between those who were involved in a small group 
and those who were not involved in a small group, this study also explored the observable 
changes in the previously defined participation groupings of new participation (NP), 
continuous (C), and nonparticipation (Nip). At the beginning of the study, one-way 
ANOVA revealed the degree of difference between these three groups (F[2,106]=7.22, 
p<.OOl). Though all three groups evidenced an increase in their composite scores by the 
time of the mid-test event, their respective composite score differences had declined 
considerably (F[2,106]=5.41, p<.006). Table 4.8 presents the results of this analysis when 
applied to the composite scores that were recorded as a result of the pretest and mid-test 
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surveys. 
Table 4.8. Comparison of Composite Scores among Small Group Participation 
Groups, Pretest to Mid-Test 
NP (n=25) C (n46) N/P (n=31) PS Test 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Pretest 72.48 8.67 80.35 7.83 74.16 11.43 7.22 0.00 I. * 
Mid-test 78.72 8.88 84.50 6.79 79.00 10.56 5.41 0.006* 
RQZB 
The second sub-question of RQ2 considered the relationship between the 
perceived church health of the congregation and involvement in a small group during the 
time period that began with the mid-test survey and continued through the posttest 
survey. Table 4.9 reflects the enrollment in small groups during this period as well as a 
respondent’s degree of commitment to a small group. During this period, enrollment in 
small groups declined slightly; however, the percentage of small group enrollees who 
described their commitment to their small group as “high” experienced a noteworthy 
increase. 
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Table 4.9. Level of Commitment to Attending a Small Group, Mid-Test to Posttest 
Mid-Test Posttest 
n % n YO 
Commitment to 
a Small Group 
High 49 46.2 61 57.6 
Medium 23 21.7 10 9.4 
Low 1 1 .o 0 0.0 
Not attending 
a small group 33 31.1 35 33.0 
Concerning the influence of participation in a small group as a means of spiritual 
growth, Table 4.10 provides a comparison of the respondents’ views regarding this 
quality. Though the number of enrollees in small groups during this phase remained 
steady, a noticeable increase occurred in the number of respondents who described their 
small group involvement as “very significant” in aiding their spiritual growth. 






n YO n Y O  
Very significant 44 60.3 59 83.1 
Somewhat significant 29 39.7 12 16.9 
Not significant 0 0.0 0 0.0 
An analysis of the composite scores of those who participated in small groups as 
opposed to those who did not participate provided hrther review of the impact of small 
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group involvement. The mid-test survey revealed a slight difference between these two 
groups (F[2,106]=3.17, p<.078). By the conclusion of the study, these differences were 
more pronounced (F[2,106]=10.12, p<.002). Table 4.1 1 notes the composite scores of 
those who were and were not participating in small groups at the mid-test and posttest 
junctures of the study. 
Table 4.11. Composite Scores: Small Group Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, Mid- 
Test to Posttest 
Involved Not Involved PS 
n M SD n M SD F .05 
Test 
Event 
Mid-test 73 82.37 7.93 33 79.09 10.45 3.17 0.078 
Posttest 71 85.97 5.60 35 81.06 10.32 10.12 0.002* 
An evaluation of the composite scores of the three participation groups again 
provided a review of the effect of small group ministry during this phase of the study. At 
the mid-test administration of the test instrument, a one-way ANOVA documented the 
differences in the composite scores of the three participation groups (F[2,106]=5.41, 
p<.006). By the posttest event, these differences had decreased (F[2,106]=4.52, pc.013). 
Table 4.12 notes the changes in the composite scores of these three groups between the 
mid-test and posttest administrations of the survey instrument. 
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Table 4.12. Comparison of Composite Scores among Small Group Participation 
Groups, Mid-Test to Posttest 
NP (n=25) C (n=46) N/P (n=31) P< Test 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Mid-test 78.72 8.88 84.50 6.79 79.00 10.56 5.41 0.006* 
Posttest 84.12 6.82 86.63 5.8 1 8 1.32 10.18 4.52 0.013* 
RQzc 
The third sub-question explored the relationship between the spiritual health of 
the congregation and participation in small groups fkom the pretest to the posttest 
administrations of the test instrument. Table 4.13 displays the levels of participation and 
commitment to a small group at the beginning and conclusion of the study. 
Table 4.13. Level of Commitment to Attending a Small Group, Pretest to Posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
n % n Y O  
Commitment to 
a Small Group 
High 32 30.2 61 57.6 
Medium 18 17.0 10 9.4 
Low 0 0.0 0 0 .Q 
Not attending 
a small group 56 52.8 35 33.0 
As for the significance of a small group in facilitating spiritual growth, Table 4.14 
notes the measurements of this quality at the pretest and posttest survey events for those 
who were participating in a small group at these two different points of the study. 
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Not only did participation in small groups increase among the respondents, a higher 
percentage of small group participants rated their participation as “very significant” in 
aiding their spiritual growth. 




n 940 n YO 
Very significant 32 64.0 60 84.5 
Somewhat significant 18 36.0 11 15.5 
Not significant 0 0.0 0 0.0 
A comparison of the composite scores of those who were participating in a small 
group as opposed to those who were not participating in a small group at the outset and 
the conclusion of the study provided another important perspective €or understanding the 
influence of small group min is t ry .  At the pretest event, composite scores of these two 
groups differed greatly (F[2,106]=14.86, p<.OOl). By the end of the study, these 
differences decreased (F[2,106]=10.12, p<.OOl). Table 4.15 reveals how these scores 
contrasted across the span of the study. 
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Table 4.15. Composite Scores: Small Group Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, 
Pretest to Posttest 
Test Involved Not Involved PS 
M SD n M SD F .os Event n 
Pretest 50 80.26 73.54 56 73.4 1 10.35 14.86 0.001* 
Posttest 71 85.97 5.60 35 8 1.06 10.32 10.12 0.002* 
Nevertheless, the division of the sample population into the thee participation 
groups again offered an even more detailed means for analyzing the relationship between 
church health and small groups involvement. At the outset of the study, one-way 
ANOVA reported a distinct difference in the composite scores of the three participation 
groups (F[2,106]=7.22, p<.OOl). This degree of difference had decreased by the end of 
the study (F[2,106]=4.52, dp22/106, pc.013). Table 4.16 presents the composite scores of 
these three groups at the commencement and the termination of the study. 
Table 4.16. Comparison of Composite Scores among Small Group Participation 
Groups, Pretest to Posttest 
~~~~ ~ -~ ~ ~~ ~ 
NP (n=25) C (n=46) N/P (n=31) PS Test 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Pretest 72.48 8.97 80.35 7.83 74.16 1 1.43 7.22 0.001* 
Posttest 84.12 6.82 86.63 5.81 8 1.32 10.18 4.52 0.013* 
Scale Score Observations 
These observations regarding the relationship between the perception of the health 
of the congregation and the differing levels of participation in a small group all 
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involved the modified BCHQ composite scores. An analysis of the four scale scores that 
comprised each of these composite scores produced further observations regarding the 
influence of involvement in a small group upon the four particular characteristics of 
church health. 
Authentic community. The authentic community scale scores were different for 
all three small group participation categories at each of the three test events; however, the 
degree of difference between these groups decreased from the pretest (F[2,106]=4.70, 
pc.011) to the mid-test survey events (F[2,106]=3.14, p<.048). The magnitude of 
difference decreased even further by the posttest event (F[2,106]=3.0 1, pC.054). Table 
4.17 notes these particular scale scores for the three participation groups at each juncture 
of the study. 
Table 4.17. Comparison of Authentic Community Scale Scores among Small Group 
Participation Groups 
~~~ 
NP (n=25) C (n=46) N/P (n=31) Pl 
M SD M SD M SD F .os 
Test 
Event 
Pretest 18.56 3.30 20.35 2.68 18.48 3.14 4.70 0.01 1* 
Mid-test 19.92 2.97 21.13 2.24 19.6 1 3.38 3.14 0.048* 
Posttest 20.76 2.05 21.26 1.89 19.94 3.02 3.01 0.054* 
Mobilized laity. The mobilized laity scale scores also witnessed a considerable 
level of change. At the pretest event, differences in this scale score among the three 
small group participation groups was most apparent (F[2,106]=9.23, p<.OOOl). This 
degree of difference was noticeably less at the mid-test (F[2,106]=5.57, p<.005) and 
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posttest (F[2,106]=4.87, p<.OlO) events. Table 4.1 8 displays the mobilized laity scale 
scores of the three participation groups at each test point of the study. 
Table 4.18. Comparison of Mobilized Laity Scale Scores among Small Group 
Participation Groups 
Test NP (n=25) C (n-46) N/P (n=31) PS 
M SD M SD M SD F .05 Event 
Pretest 14.32 2.50 16.76 2.02 15.03 3.00 9.23 0.0001* 
Mid-test 16.12 2.37 17.52 1.89 15.84 2.93 5.57 0.005* 
Posttest 17.64 2.14 18.26 1.68 16.61 3.03 4.87 0.010* 
Passionate spirituality. The passionate spirituality scale offered another 
perspective for reviewing the influence of small group ministry. The degree of difference 
between the three categories of participation groups remained almost equivalent at the 
pre-test (F[2,106]=4.55, p<.013) and mid-test (F[2,106]=4.53, p<.013) events. These 
differences were less noticeable by the conclusion of the study (F[2,106]=3.50, p<.034). 
Table 4.19 specifies the passionate spirituality scale scores for each of the three 
participation groups at each of the three administrations of the survey. 
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Table 4.19. Comparison of Passionate Spirituality Scale Scores among Small Group 
Participation Groups 
Test NP (n=25) C (n=46) N/P (n=31) PS 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Pretest 22.00 3.92 24.30 2.52 23.45 3.06 4.55 0.013* 
Mid-test 23.68 3.49 25.61 2.1 1 24.52 2.62 4.53 0.013* 
Posttest 25.24 ’ 2.22 26.17 1.78 24.97 2.40 3.50 0.034* 
Transforming discipleship. This scale evidenced no significant differences for 
any of the three participation groups at each stage of the study. 
Summary 
The review of the composite and scale scores in relation to the differing degrees 
of small group participation at Highland Church resulted in a thorough statistical analysis 
that explored this data from a variety of perspectives. Figure 4.3 offers a summary of the 
composite scores for the pre-, mid- and posttest administrations of the test instrument for 
the three participation groups. This figure illustrates both the mean composite scores and 
their confidence interval for each participation group at each test event. This figure notes 
the degree of increase as experienced by each one of the participation groups throughout 
the balance of the study. Figure 4.4 hrther accentuates these changes by plotting the 
amount of increase in the mean of the composite scores for each of the three participation 
groups over the duration of the study. This figure illustrates the manner in which the 
increase in the composite scores of the new participation group significantly outdistanced 
those of the continuous group and the nonparticipation group. 
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Figure 4.3. Composite interval plot according to small group involvement 
level. 
Figure 4.4. Change in composite scores among the small group involvement 
levels. 
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The Influence of Ministry Involvement 
The third research question (RQ3) evaluated the relationship between the spiritual 
health of the congregation and the involvement of the test group in church ministry. 
Similar to the small group component of the study, the sample population experienced an 
increase in number for those who served in a ministry of the church. At the outset of the 
study, seventy-four respondents (70 percent) noted their involvement in a ministry of the 
church. Two months later, at the mid-test survey point, eighty-seven members (82 
percent) of the sample group reported their participation in a ministry. By the end of the 
study, this number grew to eighty-nine (84 percent) of the study group. 
As in the review of the influence of small groups upon the spiritual health of the 
congregation, the sample group was easily divisible into three ministry participation 
groups. The new participation group (NP), made up of those who were not serving in a 
ministry of the church at the outset of the study but indicated their ministry involvement 
on the mid-test and posttest surveys, counted fifteen (14 percent) of the respondents. The 
continuous group (C), comprised of those who were involved in a ministry at each stage 
of the study, numbered seventy-four (70 percent) of the study group. The 
nonparticipation group @UP), those who cited a lack of involvement in the ministries of 
the church on all three surveys, described seventeen (1 6 percent) of the study group. No 
one was intermittent in their ministry involvement. Because of the number of respondents 
who voIunteered to serve in a ministry but did not enroll in a small group, the three 
ministry participation groups were not identical to the three participation groups 
discussed in RQ2. 
As in the previous two research questions, RQ3 further divided into three sub- 
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questions relating to the three distinct phases of the study. Each of these three sub- 
questions resulted in a thorough analysis of the influence of ministry involvement upon 
the perceived health of the congregation across the three time intervals of the study. 
R Q ~ A  
The first of these sub-questions (RQ~A) considered the influence of ministry 
involvement upon the perceived spiritual health of the congregation between the pretest 
and mid-test administrations of the test instrument. Analysis of this sub-question began 
with a review of the changes in both ministry involvement and commitment to ministry 
across the span of the first two survey events. Table 4.20 reveals the degree of change 
during this period. The number of respondents who were active in a ministry rose as did 
the percentage of those who possessed a “high” level of commitment to their area of 
ministry. 
Table 4.20. Level of Commitment to Ministry Involvement, Pretest to Mid-Test 
Pretest Mid-Test 
n YO n YO 
Commitment to 
a Ministry 
High 29 27.4 40 37.7 
Medium 43 40.6 46 43.4 
Low 2 1.9 1 1 .o 
Not involved 
in a ministry 32 30.2 19 17.9 
In terms of ministry involvement as a means toward spiritual growth, Table 4.21 
presents the changes that occurred between the pretest and mid-test survey events. Along 
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with the increase in the number of respondents who participated in a ministry of the 
church, a higher percentage of those engaged in ministry were describing their ministry 
involvement as “very significant” in aiding their spiritual growth. 
Table 4.21. Significance of Ministry Involvement in Aiding Spiritual Growth, 





n YO YO n 
Very significant 32 43.2 45 51.7 
Somewhat significant 41 55.4 40 46.0 
Not significant 1 1.4 2 2.3 
Involvement in a ministry of the church as well as lack of involvement in a 
ministry served as a vantage point for evaluating the influence of ministry participation 
upon the health of the congregation. One-way ANOVA revealed that at the pretest event 
the composite scores for those who were involved in a ministry of the church differed 
from those who were not involved in a ministry (F[2,106]=7.05, p<.OO9). By the mid-test 
survey, this difference increased noticeably (F[2,106]=8.67, pX.004). Table 4.22 notes the 
changes in the composite scores of those who were involved in a ministry of the church 
as opposed to those who were choosing not to participate in a ministry. 
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Table 4.22. Composite Scores: Ministry Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, Pretest to 
Mid-Test 
Test Involved Not Involved Pl 
N M SD n M SD F .05 Event 
Pretest 74 78.24 9.25 32 72.94 9.90 7.05 0.009* 
Mid-test 87 82.49 8.36 19 76.1 1 9.52 8.67 0.004* 
Observing the changes in composite scores provided even more insight when 
evaluated in terns of the three ministry participation groups of new participation, 
continuous, and nonparticipation. At the pretest event, composite scores for these three 
groups differed noticeably (F[2,106]=4.47, p<.O 14). These differences were less apparent 
at the mid-test event (F[2,106]=3.49, p<.034). TabIe 4.23 compares the composite scores 
of the participation groups at both the pretest and posttest survey events. 
Table 4.23. Comparison of Composite Scores among Ministry Participation Groups, 
Pretest to Mid-Test 
NP (n=16) C (n=74) N/P (n=16) Pl Test 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Pretest 75.19 11.26 78.24 9.25 70.69 8.06 4.47 0.014* 
Mid-test 8 1 .I9 8.66 82.50 8.30 76.19 10.32 3.49 0.034* 
R Q ~ B  
The second sub-question evaluated the role of ministry involvement in potentially 
affecting the perceived spiritual health of the congregation during the mid-test 
to posttest phase of the study. Across this period of time, a review of both respondents’ 
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involvement in the ministries of the church as well as their level of commitment to a 
particular area of ministry offered an appropriate starting point for this analysis. Table 
4.24 displays both the number of subjects involved in a ministry of the church as well as 
their level of commitment to their areas of ministry from the mid-test to posttest stage of 
the study. 
Table 4.24. Level of Commitment to Ministry Involvement, Mid-Test to Posttest 
Mid-Test Posttest 
n O h  n YO 
Commitment to 
a Ministry 
High 40 37.7 65 61.3 
Medium 46 43.4 24 22.7 
Low 1 1 .o 0 0.0 
Not involved 
in a ministry 19 17.9 17 16.0 
Regarding the influence of participation in a ministry of the church as a means for 
facilitating spiritual growth, Table 4.25 documents the differences in this quality as noted 
by the subjects over the six months following the Grow and Go emphasis. During this 
span, ministry involvement witnessed a modest increase while the number of 
respondents who described their ministry involvement as “very significant” rose 
significantly. 
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Table 4.25. Significance of Ministry Involvement in Aiding Spiritual Growth, 
Mid-Test to Posttest 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
(N=87) (N=89) 
Mid-Test Posttest 
% n YO n 
Very significant 45 51.7 63 70.8 
Somewhat significant 40 46.0 25 28.1 
Not significant 2 2.3 I 1.1 
A review of the composite scores was also helpful in evaluating the impact of 
ministry involvement upon the perceived spiritual health of the congregation. For 
example, at the mid-test point in the study, the composite scores of those who were 
involved in a ministry of the church were noticeably different from those who were not 
involved in a min is t r y  of the church (F[2,106]=8.67, pC.004). This difference was even 
more apparent at the conclusion of the study (F[2,106]=11.68, pc.002). Table 4.26 
compares the composite scores of those who were actively involved in a ministry of the 
church as opposed to those who were not serving in a ministry at these two different test 
events. 
Table 4.26. Composite Scores: Ministry Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, Mid-Test 
to Posttest 
Involved Not Involved P5 
n M SD n M SD F -05 
Test 
Event 
Mid-test 87 82.49 8.36 19 76.11 9.52 8.67 0.004* 
Posttest 89 85.43 6.85 17 78.71 10.03 11.68 0.901* 
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A review of the composite scores of the three minis t ry  participation groups also 
contributed to the investigation of the influence of ministry involvement upon the 
respondents’ perception of the health of the congregation. At the mid-test survey, one- 
way ANOVA noted the differences in the composite scores of the three ministry 
participation groups (F[2,106]=3.49, pK.034). These differences were even more 
noticeable at the posttest event (F[2,106]=7.08, p<.OOl). Table 4.27 offers a summary of 
the degree to which these changes occurred. 
Table 4.27. Comparison of Composite Scores among Ministry Participation Groups, 
Mid-Test to Posttest 
NP (n=16) C (n=74) N/P (n=16) PS 




Mid-test 8 1.19 8.66 82.50 8.30 76.19 10.32 3.49 0.034* 
Posttest 85.3 1 7.12 86.25 5.41 78.00 9.91 7.08 0.001* 
RQ3c 
The third sub-question considered the influence of ministry involvement upon the 
perception of the spiritual health of the congregation across the breadth of the entire 
study. Table 4.28 summarizes the changes from the outset to the conclusion of the study 
for both the number of subjects involved in a ministry as well as their reported levels of 
commitment to their areas of service. 
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Table 4.28. Level of Commitment to Ministry Involvement, Pretest to Posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
n YO n YO 
Commitment to 
a Ministry 
High 29 27.4 65 61.3 
Medium 43 40.6 24 22.6 
Low 2 1.9 0 0.0 
Not involved 
in a ministry 32 30.2 17 16.0 
The role of ministry involvement as a means of spiritual growth offered another 
perspective for investigating the relationship between the perception of the spiritual 
health of the congregation and participation in the ministries of the church. Table 4.29 
notes the changes in the respondents’ appreciation for the impact of serving in ministry 
upon their own spiritual maturity. Easily recognizable were the positive changes in both 
the number of respondents involved in ministry and the percentage who described their 
involvement as “very significant” in aiding their spiritual growth. 





n YO YO n 
Very significant 32 43.2 63 70.8 
Somewhat significant 41 55.4 25 28.1 
Not significant 1 1.4 1 1.1 
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A review of the modified BCHQ composite scores at these two points of the study 
also served as a helpful means for evaluating the relationship between the spiritual health 
of the congregation and involvement in ministry. At the pretest event, one-way ANOVA 
noted the composite scores of those who were involved in a ministry differed from those 
who were not involved in a ministry (F[2,106]=7.05, p<.009). By the end of the study, 
the magnitude of these differences increased (F[2,106]=11.68, pC.001). Table 4.30 
provides a summary comparison of the composite scores. 
Table 4.30. Composite Scores: Ministry Involvement vs. Noninvolvement, Pretest to 
Posttest 
Test Involved Not Involved PS 
N M SD n M SD F .os Event 
Pretest 74 78.24 9.25 32 72.94 9.90 7.05 0.009* 
Posttest 89 85.43 6.85 17 78.71 10.03 11.68 0.001* 
The study also considered the changes in the composite scores of the three 
ministry participation groups across the span of the study. At the commencement of the 
study, one-way ANOVA noted a distinct difference in the composite scores of these three 
groups (F[2,106]=4.47, p<.004). By the conclusion of the study, these differences had 
increased considerably (F[2,106]=7.08, pC.001). Table 4.3 1 presents a review of this 
comparison of the composite scores of the participation groups across the entirety of the 
study. 
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Table 4.31. Comparison of Composite Scores among Ministry Participation Groups, 
Pretest to Posttest 
Test NP (n=16) C (n=74) NE' (n=16) P5 
M SD M SD M SD F .05 Event 
Pretest 75.19 1 1.26 78.24 9.25 70.69 8.06 4.47 0.014* 
Posttest 85.3 1 7.12 86.25 5.41 78.00 9.9 1 7.08 0.001* 
Scale Score Observations 
Along with a review of the composite scores, this study also considered the 
impact of ministry involvement upon certain church health characteristics. An analysis of 
the four scale scores determining the composite scores resulted in additional insights 
concerning the influence of ministry involvement upon the various dimensions of church 
health. 
Authentic community. The authentic community scale scores remained 
noticeably different for each of the three ministry participation groups at all three 
administrations of the test instrument. The differences were most apparent at the pretest 
event (F[2,106]=7.18, p<.OOl). The magnitude of these differences was less noticeable at 
the mid-test event (F[2,106]=2.83, pX.064) and posttest event (F[2,106]=3.83, p<.025). 
Table 4.32 presents the authentic community scale scores for each of these three ministry 
participation groups as they occurred at each of the three administrations of the survey 
instrument. 
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Table 4.32. Comparison of Authentic Community Scale Scores among Ministry 
Participation Groups 
Test NP (n=16) C (n=74) NE' (n=16) PS 
M SD M SD M SD F .05 Event 
Pretest 19.25 3.42 19.92 2.79 16.88 2.96 7.18 0.001* 
Mid-test 20.25 3.17 20.72 2.62 18.88 3.32 2.83 0.064* 
Posttest 2 1.3 8 1.46 20.89 2.29 19.3 1 2.98 3.83 0.025* 
Mobilized laity. Of the four scale scores, the mobilized laity scale scores reported 
the greatest levels of difference among the three ministry participation groups. Although 
these scale scores increased at each juncture of the study, differences among these three 
groups remained strong at the pre-test (F[2,106]=17.06, p<.OOl), mid-test 
(F[2,106]=12.68, p<.OOl), and posttest events (F[2,106]=17.01, p<.OOl). Table 4.33 notes 
these differences along with the mobilized laity scale scores for the three participation 
groups. 
Table 4.33. Comparison of Mobilized Laity Scale Scores among Ministry 
Participation Groups 
NP (n=16) C (n=74) N f f  (n=l6) PS Test 
Event M SD M SD M SD F .05 
Pretest 14.38 2.92 16.55 2.11 13.19 2.56 17.06 0.001* 
Mid-test 16.38 2.45 17.30 1.91 14.25 3.13 12.68 0.001* 
Posttest 1 8.13 1.46 18.08 1.81 14.88 3.20 17.01 0.001* 
Passionate spirituality. The passionate spirituality scale scores evidenced no 
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significant differences when compared to ministry involvement. 
Transforming discipleship. The transforming discipleship scale scores exhibited 
no significant differences when compared to ministry involvement. 
Summary 
Figure 4.5 presents a summary of the manner in which the composite scores of the 
three ministry participation groups changed throughout the course of the study. It notes 
both the mean of the composite scores and the respective confidence intervals for all 
three groups at the pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of the test instrument. This 
figure graphically captures the contrasting degree of increase in the composite scores for 
the three ministry participation groups. Figure 4.6 accentuates these changes by depicting 
the magnitude of change in composite scores for the three ministry participation groups 
as they occurred between the pretest and posttest survey dates. As stated previously, the 
magnitude of increase in the composite scores in the new participant ministry group was 
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Figure 4.5. Composite interval plot according to ministry group. 
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Figure 4.6. Change in composite scores of ministry participation groups. 
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Personal Characteristics and Demographic Factors 
This study considered eight possible demographic factors and personal factors: 
age, gender, church involvement, membership status, worship attendance, small group 
involvement, ministry involvement, and spiritual growth self-assessment. The second and 
third research questions thoroughly examined the variables of small group involvement 
and min is t ry  involvement, respectively. Of the remaining characteristics, analysis of 
variance revealed three significant observations. 
First, the analysis noted a significant difference between age-group identification 
and modified BCHQ composite scores at the pretest survey event (F[2,106]=27.29, 
p<.OOOOl). Table 4.34 compares the modified BCHQ composite scores after the four age 
groups were reorganized into two larger groups. The composite scores for the age group 
56 years old and older were significantly higher than those of the subjects who were 
younger than 56 years old. As the study progressed, the impact of age grouping upon 
perception of spiritual health decreased. 
Table 4.34. Pretest Composite Scores by Age Grouping 
Younger Group (Age<56) Older Group (Age256) P-< 
n M SD n M SD F .05 
54 72.32 9.36 52 81.14 7.93 27.29 0.00001* 
A second observation involved composite scores as a b c t i o n  of spiritual self- 
assessment at the pretest event. Of the 106 subjects, ninety-three (or 88 percent) 
described their personal spiritual life as “growing.” The remaining thirteen (12 percent) 
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characterized their personal spiritual life as being in a state of either “plateau” or 
“decline.” Table 4.35 notes the significance difference between the pretest composite 
scores of those who described their spiritual life as “growing” as opposed to those who 
did not (F[2,106]=26.42, p<.OOOl). Once again, the difference between the composite 
scores of the two groups decreased throughout the course of the study. 
Table 4.35. Pretest Composite Scores by Spiritual Self-Assessment 
Growing Not Growing Pl 
n M SD n M SD F .05 
93 78.27 8.78 13 65.00 8.2 1 26.42 0.00001* 
A third and final observation focused upon the correlation between ministry 
involvement and small group participation. For those who were not involved in a ministry 
of the church, a disproportionately high number did not participate in a small group 
either. Also, those who became involved in the ministry of the church were much more 
likely to join a small group. 
Summary of the Significant Findings 
1. At the pretest, mid-test, and posttest events, all composite and scale scores 
increased across the course of the study. 
2. From pretest to posttest, the transforming discipleship scale score experienced 
the highest degree of increase. 
3, Of the three participation groups relating to small group involvement, the 
composite and scale scores of the new participation group witnessed the highest degree of 
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increase. 
4. Of the three ministry participation groups, the composite and scale scores of the 
new participation group possessed the highest levels of increase, 
5 .  At the posttest event, the scales of authentic community and mobilized laity of 
the new participation ministry group exceeded those of the continuous group and the 
nonparticipation group. 
6. Those subjects who became active in a ministry during the emphasis began the 
study with authentic community scale scores that were significantly higher than those 
who chose not to participate in a ministry of the church. 
7. Those subjects who were at least 56 years old recorded pretest composite 
scores that were significantly higher than those under the age of 56. 
8. Those pretest subjects who described their spiritual life as “growing” possessed 
significantly higher composite scores than those who described their spiritual life as 




Though this project evolved fiom a variety of observations and experiences taking 
place over the course of my thirteen years of pastoral ministry, the concept behind Grow 
and Go did not begin to take shape until the fall of 2004. The driving force behind this 
project was my conviction that a key component of Christian discipleship was the 
necessity of placing followers of Jesus Christ in settings in which Christian growth could 
occur. Two such settings include small group participation and ministry involvement. ’ 
Thus, the heart of the Grow and Go program was the intentional promotion of these two 
components of Christian maturity with the goal that believers might “grow” through 
involvement in a small group and “go” by serving God through the ministries of the local 
church. Surrounding this emphasis was this dissertation study evaluating the observable 
changes in the health of a congregation,implementing this program. In summary, the 
purpose of this study was to evaluate the perceived change in the spiritual health of 
Highland United Methodist Church through the implementation of the Grow and Go 
church-wide emphasis using pre-, mid-, and posttest administrations of a modified 
version of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire (BCHQ). 
This study involved the investigation of three research questions: What changes in 
the perceived spiritual health of the congregation occurred as a result of the Grow and Go 
emphasis? What was the relationship between the observed changes in the pexceived 
spiritual health of the congregation and participation in small groups? What was the 
relationship between the observed changes in the perceived spiritual health of the 
congregation and involvement in ministry? The modified BCHQ provided the means for 
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measuring the subsequent changes in the health of the congregation. This test instrument 
produced a composite score along with four scale scores. Each of these five scores, in 
turn, served as opportune vantage points for evaluating the three research questions. 
Thus, an evaluation of the composite scores as well as the four scale scores provides a 
multi-faceted framework for summarizing and interpreting the most significant findings 
of the three research questions. 
The Church Health of Highland United Methodist Church 
The composite scores of the modified BCHQ offered the most all-encompassing 
understanding of the changes in the perceived spiritual health of Highland Church. Not 
only were the composite scores a result of the computation of all of the evaluative 
statements of the test instrument, these scores also possessed the highest level of internal 
consistency reliability with Cronbach’s alpha exceeding .872 at all three survey events. 
The first research question considered the observable changes in the perceived spiritual 
health of Highland United Methodist Church as the congregation implemented the Grow 
and Go emphasis. As with all three research questions, the analysis of this first question 
occurred across three distinct time periods: pretest to mid-test, mid-test to posttest, and 
pretest to posttest. The value of exploring the pretest to mid-test phase resided in its 
ability to offer a glimpse of the immediate impact of the emphasis in relation to the 
perceived spiritual health of the congregation. The mid-test to posttest stage produced a 
subsequent means for evaluating the manner in which enrollment in small groups and 
ministry affected the health of the congregation. The pretest to posttest view offered the 
most comprehensive perspective of the impact of the Grow and Go emphasis upon the 
perceived spiritual health of the congregation. Composite scores experienced increases 
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across the span of each of these three time periods with p<.OOOl (significance at ~5.05).  
The magnitude of increase was greater in the pretest to mid-test phase than in the mid-test 
to posttest stage of the study. 
The second research question explored the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in a small 
group. Across each of the three time periods, the study utilized a variety of angles for 
evaluating the potential connection between small group participation and the health of 
the congregation. These perspectives included reviews of a respondent’s commitment to a 
small group, the significance of a small group in facilitating spiritual growth, and 
comparisons of the survey data for those who were involved in a small group as opposed 
to those who were not involved in a small group. By far, the most insightful means for 
evaluating the influence of small group participation upon congregational health involved 
the division of the respondents into the three participation groups (as described in 
Chapter 4 and defined in terms of small group involvement): continuous, new 
participation and nonparticipation. A comparison of the composite scores of these three 
participation groups revealed much concerning the influence of small group involvement. 
Across all three time periods of the study with ~ 5 . 0 1 3  (significance at ~ 5 . 0 5 ) ~  each of the 
three participation groups registered increases. At the pretest and mid-test events, the 
continuous group reported the highest composite scores, followed in succession by the 
nonparticipation group and then the new participation group; however, by the end of the 
study, the respondents who enrolled in a small group as a result of the Grow and Go 
emphasis were now altering these comparisons. By the posttest event, the composite 
scores of the new participation group exceeded the scores of the nonparticipation group 
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while also decreasing the difference between their scores and those of the continuous 
group. Clearly, the enrollment and assimilation of those respondents who were not 
previously involved in a small group positively affected their perception of church health 
as documented through these composite scores. 
The evaluation of the third research question resulted in a similar outcome. 
Comparable to the second research question, the third question reviewed the relationship 
between the observed changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and 
participation in the ministries of the church. Along with a careful review of the 
respondents’ various levels of commitment to ministry involvement, this analysis also 
investigated the role of ministry involvement in aiding spiritual growth, yet once again, a 
comparison of the composite scores of the three ministry participation groups provided 
the most noteworthy insights into the influence of ministry involvement upon the spiritual 
health of the congregation. In this case with pS.034 (significance at p<.05), the composite 
scores of the continuous ministry group were greater than those of the new participation 
ministry group, which, in turn, exceeded those of the nonparticipation ministry group. 
Also, as in the review of the second research question, all three ministry participation 
groups recorded increases in their composite scores across each of the three time periods 
of the study, but in terms of the magnitude of these increases, the levels of increase of the 
new participation ministry group were greater than those of the other two ministry 
participation groups. In fact, across the breadth of the study, the differences between the 
composite scores of the continuous ministry group and the new participation ministry 
group decreased from 3.05 to .94. Conclusively, the success in transitioning those 
respondents who were not involved in a ministry of the church to an active status in 
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the ministries of the church resulted in a positive impact upon their perception of church 
health. 
This summary of the three research questions in relation to the composite scores 
bears witness to the enthusiastic response of Highland Church to the Grow and Go 
emphasis. From the perspective of the pastor, I recognized this growing positive 
perception of the health of the congregation as occurring over two distinct phases. The 
first phase was the five-week Grow and Go emphasis itself. Throughout this time period, 
the intentional promotion of the value of small group participation and ministry 
involvement permeated so much of the life of the church. Through newsletter articles, 
bulletin boards, testimonies, worship program inserts, music, and a sermon series, 
Highland Church celebrated the joy of sharing the Christian journey with other believers 
while also experiencing the fulfillment of serving Jesus Christ in the world today. The 
magnitude of increase in the composite scores across the pretest to mid-test span of the 
study substantiated the convincing manner in which Highland Church affirmed the Grow 
and Go concept as crucial to Christian discipleship. 
The second phase of Highland’s positive response to the Grow and Go emphasis 
involved the actual mobilization of church members into small groups and ministry 
teams. This phase began in the weeks after the Grow and Go Celebration Sunday on 12 
March 2006. Following a meeting on 19 March 2006, the ministry team leaders began 
contacting those church members who had indicated an interest in participating in their 
areas of service. The ten small groups scheduled their initial gatherings for the week of 
26 March 2006. With these two crucial follow-up tasks completed, a number of church 
members began to experience for the first time the blessings and benefits of participating 
- 
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in the small groups and ministries of the church. The positive influence of this sustained 
involvement became apparent six months later at the completion of the posttest surveys. 
Across the span of the mid-test to posttest administrations of the test instrument, 
composite scores again increased, Most noteworthy across this period of time was the 
observation that the highest levels of increase in composite scores occurred among those 
who were not participating in a small group or a ministry of the church at the outset of the 
study. For example, in relation to the second research question, which focused upon the 
influence of small group participation, the magnitude of increase of the new participation 
group exceeded the levels of increase of the continuous and nonparticipation groups. 
Concerning the third research question, which explored the impact of ministry 
involvement, the level of increase of the new participation group again exceeded the 
. amount of increase of the continuous and nonparticipation groups; hence, the ability to 
assimilate church members into small groups and areas of service extended the church 
health measurements to an additional level of increase. 
The Value of Authentic Christian Community 
The Christian life is not a solitary pursuit. It requires the mutual encouragement 
and involvement found in a genuine community of believers. As one of the designers of 
the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire notes, authentic community is “the expression 
of the Christian life in the context of relationships” (Taylor 40). The six evaluative 
statements comprising the authentic community scale sought to measure this quality. 
Reliability figures were acceptable at the pretest and mid-test events with Cronbach’s 
alpha registering scores of .713 and .720, respectively. The posttest reliability figuses 
approached an acceptable level with Cronbach’s alpha scoring at the level of .673. A 
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review of the three research questions through the lens of authentic community revealed 
several interesting observations regarding the relational aspects of life at Highland United 
Methodist Church. 
The first research question considered the observable changes in the perceived 
church health of Highland United Methodist Church as the congregation implemented the 
Grow and Go emphasis. As noted previously, each research question investigated its 
topic across three specific spans of the study: pretest to mid-test, mid-test to posttest, and 
pretest to posttest. The authentic community scale scores reported an increase across each 
of these three time periods with p1.015 (significance at ~5.05) .  The magnitude of 
increase of this scale during the pretest to mid-test phase exceeded that of the mid-test to 
posttest phase. 
The second research question explored the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in a small 
group. With a small group serving as a clear example of Christian community, the scale 
of authentic community contributed much towards a response to this particular question. 
A review of the authentic cornunity scale scores of the three participation groups in 
relation to small group involvement served as an effective means for evaluating the 
influence of small group participation. Across all three time periods of the study with 
~5.054 (significance at p5.05), each of the three participation groups reported increases. 
At the pretest event, the means for the authentic comrnunity scale scores of both the new 
participation group and the nonparticipation group were equivalent at 18.56 and 18.48, 
respectively. Because neither group indicated participation in a small group at this 
juncture, this similarity in authentic community scale scores was not unexpected. By the 
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point of the mid-test survey, the authentic community scale scores of the new 
participation group were greater than those of the nonparticipation group by a modest 
margin, 19.92 to 19.61, yet by the conclusion of the study, the difference in authentic 
community scale scores of these two participation groups had extended to 20.76 to 19.94. 
By this point, the authentic community scale scores of the new participation group were 
approaching those of the continuous group. From the outset to the termination of the 
study, the difference between the authentic community scale scores of the continuous 
group and the new participation decreased from 1.79 to 0.50. 
Thus, enrollment and participation in a small group was making a difference in 
the lives of those who had not been attending a small group previously. One new member 
of a small group described her experience: “I have been attending this church for a couple 
of years, but I really never felt like a part of the church. Because of this group, I know 
that I’m a part of the family.” Though not a member of the church, she found her 
experience in a small group rewarding and encouraging. Several months later she did join 
the church. Appropriately enough, the first members of the church to hear this good news 
were the members of her small group. Henry Cloud and John Townsend describe her 
experience this way: ‘(Connections within the group occur as the group takes on a 
‘family’ role. Rather than being a mini-seminar, with all attendants focused on learning 
from a speaker, people get to know each other in personal ways” (58). 
The third research question reviewed the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in the 
ministries of the church. Similar to the second research question, a comparison of the 
authentic community scale scores for the three ministry participation groups offered the 
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most appropriate means for evaluating the impact of ministry involvement. Across all 
three spans of the study, all three ministry participation groups reported increases in their 
authentic community scale scores. At the pretest and posttest events, significance (pi.05) 
occurred at the levels of p5.001 and pi.025, respectively. The mid-test event approached 
significance with ~5.064.  
This analysis of the authentic community scale scores of the three ministry 
participation groups produced two very notable observations. First of all, at the outset of 
the study a distinct contrast existed between the mean of the authentic community scale 
scores of the new participation ministry group and that of the nonparticipation ministry 
group. At the pretest event, the nonparticipation group reported a score of 16.88 while the 
new participation group registered a score of 19.25. The continuous group was only 
slightly higher at 19.92. Though neither the new participation group nor the 
nonparticipation group was active in the ministries of the church at this time, those who 
would eventually become involved in the ministries of the church possessed a much more 
favorable appreciation for the sense of community within the church. This appreciation 
was crucial to their decision to volunteer to serve in the ministries of the church. One 
longtime member of the church described his decision to volunteer in the ministries of the 
church: “I’ve been a member of this church for almost all of my life. God has blessed me 
through this church. I have many fiends here who have blessed me, too. The time has 
come for me to start doing my part.” 
A second important observation focused upon the magnitude of increase in the 
mean of the authentic community scale scores for the new participation group. As noted, 
the authentic community scale scores for the new participation group were slightly 
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lower than those of the continuous group at the beginning of the study. Nonetheless, by 
the conclusion o f  the study, the authentic community scale scores of the new participation 
group outdistanced those of the continuous group by a margin of 21.38 to 20.89. Just as a 
heightened appreciation for the relational nature of the church motivated much of their 
decision to begin volunteering in the ministries of the church, the joy of actually serving 
in these ministries catapulted this appreciation to a higher level as evidenced by the 
authentic community scale scores of the new participation group surpassing those of the 
continuous group. This conclusion substantiated the work of McKee in his evaluation of 
the eight Beeson Church Health Characteristics in relation to a specific denomination. In 
his study, he notes that “participation in a small group was significantly related to the 
perceptions” (90) of authentic community. 
Engaging the Body of Christ into the Ministry of the Church 
One of the goals of the Grow and Go emphasis was to help members of the 
congregation to “go” through involvement in the ministries of the church. The 
mobilization of the congregation into meaningful ministry was essential to this goal. 
One of the researchers who designed the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire described 
the characteristic of mobilized laity as the understanding that every believer is a minister 
and that the church has the obligation of identifying? equipping, encouraging, and 
engaging all of the body of Christ in ministry (Law 67-68). The mobilized laity scale 
originally contained six evaluative statements. Following the removal of one problematic 
statement, this scale produced acceptable levels of internal consistency reliability at the 
pretest and posttest events with Cronbach’s alpha reporting at a level of .709 and .777, 
respectively, The mid-test reliability figure was near an approved level with Cronbach’s 
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alpha at ,690. An analysis of the mobilized laity scale scores in relation to the three 
research questions offered several insights into the Highland’s efforts to engage the 
whole people of God in the work of God. 
The first research question considered the observable changes in the perceived 
church health of Highland United Methodist Church as the congregation implemented the 
Grow and Go emphasis. The mobilized laity scale scores reported increases across all 
three time spans of the study with p<.OOOl. The measure of increase for the mean scores 
of this scale for the pretest to mid-test phase (.98) was nearly equivalent to that of the 
mid-test to posttest phase (.90). 
The second research question explored the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in a small 
group. The comparison of the mobilized laity scale scores for the three participation 
groups of small group involvement provided the data for considering this question. 
Following each of the three time periods of this study, the mobilized laity scale scores of 
the three small group participation groups witnessed an increase with pL.010 
(significance at ~2.05) .  At the outset of the study, the continuous and nonparticipation 
groups posted mobilized laity scale scores higher than those of the new participation 
group; however, at the next two junctures of the study, the mobilized laity scale scores of 
the new participation group surpassed those of the nonparticipation group while 
remaining slightly lower than the scores of the continuous group. Over the course of the 
study, the rate of increase of the mobilized laity scale scores for the new participation 
group was twice as high as that of both the continuous group and the nonparticipation 
group. Over this same period of time, the difference between the mean of the mobilized 
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scale scores for the continuous group and the new participation group narrowed from 
2.44 to .62. 
This investigation of the second research question from the perspective of 
mobilized laity underscored the symbiotic relationship between small group participation 
and ministry involvement. As the members of the new participation group enrolled in 
different small groups and began to participate in this expression of Christian community, 
their appreciation for involving the whole body of Christ in ministry increased as 
evidenced by the positive change in their mobilized laity scale scores. One particular 
small group at Highland Church exemplified this concept beautifully. As the schedule of 
small groups approached completion, one of the small group leaders shared an idea with 
several potential members of her group. Instead of meeting at her home, she proposed 
meeting at the home of a man whose declining health prohibited him from attending 
worship and other activities of the church. The homebound member welcomed the idea, 
as did a good number of church members who enrolled in this small group. As this group 
met each week, its members enjoyed the benefits of small group participation while also 
experiencing the satisfaction of providing an important ministry to a faithful church 
member. Referring to the ministry a small group can offer, Dale Galloway writes, “The 
more you help them take ownership of a ministry, the higher their satisfaction level will 
be” (84). 
The third research question reviewed the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in the 
ministries of the church. The comparison of the mobilized laity scale scores of the three 
ministry participation groups offered valuable insight at this point. Across each of the 
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three time periods of the study, all three ministry participation groups registered increases 
in their mobilized laity scale scores with ~5 .001  (significance at ~5.05) .  At the pretest 
and mid-test events, the continuous ministry group recorded the highest mobilized laity 
scale scores followed by the new participation ministry group and then the 
nonparticipation group. By the end of the study, the mobilized laity scale scores of the 
new participation ministry group surpassed those of the other two ministry participation 
groups. In fact, the magnitude of increase in the mobilized laity scale scores of the new 
participation ministry group represented the highest degree of change in the analysis of 
all of the small group participation groups and the ministry participation groups. From the 
beginning to the end of the study, the mean of the mobilized laity scale scores of the new 
participation ministry group increased fiom 14.38 to 18.1 3. 
The exploration of this third research question in relation to the mobilized laity 
scale scores boiled down to an issue of fulfillment. By inviting and engaging the body of 
Christ at Highland into the areas of service of the church, the overall appreciation for 
involving the whole church in ministry increased as noted by the increased mobilized 
laity scale scores. For those who volunteered to serve in the ministries of the church for 
the first time, these scores increased at a substantially higher rate. Again, McKee’s 
previous study affirmed this contention as he stated that “those who participate in 
ministry have a higher view of mobilized laity” (8 1). Participation in the ministries of the 
church brought that level of fulfillment. G. Hunter states, “We owe it to our loyal 
parishioners to help them discover their gifts, and discover a ministry, and experience the 
growth and fulfillment that comes only from involvement in ministry” (Church 146). 
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Ministry and Small Groups as Avenues to Spiritual Growth 
The Grow and Go emphasis required a substantial level of managerial and 
administrative skill. Though these skills represent a gift of the Holy Spirit 
at work, some people might view the positive outcomes of the Grow and Go emphasis as 
merely the results of a well organized plan. The passionate spirituality scale sought to 
recognize the Holy Spirit at work in the church in bringing renewal to the congregation 
through small group participation and ministry involvement. A member of the Beeson 
Church Health Questionnaire design team defines passionate spirituality as “an intense, 
intentional seeking and reliance on the Holy Spirit to guide and work within the Church. 
It [passionate spirituality] defines the congregation’s relationship with God in connection 
with the life and ministry of the Church” (Kinder 54). In this study, the passionate 
spirituality scale scores produced acceptable levels of reliability at the pretest and mid- 
test survey events with Cronbach’s alpha at a level of .738 and .755, respectively. At the 
posttest, Cronbach’s alpha approached an acceptable level by registering a score of .67 1. 
Whereas the authentic community scale related directly to small group participation and 
the mobilized laity scale accurately described the concept of ministry involvement, the 
scale of passionate spirituality was much more all-encompassing. An evaluation of the 
three research questions from the perspective of the passionate spirituality scale revealed 
the variety of ways the congregation experienced the work of the Holy Spirit throughout 
the study. 
The first research question considered the observable changes in the perceived 
church health of Highland United Methodist Church as the congregation implemented the 
Grow and Go emphasis. The passionate spirituality scale scores experienced increases 
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across every stage of the study with p<.OOOl (significance at ~5.05) .  The magnitude of 
increase of this scale during the pretest to mid-test phase exceeded that of the mid-test to 
posttest phase. 
The second research question explored the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in a small 
group. The comparison of the passionate spirituality scale scores of the three participation 
groups in relation to small group involvement served as the chief means for considering 
this question. Across each of the three phases of the study and with ~ 5 . 0 3 4  (significance 
at p1.05), the passionate spirituality scale scores experienced increases for each of the 
three participation groups that tracked the differing levels of involvement in a small 
group. At the commencement of the study, the passionate spirituality scale scores of the 
new participation group (22.00) were substantially lower than those of the continuous 
group (24.30) and the nonparticipation group (23.45). As all three of these small group 
participation groups experienced increases at the mid-test event, their respective rankings 
remained the same, but by the end of the study, the passionate spirituality scale scores of 
the new participation group surpassed those of the nonparticipation group while 
approaching those of the continuous group. From the start to the finish of the study, the 
magnitude of increase for the passionate spirituality scale scores for the new participation 
group was 3.24 while the magnitude of increase for the other two small group 
participation groups was less than 2.00. 
Evaluating this second research question in relation to the church health 
characteristic of passionate spirituality was actually a consideration of the work of the 
Holy Spirit within the context of a small group. For the twenty-five respondents who 
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transitioned fiom not participating in a small group to a status of participation in a small 
group, the dramatic increase in their passionate spirituality scale scores reflected the 
tremendous value of a small group as a facilitator of spiritual growth. In Chapter 2, the 
discussion of social science literature mentioned the comprehensive polling data of 
Robert Wuthnow and his work in documenting the impact of small group involvement 
upon various dimension of life. The findings of this study reaffirmed many of his 
conclusions, including the positive influence of small group participation upon spiritual 
growth, willingness to serve other people, and increased levels of activity within a 
congregation. Ogden reiterates this concludes, “When we open our hearts in transparent 
trust to one another around the truth of God’s Word in the spirit of mutual accountability, 
we are in the Holy Spirit’s hothouse of transformation” (Transforming Discideship 154). 
The third research question reviewed the relationship between the observed 
changes in the perceived spiritual health of the congregation and participation in the 
ministries of the church. Unfortunately, the comparison of the passionate spirituality 
scale scores of the ministry participation groups did not produce acceptable levels of 
significance. The p-values €or this analysis were ~1 .302 ,  ~ 5 . 4 8 0  and ~ 5 . 1 6 9  for the 
pretest, mid-test, and posttest measurements, respectively (significance at ~1 .05) .  Such a 
lack of statistical significance disqualified this analysis fiom contributing to the major 
findings of the study. 
Transforming Discipleship 
Due to substandard internal consistency reliability scores and a lack of statistical 
significance in the comparison of transforming discipleship scale scores for both the 
small group participation groups and the ministry participation groups, this scale was 
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unable to make a contribution to the major findings of this study, 
General Observations of the Findings 
From these major findings of the study, a variety of observations arose. Two of 
these observations were especially noteworthy. First, when a church makes an intentional 
effort to invite members to enroll in small groups and to volunteer to serve in ministry, 
people will respond. As John Ed Matheson states, “People volunteer for service rather 
than being recruited to do something they are not sure they want to do” (“Niche Pickin”’ 
52). This principle was certainly true for Highland Church. By inviting people to engage 
in these two crucial components of Christian discipleship, Highland Church witnessed a 
number of its members participating in the life of the church in ways they had not in 
previous years. The group of 106 respondents in this study represented a mere subset of 
the active members and constituents of the church. Within this group of respondents, 
twenty-five transitioned from being “not involved” to “involved” in a small group while 
sixteen of the respondents volunteered to serve in a ministry for the first time. 
Those respondents who experienced a change in their status in relation to small 
group participation or ministry involvement were the focus of a second important 
observation. The two new participation groups, first with regard to small group 
participation and then ministry involvement, evidenced the greatest magnitude of change 
in their composite and scale scores, surpassing those of both the continuous group and the 
nonparticipation group. This outcome points to the effectiveness of the Grow and Go 
emphasis in igniting interest and mobilizing members of the church into a more active 
involvement in small groups and ministry, yet this success also underscores the need to 
question the role of the emphasis in facilitating the spiritual growth of those who were 
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already participating in a small group and a ministry of the church. As Highland Church 
employs Grow and Go each year, the percentage of those who are already active in a 
small group and ministry will increase; therefore, the emphasis will need to implement 
the appropriate adjustments to encourage spiritual growth for all levels of involvement in 
the life of the church. 
Contribution to Research Methodology 
This study also resulted in two important contributions to research methodology. 
The first contribution involves the importance of understanding the various dimensions of 
the context of a study. This study, as approved originally, targeted the spring of 2007 as 
the appropriate time to implement the Grow and Go emphasis. Nonetheless, with 
Highland Church already utilizing an annual volunteer mobilization program and with the 
leadership of the church desiring to see more of the membership involved in ministry, the 
spring of 2006 became the appointed time for employing the emphasis. Though 
observable changes may have been even more recognizable with a 2007 emphasis, the 
cultural expectations of the congregation dictated the move to 2006. G. Hunter describes 
this important consideration as the need “to ‘exegete’ the culture God entrusts to us” 
(Church 67).  Understanding the context of ministry is essential to the fruitfulness of 
ministry. 
The second contribution actually revolves around one of the more apparent 
weaknesses of the study. The substandard internal reliability consistency figures for the 
scales of mobilized laity and transforming discipleship stood out as problematic 
throughout the study. The removal of one evaluative statement from each of these two 
scales brought the reliability of the mobilized laity scale scores to an acceptable level 
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whle the reliability of the transforming discipleship scale scores continued to remain at 
an unacceptable level. Consequently, a review of the Beeson Church Health 
Questionnaire may be in order. The fact that this instrument has become a popular survey 
instrument only heightens that need. One of the original designers of the Beeson Church 
Health Questionnaire notes that for this test instrument reliability “was determined with 
split-half reliability analysis and factor analysis” (McKee 68). At the conclusion of his 
study, McKee also writes, “The Beeson Health Instrument was shown to be an effective 
and sound tool, but further refinements are needed” (1 13). These refinements include the 
need to reassess the reliability of the Beeson Church Health Questionnaire and its four 
scales. 
Limitations of the Study 
Three significant weaknesses limited the impact of this study. First, waiting to 
implement the Grow and Go emphasis until the spring of 2007 or later would have 
provided more time for reorienting the culture of the congregation toward a fuller 
appreciation for the value of small group participation and ministry involvement. Though 
dozens of church members experienced the fulfillment that accompanies small group 
participation and ministry involvement, I still recognized those members who never 
really connected to the Grow and Go concept. To some, the support and encouragement 
of other believers was not necessary to their “personal relationship with God.” To others, 
ministry was the responsibility of the minister, which, in their case, means the pastor. 
These perspectives were much more prevalent among the older members of the 
congregation. Mallory notes in some cases the process of reorienting the culture of the 
congregation to a clear understanding of every Christian as a minister can take several 
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years (65). In the case of Highland United Methodist Church, waiting until the spring of 
2007 was really not an option. As reported in Chapter 1, the church already possessed an 
expectation that each spring every member of the church family would be invited to 
volunteer to serve in a ministry. Also, the leadership desired to see a more effective 
response to this type of emphasis; thus, the church employed the Grow and Go emphasis 
in the spring of 2006. Hopefully, the continuance of the Grow and Go program as an 
annual event will further facilitate the cultural shift of the congregation in prioritizing 
small groups and ministry. 
The second weakness involved the length of the study. Though this eight-month 
study included a consideration of the long-term results of an emphasis like Grow and Go, 
extending the study an additional six months would have produced a more accurate 
measurement of this factor. With Grow and Go now becoming an annual event at 
Highland Church, a longitudinal study that tracked two successive cycles of the emphasis 
would have produced an even more accurate long-term understanding of the influence of 
this program. 
The low internal reliability consistency of the transforming discipleship scale 
stood out as a final significant weakness. The elimination of one question from this scale 
did raise its reliability score but not to an acceptable level. A trial administration of the 
survey instrument before the outset of the study would have revealed other problematic 
statements. Subsequent adjustments to the modified BCHQ could have then insured the 
desired reliability for both the test instrument and its four scales. 
Unexpected Conclusions 
This study produced one major unexpected outcome. The perception of church 
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health by those who elected not to involve themselves in the small groups and ministries 
of the church evidenced a positive change throughout the period of the study. Nineteen of 
the 106 respondents chose not to serve in the ministries of the church. Thirty-five 
respondents chose not to enroll in a small group, but surprisingly both of these 
nonparticipation groups recorded increases in their composite scores and scale scores 
across each stage of the study. Furthermore, in most cases the magnitude of increase in 
the mean scores of these groups exceeded those of the continuous groups. In other words, 
though the members of these nonparticipation groups decided not to commit to the 
emphasis, their perception of church health increased at a rate higher than that of those 
who were already engaged in the small groups and ministries of the church. Nevertheless, 
this apparent discrepancy must be tempered by the fact that at the outset of the study the 
scores of the continuous group outdistanced those of the other two groups in every 
regard. Thus, with these higher initial scores, the continuous groups possessed a smaller 
margin for the amount of increase that could actually occur in their perceptions of church 
health. Nonetheless, the promotion of small group participation and ministry involvement 
along with an intentional plan to engage the congregation in these pursuits even produced 
a positive impression upon those who decided not to participate in these important parts 
of the life of the church. One possible explanation for this outcome involves the manner 
in which the behavior of certain members of the church influenced the perceptions of 
those who decided not to respond to the Grow and Go emphasis. Cialdini notes, “We 
view a behavior as correct in a given situation to the degree that we see others performing 
it” (1 00). The impact of church members who promoted and made commitments to the 
Grow and Go program may have possessed this type of influence upon the reactions of 
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those who comprised the nonparticipation groups. 
Topics for Further Study 
Th~s tudy proved to be an extremely fulfilling experience. Foremost in my 
satisfaction was witnessing the members of Highland Church realize the joy of 
participating in a small group and sharing in the ministry of the church. As I conducted 
the study, a variety of topics for additional study frequently came to mind. 
First, the year 2006 evidenced a definite resurgence in the life of Highland United 
Methodist Church. Following sixteen years of steady decline, Highland ended the year 
with an increase in worship attendance of nearly 10 percent. Sunday school attendance 
also rose. In 2005, budgetary offerings totaled $260,000. A year later offerings surpassed 
$278,000 while the church also purchased a new van. With these key indicators of church 
life occurring after the Grow and Go emphasis, one cannot help but wonder about the 
potential correlation between the emphasis and characteristics of a healthy church. Thus, 
a future study could evaluate the impact of small group participation and/or ministry 
involvement upon worship attendance, Sunday school attendance, and financial giving. 
Second, the Grow and Go emphasis consisted of a variety of means for promoting 
the value of participating in a small group as well as the ministries of the church. These 
included a preaching series, personal testimonies during the worship service, a daily 
prayer calendar, and newsletter articles. A future study could focus upon the influence of 
these and other factors in influencing a person’s decision to join a small group or to serve 
in a ministry of the church. 
Finally, one of the most noteworthy observations of the Grow and Go emphasis 
was the discrepancy between those who volunteered to serve in a ministry of the church 
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as opposed to those who enrolled in a small group. All 116 members who submitted a 
commitment card indicated a desire to serve in a ministry of the church. Only eighty of 
those members noted an interest in joining a small group. A future study could explore 
tlus issue further by investigating the factors that make joining a small group more 
challenging than volunteering to serve in a ministry of a church. 
Postscript 
This study began with a desire to explore the influence of small group 
participation and ministry involvement by the whole people of God. From my experience 
as a pastor, I recognized many of the benefits of these two dimensions of congregational 
life, but more than merely inviting the members of a church to involvement in small 
groups and ministry, this study afforded the opportunity to measure the impact of this 
type of focused plan of mobilization. As a pastor, I found much fulfillment in watching 
the members of Highland United Methodist Church experience the joy of joining with 
other believers to grow in their faith and in their service to God and one another. In 
addition to their responses to engage in these two vital parts of the life of the church, I 
experienced the gratification of witnessing the manner in which this increased 
participation in small groups and the ministries of the church impacted the many facets of 
the church. These evidences included a 30 percent increase in average worship 
attendance, an enhanced desire to reach out to our multi-cultural neighborhood, 
budgetary offerings exceeding budgetary needs and the financial means to pursue capital 
improvements. Most of all, I took special joy in witnessing a renewed sense of hope in a 
church family that had endured many years of decline. In short, this study became a 
beautiful expression of Paul’s vision for the church in Ephesus when he exhorted the 
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believers in that city “to prepare God’s people for works of service, so that the body of 
Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the 
Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ” 
(Eph. 4: 12- 13). These timeless words came alive again in a congregation that decided to 






November 2 004 
Spring 2005 
1 April 2005 
21 April 2005 
3 May 2005 
7 May 2005 




The idea of utilizing the Grow and Go concept as a 
dissertation study began to develop. 
Dr. Stacy Minger agrees to serve as my faculty 
advisor. 
The first three chapters of the dissertation proposal are 
completed. 
The cabinet of the Western North Carolina Conference 
tentatively appointed me to serve as the pastor of 
Highland United Methodist Church in Hickory, North 
Carolina. 
The cabinet confirmed this appointment. 
My dissertation proposal hearing occurred. The 
committee approved the proposal. 
I met with the leaders of Highland United Methodist 
Church. The leaders expressed their desire that more 
of the members of the church would become involved 
in ministry. 
This day was the beginning of my ministry as the 
pastor of Highland United Methodist Church. In a 
home visit that evening, the small group coordinator 
shared of her hope that the church could offer more 
small group opportunities. 
I focused much of my m i n i s t r y  upon visiting in the 
homes of church members. 
I met with the chairperson of the Witness 
Commission, Rachel Mitchell. I shared with her in 
greater detail the vision for the Grow and Go 
emphasis. She was very pleased with the idea and 
volunteered the Witness Commission to serve as the 
research reflection team. 
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Date 
2 October 2005 
11 October 2005 
6 November 2005 
13 November 2005 
Early December 2005 




15-22 January 2006 
1 February2006 
Event 
The Witness Commission endorsed the Grow and Go 
program and requested a more detailed description 
of the emphasis be presented at the November 
meeting. 
The Pastor-Parish Relations Committee endorsed the 
Grow and Go program for Highland Church. 
I presented more details to the Witness Commission 
conceming the Grow and Go emphasis. 5 February- 12 
March 2006 were recommended as tentative dates 
for the emphasis. Suggestions were made for the 
leadership positions of the emphasis. 
The Administrative Council, the ruling body of the 
congregation, unanimously approved the Grow ana! 
Go emphasis as a priority for Highland Church in the 
year 2006. 
With a leadership team assembled, an evaluation of all 
small group and ministry opportunities took place. 
At the annual charge conference meeting, the church 
leaders promoted the Grow and Go emphasis as a key 
event for the year 2006. 
The January church newsletter included an article 
about the Grow and Go emphasis. 
My preaching included more allusions to the benefits 
of small group participation and ministry 
involvement. 
The leadership team selected an official logo for the 
emphasis. The team also began work on the Grow 
and Go booklet. 
The church completed the pre-test survey. 
In the lead article of the church newsletter, I 
promoted the Grow and Go emphasis. 
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Date 
5 February 2006 
12 February 2006 
19 February 2006 
26 February2006 
26-28 February 2006 
5 March 2006 
6-7 March 2006 
8 March 2006 
9 March 2006 
12 March 2006 
12 March 2006 
Event 
Highland enjoyed its Grow and Go kickoff service. 
Rev. Andy Lambert, our annual conference 
evangelist, served as our guest preacher. At this 
service, the ushers distributed the prayer calendars. 
I preached the first “Grow and Go” sermon entitled 
“A Team Where You Can Grow and Go” (Eph. 
4: 1 - 16). Rachel Mitchell gave the testimonial. 
I preached the second “Grow and Go” sermon 
entitled “The Word that Helps You Grow” (2 
Chon. 34). Grover Setzer gave the testimonial. 
I preached the third “Grow and GO” sermon entitled 
“The Gifts that Help You Go” (1 Cor. 12:l-12,27). 
Jennifer Cook gave the testiomonial. 
The leadership team completed the final draft of the 
Grow and Go booklet and the commitment cards. 
I preached the fourth “Grow and Go” sermon entitled 
“The Call to Grow and Go” (Luke 959). George 
Hines gave the testimonial. 
The leadership team printed and mailed the Grow 
and Go booklets along with an accompanying cover 
letter and commitment cards. 
The small group leaders gathered for a training 
session. 
Training for the ministry team leaders took place. 
Celebration Sunday. I preached the final “Grow 
and Go” sermon entitled T h e  Commitment to Grow 
and Go.” Peggy Wilkerson gave the testimonial. At 
the conclusion of the worship service, the members 
of the congregation presented their completed Grow 
and Go commitment cards. 
The leadership team and the Witness Commission 




19 March 2006 
19-26 March 2006 
26-3 1 March 2006 
7 May 2006 
17-24 September 2006 
25 October 2006 
29 November 2006 
The small group leaders received rosters of those 
church members who expressed an interest in 
enrolling in their small groups. 
The ministry team leaders met and received rosters 
of those church members who indicated an interest 
in their area of service. I encouraged these ministry 
leaders to contact everyone who desired to serve on 
their ministry team and provide them with an 
opportunity to serve. 
The church completed the mid-test survey. 
All small groups hosted their first gathering. 
The research reflection team met and completed a 
thorough evaluation of the Grow and Go emphasis. 
The church completed the posttest survey. 
The research reflection team received a s u m m w  
presentation of the survey results. 
The Witness Commission met and made plans for 
the 2007 Grow and Go emphasis. The 
recommendations of the May 2006 evaluation will 
be implemented. The tentative dates for the 




Timeline of the Grow and Go Emphasis 
GROW AND GO 
Timeline 
Date Activity 
13 Nov. 2005 
14 Dec. 2005 
Dec. 2005 
1 Jan. 2006 
Jan. 2006 
1 Feb. 2006 
5 Feb. 2006 
12 Feb. 2006 
12 Feb. 2006 
19 Feb. 2006 
19 Feb. 2006 
26 Feb. 2006 
26 Feb. 2006 
5 Mar. 2006 
5Mar. 2006 
6 Mar. 2006 
12 Mar. 2006 
20 Mar. 2006 
Introduce at the Administrative Board meeting 
Present at charge conference as major event for 2006 
“Grow and Go” mentioned during one or two sermons 
“Grow and Go” mentioned in the newsletter 
Mention “Grow and Go” during the worship services 
Pastor’s newsletter article focused on the “Grow and Go” program 
“Grow and Go” Kickoff Sunday - Guest Preacher needed 
1st “Grow and Go” sermon 
1st “Grow and Go” testimonial 
2nd “Grow and Go” sermon 
2nd “Grow and Go” testimonial 
3rd “Grow and Go” sermon 
3rd “Grow and Go” testimonial 
4th “Grow and GO” sermon 
4th “Grow and Go” testimonial 
“Grow and Go” booklet and commitment cards mailed to each church 
member 
Celebration Sunday-“Grow and Go” commitment cards presented at the 
conclusion of the worship service 
Ministry leaders and small group leaders informed of those interested in their 
area of service or small group 
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APPENDIX C 
January 2006 Newsletter Article 
Grow & Go 
Coming to Highland 
In February, Highland United Methodist Church will 
begin participating in a program called Grow & Go. The 
goal of Grow & Go is that we would all grow as 
followers of Jesus Christ through participation in small 
groups and involvement in the ministries of our church. 
throughout all of February and into March, we will 
hear much about the joy of being a part of a small 
group and the fulfillment that comes in serving God by 
using the gifts and abilities that He has given you. 
Please begin praying now for this important focus in 
the life of our church family. 
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APPENDIX D 
Grow and Go Logo 
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APPENDIX E 
Grow and Go Booklet 
G 












the small groups and ministries 
of 
Highland United Methodist Church 
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Our Grow & Go Logo 
& 
Our Grow & Go logo accurately depicts so much of what God wants to accomplish 
through this special emphasis in the life of our church. The ruler attached to the word 
Grow symbolizes growth. Just as the ruler is a reminder of growth, spiritual growth is 
our goal as we commit to gather in small groups to learn from God’s Word and to support 
one another in living the Christian life. The globe attached to the word Go represents our 
commitment to service. As John Wesley, the founder of the Methodist Church, was fond 
of saying, ‘“The whole world is my parish.” In our logo, the globe includes four connected 
hands, This connectedness is an expression of our conviction that true Christian ministry 
only occurs as we work together. The fact that the four hands are all of different colors 
describes the diversity of the body of Christ and the multiethnic diversity that is 
becoming more and more evident at Highland Church. 
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GROW 
Christians grow as they gather with other believers to study God’s Word, pray, and 
mcourage one another. As we begin the Grow & Go emphasis at Highland UMC, we 
nvite you to join one of ow small groups that will use the six-week study “Beginning 
i f e  Together.” This study, produced by Purpose Driven ministries, is a great guide for 
)eginning a small group. Currently, we have scheduled eleven small groups, all of which 
vi11 be embarking on this exciting study. Their meeting places and times include: 
vionday at 6:30 p.m. at the church (leader4rover Setzer). 
clonday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of George and Judy Hines 
(leader-George Hines). 
Uonday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Ruth Jones 
(leader-To be determined). 
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m at the church (leader-Peggy Wilkerson). 
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Robert and Judy Laws 
(leader-Linda Huffman). 
Tuesday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Melvin and M q  Jane Killian 
(leader-Mary Jane Killian). 
Wednesday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Marvin and Francis Sherrill 
(leader-Frances Sherrill) 
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the church (leader-Stuart Noell) 
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Thursday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Jess and Pat Waters 
(leader-Pat Waters) 
Thursday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Tom and Lynn Baker 
(leaders-Tom and Lynn Baker) 
Friday at 7:OO p.m. at the home of Tami Lewis 
(leader-Tami Lewis) 
On your Grow dk Go commitment card, please indicate the small group you would 
like to join. These groups are tentatively set to begin the week of March 26. The leader of 
the group you choose will contact you with more information. For those with children in 
the home, the Wednesday evening group will meet at the church and will be a part of our 
mid-week activities. This includes classes for your small children and teens. 
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GO 
Just as God calls us to grow in our faith, He also calls us to go into all the world as 
his servants. At Highland UMC, we have over fifty opportunities to go and serve Christ 
in this church, the community and the world. Divided into twelve major categories, these 
areas of service represent the heart of all that God wants to accomplish at Highland. 
Below you will find a descriptive listing of each of these ministries. 
WORSHIP MINISTRY-AS Christians, our primary task is to worship God. 
Highland has numerous opportunities to help our church family experience the presence 
of God as we worship. Areas of service: 
Greeters live up to their name by offering a warm welcome to everyone as they 
enter the sanctuary to worship and by giving directions to Sunday school classrooms and 
other parts of our church. 
Ushers assist our guests, receive the offering and determine our attendance. 
Worship assistants serve in a variety of roles as they share announcements, offer 
our prayer, receive the offering, and assist in serving conx-nunion. 
Children’s sermons are shared by members who relate the topic of the preacher’s 
message in language that our children can understand. 
A number of our members who play instruments share their musical talents by 
assisting in the music min is t ry .  
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Members of the Highland choir use their singing talents to sing praise to God on 
Sunday mornings as well as special Christmas and Easter events. 
Praise team members lead us in worshiping God through contemporary music. 
Highland is glad to have those who are gifted in drama and liturgical dance to 
:ommunicate the t ru ths of God’s Word by using their artistic talents. 
Volunteers are always needed to assist in controlling our sound system. In futue 
years, this need will grow into overseeing a video system. 
Attendance recorders collect our attendance sheets and record this information 
3n computer software enabling the church to provide prompt follow up of our guests and 
visitors while also tracking the involvement of our members. 
CHILDREN’S MINISTRY-Chi ldren  are an important part of the Highland 
Family. A variety of opportunities to be in ministry with our children are available. 
Adults are always needed to lead our children’s church program in which God’s 
Word is taught to our children in a way they can more clearly understand. 
One of the crucial parts of our Wednesday night activities is the special 
opportunities we offer our children to learn about God. Adults are needed to teach, play 
games, and make crafts with our youngest members. 
One of the highlights of the year for our children would have to be those seasonal 
parties that combine a fun celebration with the joy of knowing Jesus Christ. Adults are 
always needed to assist in these special events. 
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Every child loves vacation Bible school. The success of this special event depends 
upon dedicated adults and teens who can teach, make crafts, play games, sing songs, and 
prepare meals. 
Each year comes to a close with our children performing a Christmas program. 
Adults and teens are needed to help direct and act in this drama while also helping to 
prepare costumes and props. 
NURSERY-Highland UMC offers quality child care, which adheres to strict Safe 
Sanctuary policies. Nursery workers are needed during both our Sunday school hour and 
worship. 
YOUTH Mn\TISTRIES--One of the constantly growing age groups at Highland 
UMC is our youth. Opportunities abound for having a positive influence in the lives of 
our teens. Current needs for adult leadership include the following. 
Adult Assistants are needed to supervise weekly gatherings and Bible studies. 
Special event and trip volunteers are needed to provide transportation and adult 
leadership for overnight events, lock-ins, and mission trips. 
ADULT M I N I S T R I E k H i g h l a n d  UMC provides a variety of ministries for our 
adults to grow in their relationship with Jesus Christ. 
Our Highlanders group is made up of our seniors who enjoy fellowship, fun, and 
travels together. 
Small group leaders are needed for facilitating Disciple Bible study or other small 
group studies. 
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One of the highlights of the year is our church-wide retreat at Camp Carolwood. 
Assistants are needed to help make t h i s  a success. 
COMMUNICATIONS-AS the body of Christ at Highland grows, communication 
within the church as well as the community will become more and more of a necessity. 
Volunteers are needed to help with communication in a variety of areas. 
Our telephone team contacts church members who may have become less active 
in recent weeks. 
Our prayer chain consists of those who would like to be called upon to pray for 
the concerns of our church family. 
Volunteers are needed to assist with the newsletter and publicity by gathering 
information about the events of our church and sharing them with the community. 
A frequently updated bulletin board describes an active church. Assistants are 
needed to keep the church informed of major events. 
Our Web site volunteers keep the church web site updated with current 
information. 
OUTREACH MINISTRIES-The  church exists to reach beyond the four walls of 
our sanctuary as servants for Jesus Christ. 
Our Caring Hearts team visits our homebound members and reminds them of 
their special place in our church family through regular visits, the delivering of worship 
service tapes, and the serving of communion. 
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Our college gift m i n i s t r y  remembers our college students through surprise gifts 
nd other expressions of love. 
Our Acts 29 team continues the Bible’s book of Acts by meeting on a regular basis 
nd walking through our neighborhood and sharing the good news about our church. 
Highland UMC hosts several neighborhood events (Spring Fling, End of Summer 
:elebration, Great Pumpkin Witness, Cornmunity Thanksgiving meal, etc.) which 
lepend greatly upon the assistance of many individuals. 
Several church members help to serve lunch at the Hickory Soup Kitchen on the 
ourth Tuesday of each month. 
Habitat for Humanity assists low-income families in building affordable housing. 
2hurch members with building skills are always needed for this ministry. 
HOSPITALITY-Hospitality is that wondefil biblical gift of making people feel at 
iome. This quality is very much needed at God’s house. 
Sunday morning hospitality teams provide refkeshments for our 1O:OO a.m. 
khwship time. 
Set up for special events and clean-up for special events is needed for quality 
Amch-wide gatherings such as homecoming, ice cream socials, and covered-dish meals. 
The success of our Wednesday night meals requires volunteers who can prepare, 
serve, and assist with clean up of our meals. 
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The church expresses basic Christian care when it comforts those who are 
gieving. The bereavement ministry is made up of volunteers who assist in the 
reparation and serving a meal for the family of those who have passed away. 
ZHURCH PROPERTY-As good stewards, we must take care of the buildings 
Sod has entrusted to us. 
Volunteers are needed to help with church maintenance as individual building 
ieeds arise. 
Each year, several specific days are scheduled as work days in which volunteers 
are needed to come out and help spruce up the physical condition of our church. 
UNITED METHODIST WOMEN-The United Methodist Women are 
committed to “know God and to experience freedom as whole persons through Jesus 
Christ.” All women are invited to attend the UMW unit meetings and to participate in 
one of the three Women’s circles. 
UNITED METHODIST MEN--A11 men are invited to participate in the United 
Methodist Men where they can encourage other men to grow in their faith. Each man is 
invited to attend the monthly breakfast meeting. 




Grow and Go Commitment Card (Adult) 
Highland United Methodist Church 
GROW dk GO 
Adult Commitment Card 
“We will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ” (Ephesians 4:15) 
I commit to 
GROW 
by enrolling in one of the following small groups: 
- Monday 630  P.M. at the church 
- Monday 630  P.M. at the Hines’ home 
- Monday 7:OO P.M. at Ruth Jones’ home 
- Monday 7:OO P.M. at the Bakers’ home 
- Tuesday 9:30 A.M. at the church 
- Tuesday 6:30 P.M. at the Laws’ home 
- Tuesday 7:OO P.M. at the Killians’ home 
- Wednesday 7:OO P.M. at the Sherrills’ home 
- Wednesday 6: 15 P.M. at the church 
- Thursday 7:OO P.M. at the Waters’ home 
- Friday 7:OO P.M. at the Lewis’ home 
(‘Therefore go and make disciples of all nations” (Matthew 28:19) 
I commit to 
GO 
by volunteering in the following ministries in which God is calling me to serve: 
Worship Ministry 
- Greeter 
- Worship Assistant 
- Musical Talents 
- Highland Choir 
- Praise Team 





Drama and Liturgical dance - 
Children’s Ministry - Children’s Church - Wednesday Night activities 
- Vacation Bible School 
- Christmas program 
- Seasonal Parties 
Nursery 
- Sunday S c h d  - worship 
Youth Ministries 
Special Event and Trip Volunteer 




- Disciple Bible Study leader 
- Small Group Study leader 
- Church-wide Retreat 
Communications 
- Telephone Team 
- Prayer Chain 
- Newsletter and Publicity 
- Bulletin Board 
- Website Volunteer 
- Prayer chain 
Outreach Ministries 
- Caring Hearts 
- College Gift 
- Acts 29 
- Neighbofiood Events 
- Hickory Soup Kitchen 
- Habitat for Humanity 
Hospitality 
- Sunday Morning Hospitality 
- Set-up for special events 
- Clean up for special events 
- Wednesday Night Meals 
- Bereavement Ministry 
Church property 
- Church Maintenance 
- Work Days 
United Methodist Women 
- UMW unit meetings 
- Women’s Circles 
United Methodist Men 
- Monthly breakfast meeting 
- Most of ell, I commit to 
Pray 
UMC each day for Highland 




Grow and Go Commitment Card (Youth) 
Highland United Methodist Church 
GROW & GO 
Youth Commitment Card 
“We will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ” (Ephesians 4:15) 
I commit to 
GROW 
by 
- Attending our worship service 
- Attending Sunday School 
- Participating in Wednesday Night Youth Fellowship 
“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations” (Matthew 28:19) 
I commit to 
GO 
by 
- Assisting in Vacation Bible School 
- Helping on Camp Carolwood projects 
- Inviting my friends to youth events 
- Taking part in our summer mission trip 




Grow and Go Commitment Card (Children) 
Highland United Methodist Church 
GROW & GO 
Children’s Commitment Card 
“Jesus loves me and I love Jesus” 
I commit to 
GROW 
by 
- Attending Sunday School 
- Bringing my Bible to church 
- Taking part in the Christmas program 
- Taking care of the church building 
- Obeying my parents 
- Attending Wednesday Children’s time 
- Attending Vacation Bible School 
I choose to 
GO 
Inviting my friends to church 
by 
- 




February 2006 Newsletter Article 
The Flame 
Highland United Methodist Church 
1020 12‘ St. PL. N.E., Hickory NC 28601 
Issue No. 75 February 2006 
GROW & GO 
It’s time to Grow and Go at Highland United Methodist Church! 
As we enter the month of February, we are also entering a special emphasis in the life of 
OUT church. In living up to its name, the goal of this program is that we would all 
GROW closer to Jesus Christ and to each other through involvement is a small group as 
that we would GO into our world and serve God using the gifts and talents that He has 
given us. 
Appropriately enough, Grow and Go “kicks off’ on Super Bowl Sunday, February 5. 
Our guest preacher for that day will be Andy Lambert, someone whose preaching and 
humor have blessed our church on several occasions. Then over the next four Sundays 
we’ll be hearing much about the importance of being involved in small groups as well as 
the ministries of this church. Finally, on Sunday, March 12, we will each have the 
opportunity to make a commitment to GROW by becoming involved in a small group 
and GO by choosing to serve in the ministries of this church. 
In early March, you will receive a Grow and Go booklet and commitment card in the 
mail. The booklet will describe the various small group and ministry opportunities that 
exist in our church. The commitment card will include a Grow part in which you are 
encouraged to choose a small group that you would like to join. Initially, all small groups 
will study the book Beginning Life Together. This book, published by Purpose-Driven 
Ministries, is and excellent follow-up to the Purpose Driven Life study that took place 
last year. Along with the commitment to Grow through involvement in a small group, 
the commitment card will also include a Go part in whch you indicate your interest in 
serving in the different ministries of this church. This part of the card will replace the 
service commitment cards that have been distributed in recent years. 
Please begin praying now for this important emphasis in the life of our church and the 
ways that God is call each one of us to serve. I look forward to these six special Sundays 




Grow and Go Sermon Series 
“A Team Where You Can Grow and Go” 
Ephesians 4:l-16 
12 February 2006 
Highland United Methodist Church 
I. Introduction: 1995 Carolina Panthers football team 
A. The Church is a team 
B. Highland United Methodist Church is a team. 
C. God’s message for our team: “It’s time to grow and go” 
(Summarize the Grow and Go emphasis). 
D. Ephesians 4 explains how th is  is going to happen. 
11. An Invitation to Join the Team (Eph. 4: 1-6) 
A. Ephesians 4: 1-6 is an invitation to join the team. 
B. Joining the church is joining the team. 
C. The New York Yankees have a talented collection of individuals who do not play 
D. A goal of Grow and Go is that through our involvement in small groups and 
E. “If you’re going to Grow and Go, you’ve got to accept the invitation to the team.” 
. 
as a team. 
ministry we would become a better team. 
111. Discovering Your Part on the Team (Eph. 4:7-13) 
A. We join the team when we accept Christ and become a part of his Church. 
B. Ephesians 2:8-9 is a great promise; however, let’s not forget Ephesians 2:lO. 
C. Ephesians 4: 1 1 - 12 describes the parts of the team and its goal. 
D. Knowing your calling and pursuing it is one of the most fulfilling parts of life. 
Illustration: Last week, Mike Holmgren coached the Seattle Seahawks in their 
first ever Super Bowl appearance. His wife had planned to be on a mission trip 
during the Super Bowl. When she asked if she should cancel the trip and be there 
for hm,  he said, “No, you’re work is more important than mine.” 
E. Grow and Go will help you discover your part on the team. 
F. “If you’re going to Grow and Go, you’ve got to discover your part on the team.” 
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IV. The Goal of the Team (Eph. 4:14-16) 
A. Ephesians 4: 14-16 reveals the goal of the team: “We will in all things grow up 
B. Becoming like Christ requires spiritual growth. 
C. Though connected to one another, each part must do its work. Grow and Go will 
help make this happen. 
1. Through small group involvement, we “grow” closer to Jesus and one another. 
2. In discovering our calling, we “go” into the world in His name. 
3. Together, we become more like Christ. 
into him who is the Head, that is, Christ.” 
D. “If you’re going to Grow and Go, you’ve got to pursue the goal of the team.” 
V. Conclusion 
A. Paul teaches us how to become a team where we can Grow and Go. 
B. If you’re going to Grow and Go, you’ve got to 
1. Accept the invitation to the team, 
2. Discover your part on the team, and 
3. Pursue the goal of the team. 
Through adversity, the team was challenged to “grow” as a team. For this reason, 
they were able to “go” on to win the national championship. 
C. Illustration: The 1982-83 North Carolina State University basketball team. 
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“The Word that Helps You Grow” 
2 Chronicles 34 
19 February 2006 
Highland United Methodist Church 
I. Introduction: Go home and count your Bibles. You should have no trouble locating 
the Word of God. 
11.2 Chronicles 34 Recounts the Story of the Reign of King Josiah. 
A. The nation of Judah had lost the Word of God. 
B. King Josiah had an interesting life story. 
C. The Word of God is found. 
D. Repentance and revival occur. 
E. The revival occurs after the people rediscover the Word of God. 
111. We Need to Rediscover the Word of God. 
A. The Word of God speaks to every part of our lives. 
B. The Word of God helps us to respond to the challenges of life. 
C. Study of the Bible with other believers produces the greatest benefit. 
Illustration: “Blow Drying my Bible” 
Illustration: “Frank Reich and the football play book.” 
W .  Study of the Bible helps us become more like Jesus. 
A. Why study the whole Bible if our goal is to become more like Jesus? 
B. Jesus is the main character of the Bible. 
C. In fact, Jesus can be found in every book of the Bible. 
(Recite all 66 books of the Bible noting where Christ is present in each book.) 
D. If a person desires to become like Jesus, then she or he must become a serious 
student of the Bible, and this study must include other believers. 
V. Conclusion 
A. Go home and count your Bibles. 
€3. Then ask yourself some important questions. 
1. Which one do you read? 
2. Which one do you study? 
3. Which one is helping you to become more like Jesus? 
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“The Gifts that Help You Go” 
1 Corinthians 12:l-12,27 
26 February 2006 
Highland United Methodist Church 
I. Introduction: The response of Highland Church to local Red Cross efforts in the wake 
of Hurricane Katrina. Everyone was ready to help in a variety of means 
because a large city had been declared a disaster area. 
A. Spiritually speaking, this world is a disaster area. 
B. The only hope is Jesus. 
C. The Church is Jesus in the world today (1 Cor. 12:27). 
D. The Risen Chnst has given us spiritual gifts for completing h s  
work. 
11. Spiritual Gifts Exist (1 Cor. 12:l-7). 
A. The Holy Spirit is at work in each believer. 
B. The Holy Spirit has gifted each believer. 
C. Most Christians do not realize they are gifted by the Holy Spirit. 
(Illustration: “The Texas Sheep Herder”) 
D. Spiritual gifts have been given for the common good of the Church. 
111. Spiritual Gifts Exist in Great Variety (1 Cor. 12:8-10). 
A. The Bible identifies the gifts of the spirit (see also Eph. 4 and Rom. 12). 
B. The bulletin insert defines each of the spiritual gifts. 
C. Note the ways that God has gifted you. 
D. Speak affirming words to your family and fiiends concerning the way God has 
gifted them. 
IV. Spiritual Gifts Are very Important (1 Cor. 12:ll-12). 
A. Which gifts are most important? (Illustration: “President Reagan’s assassination 
attempt and the Philadelphia Garbage Workers Strike”) 
B. All the gifts work together. 
C. Our Mission Statement is this: “Win, Disciple and Serve” 
D. The gifts of the Spirit enable us to “serve” Christ, His Church and the world. 
V. Conclusion: Spiritual Gifts Serve a Supreme Purpose. (Illustration: “My Daughter 
and the Nasal Spray Commercial” 
A. The Holy Spirit has given us gifts so the world might see Jesus in us. 
B. The world should see Jesus in us because we are the body of Christ. 
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“The Call to Grow and Go” 
Luke 9:59 
5 March 2006 
Highland United Methodist Church 
I. Introduction: It’s time to Grow and Go (A review of our Grow and Go program and its 
build-up of momentum). 
A. Now the time has come for us to decide if we want to Grow and Go. 
B. The Bible tells us of some people who had a decision to make. 
C. Each one of them heard the call of Jesus as he said, “Follow me.” Through this 
invitation, Jesus was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” 
11. Many People Heard Jesus Say, “Follow Me.” 
A. Andrew (Matthew 4) 
1. Andrew had heard John the Baptist 
2. Then Jesus said, “Come, follow me and I will make you a fisher of men.” 
3. Application: Andrew left his nets because he had a greater work to do. 
4. Through the words “follow me,” Jesus was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” 
1. Jesus said to Philip, “Follow me.” 
2. Philip tells Nathaniel. 
3. Application: When Jesus says, “Follow me,” we must share that call with 
4. Through the words “follow me,” Jesus was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” 
1. Matthew receives the taxes of the people. 
2. Jesus says to Matthew, “Follow me.” 
3. Matthew is immediately changed, and he walks away from his powerful 
4. Application: When Jesus says, “Follow me,” it changes your life. 
5. Through the words “follow me,” Jesus was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” 
1. While With Andrew, Simon heard Jesus say, “Follow me.” 
2. Simon followed Jesus and became the unofficial leader of the group. 
3. Peter publicly denied ever knowing Jesus. 
4. After the Resurrection, Jesus restored Peter and once again said, “Follow me.” 
5. Application: Obeying the words “Follow me” can give you a second chance in 
6. Through the words “follow me,” Jesus was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” 
B. Philip 
others. 
C. Matthew the tax collector 
position. 
D. Simon Peter 
life. 
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E. Other People Who Would Hear the Words “Follow Me” 
1. Though not recorded in Scripture, others disciples would hear the words “Follow 
2. To each one, he was saying, “It’s time to grow and go,” 
me.” 
111. As Jesus said, “Follow me,’’ he was saying, “It’s time to grow and go.” The 
words “Follow me” were an invitation to do two things. 
A. Jesus was asking each one to “grow” by joining a small group. 
1. Christian maturity always occurs with other believers. 
2. Illustration: “Stuart working in the garden as a child.” 
3. Along with learning together, a small group carries each other’s burdens. 
4. Application: Join a small group in which you can “grow.” 
B. Jesus was asking each one to “go” and serve him in the world. 
1. An apostle is someone who is “sent.” 
2. All of the 12 (except Judas Iscariot) would “go” and share the gospel of Jesus 
Christ with the world (Illustration: “Maxie D u n n a  story of prison volunteer 
from Memphis”). 
4. Application: Answer the call to “go” by volunteering to serve in a ministry. 
IV. Conclusion: It’s time to Grow and Go (Illustration: “Billy Sunday story”). 
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“The Commitment to Grow and Go” 
Acts 24:22-25 and Luke 22:42 
12 March 2006 
Highland United Methodist Church 
I. Introduction: We live in a world of convenience. 
A. We have many examples of convenience: Remote control, automatic garage door 
B. Convenience can be hilarious (Humorous Illustration: “Drive-thru funeral home”). 
C. We have always preferred convenience. 
openers and ATM. 
11. Felix was a person of convenience (Acts 24:22-25). 
A. Paul is on trial. 
B. The court case has an extensive background. 
C. Tertullus, the prosecutor, speaks and then Paul defends himself. 
D. Felix calls a recess. 
E. Paul shares the gospel with Felix. 
F. Felix dismisses Paul saying, “When I fmd it convenient, I will send for you.” 
III. Jesus was a person of commitment (Luke 22:42). 
A. Jesus’ life was a life characterized by commitment. 
B. In the garden of Gethsemane, Jesus prayed, “Not my will, but yours be done.” 
C. Jesus lived that prayer by going to the cross. 
D. Because of such love, what are we willing to do for him? 
IV. Conclusion: Felix and Jesus create quite a contrast. 
A. One lived a life of convenience; the other a life of commitment. 
B. Which way will you live? 
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Small Group Training Outline 
Highland United Methodist Church 
Small Group Leader Training 
March 8,2006 
1. Welcome 
2. ccBeginning Life Together” study 
A. Read pp. 7-14 and pp. 77-84. 
B. Take a thorough look at the DVD. Begin by looking at 6CLeaders: 
C. Then look at “Doing Life Together Sessions.” 
Watch this First’’ and “DVD Tutorial.” 
3. A Sample Session-Session 1 “The Goal of Life” 
A. The “Leadership Lifter” is a pep talk for you. 
€3. “Start Session 1” begins the session. 
C. The “Start” page should be on as people arrive for your group. D. Pressing the “enter” button will guide you through each part of 
the session. Please have your book open to Session 1. 
E. The 64Session Map” provides a clear overview of the whole 
session. 
F. Key Things to Remember: 
1. Manage you time. Typically ninety (90) minutes is needed for 
the session. If your group needs to be shorter, determine 
ahead of time what you will eliminate. 
2. Feel Free to rearrange parts of the session, including the 
music video. 
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4. Getting Your Group Started 
A. Plan on beginning the groups the week of March 26. 
B. Contact the people who have expressed an interest in your group, 
preferably twice. Share with them the date, time and location of 
the fwst meeting. 
host and refreshment providers. 
C. As the leader, delegate. Rotate the duties of discussion leaders, 
D. Invite people to your group. 
5. Helpful Hints for All Small Group Leaders 
A. Begin and end the group with prayer. 
B. Conduct your group as an “open” group. Always pray about 
who the members of the group will invite next week. 
C. Let the core values of grace, humility, honesty, and confidentially 
guide your group. 
D. Your goal is to conduct this study in a way that your group will 
want to continue with another study. Begin thinking about that 
study now (see #6 below). 
E. Invite the participation of the whole group but never pressure 
anyone to participate. 
F. Keep the session moving. There is a lot to cover. 
G. Silence is not always bad. 
H. Beware of those who may dominate the group. 
6. Topics for Future Study 
A. This “Doing Life Together” series includes five more studies. 
B. Some groups may want to follow up this study by studying 
C. Other groups may like to  embark on a topical study. 
D. Some groups may want to study a Christian book. 





Grow and Go Mailing Cover Letter 
March 6,2006 
Dear friends of Highland Church, 
In recent weeks you have become thoroughly acquainted with our church-wide 
emphasis Grow & Go. The goal of this emphasis is simple: that we would all increase OUT 
devotion to Jesus Christ and His Church through involvement in small groups and 
service. 
The time has now come to make our commitments to these two crucial parts of our 
relationship with Jesus Christ. In the enclosed booklet, you will find more information 
about the small groups that will soon be forming for the purpose of helping us to grow as 
followers of Christ. You will also read of the many opportunities that you have to serve 
Christ at Highland UMC, areas of service that represent the ways we are to go in His 
name. 
As you read this book, do so prayerfully asking God to guide you in your 
commitment to be involved in small groups and service. Then complete the Grow & Go 
commitment cards found in the center of the booklet. To ensure that this emphasis is an 
event for the whole family, we have included commitment cards for your children and 
teenagers. During the conclusion of this Sunday’s worship service, you will have the 
opportunity to present your completed commitment card as we answer the call to grow 
and go together. In the weeks that follow, you will receive notification from a small 
group leader as well as the leader of the ministries in which you have indicated an 
interest. They will assist you in fulfilling the commitments that you have made. If you 
cannot be with us this Sunday, please feel free to send your completed card to the church 
office or place it in the offering plate the following Sunday. 
It has been a real joy these last eight months to serve as your pastor. I have 
definitely been blessed by your friendship and kindness. God has big plans for Highland 
and our Grow & Go emphasis is an important part of it. Please know that I am truly 
grateful for your consideration in committing to this important part of our church family. 
Yours truly in Christ, 
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APPENDIX 0 
Grow and Go Evaluation 
The Research Reflection team met on 7 May 2006. The purpose of this meeting 
was to evaluate the “Grow and Go” program. The team discussed the strong points of the 
program. Then the team spoke of areas of the program that need improvement. 
The strong points of the program included the following: 
1. The congregation submitted 1 16 commitment cards, contrasted to 64 commitment 
cards the congregation submitted the previous year in response to a ministry menu. 
2. The Sunday morning testimonials were good, and they utilized members who have not 
played visible roles in the church before. 
3. The publicity communicated the program well. 
4. The sermons emphasized the value of small groups and ministry, and they challenged 
the congregation to take part in these two areas of church life. 
5 .  The planning included a clear build up of momentum toward Celebration Sunday, 
giving the church a sense of anticipation. 
6. Having the children present their commitment cards during the children’s sermon on 
Celebration Sunday was very effective. 
7. The “Doing Life Together” series was excellent for small group beginners. 
The areas for improvement included the following: 
1. The close proximity of the Celebration Sunday to Easter Sunday may have stalled 
some of the follow-up efforts. 
2. All 116 commitment cards indicated a desire to serve in a ministry of the church. Only 
eighty cards indicated an interest in participating in a small group. How do we decrease 
this discrepancy? 
3. Reaffirm to the leaders of the small groups and ministry teams the need to follow up 
promptly on those who have an interest in their area of congregational life. 
4. Involve the children and youth more in the build up of momentum for Celebration 
Sunday. 
5 .  Send one follow-up letter to those who did not submit a commitment card. 
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APPENDIX P 
Modified Beeson Church Health Questionnaire 













I enjoy getting together with other people fiom my church outside of church events 
SA- MA- NAD- m- SD- 
My church affirms me in my ministry tasks 
SA- MA- NAD- m- SD- 
I regularly practice the spiritual disciplines (prayer, Bible study, fasting, and meditation) 
SA- MA- NAD-. MD__ SD- 
I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I can discuss my 
deepest concerns with them 
SA- MA- NAD- MD- SD- 
Prayer is a highlight of the worship service 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD- SD- 
Tithing is a priority in my life 
SA- MA- NAD- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD- MD- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- MA- NAD- M D - .  SD- 
SA- MA- NAD- MD- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD- MD- SD- 
I am actively involved in a ministry of this church 
Our church relies upon the power and presence of God to accomplish ministry 
My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on God concerning the practical aspects of life 
I have experienced a lot ofjoy and laughter in our church 
I do not know my spiritual gift@). 





MODERATELY NEITHER AGREE MODERATELY STRONGLY 
OR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE 















Our church has a clear process that develops people’s spiritual gifi(s) 
%- MA- NAD__ m- SD 
I experience deep, honest relationships with a few other people in my church 
SA- MA.-- NAD__ m- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD- SD- 
SA- MA__ NAD__ MD- SD- 
SA- MA__ NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD- SD- 
SA- MA__ NAD-. SD- 
SA- MA__ NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- m- NAD__ MD__ SD- 
SA- M-4- NAD-. MD- SD- 
SA- MA- NAD__ m- SD- 
I enjoy the tasks I do in the church 
There is an atmosphere of generosity within our church 
I would describe my personal spirihal life as growing 
The love and acceptance I have experienced inspires me to invite others to my church 
I feel that my role in the church is very important 
Our church emphasizes the person and presence of the Holy Spirit 
My church needs to place more emphasis on the power of prayer 
This church operates through the power and presence of God 
I rarely consult God’s word to find answers to life’s issues 
The teaching ministry of this church encourages me to be involved in ministry 
I currently enjoy a greater intimacy with God than at any other time in my life 
I believe that interpersonal conflict or misconduct is dealt with appropriately and in a biblical 
mamer 
















15-35- 36-55- 56-70- 71+- 
Gender Female- Male- 
Which best describes your current involvement with Highland Church? Check only one. 
Attend worship only- Very active- 
Administrative Council member- Ministry leaderkeacher- 
Are you a member of this church? 
Yes- No- 
How many years have you been a member of this church? 
Which of the following best describes how often you attend weekend worship services? 
Check one. 
1 time each month- 2 times each month- 3 or more times each month__ 
What is your level of commitment to attending a small group? 
Low- Medium- High None 
How significant is involvement in a small group in aiding your spiritual growth? 
Not significant- Somewhat signi6cant- Very significant- 
Has your participation in a small group helped you to become a more committed member of 
this church? 
Yes- No- 
What is your level of commitment to serving in a ministry of the local church? 
Low-..- Medium- Hi&- None 
How significant is your involvement in a ministry of th is  church in assisting your spiritual 
Not significant- Somewhat significant- Very significant- 
growth 
Has your participation in a ministry in this church helped you become a more committed 
church member 
Yes- No- 
I would describe my personal spiritual life as 
Growing- Plateau- Declining- 
To further ensure anonymity, please answer the following two questions: 
What is the first letter of your mother’s maiden name? - 
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